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SEALING
UNLIMITED
AT -420°F

through continual in-plant development

testing of fluid regulators and controls

When you're dealing with temperatures ranging from near-

absolute zero to several hundred degrees above zero . . .with

fluids that have so minute a molecular structure as hydro-

gen and helium . . . with the critical space-weight factors of

missiles . . . these are conditions that demand continual

in-plant testing by the manufacturer. It's fundamental to

reliable fluid system sealing, control and regulation.

That's why Hadley is so uniquely suited to development

programs such as the new hydrogen engine, as well as other

space vehicle and ground support systems.

As designers and fabricators of fluid control systems

on many of the operational missile programs, Hadley has

combined expert engineering with its own comprehensive

functional and environmental test facilities to check out

every stage of development.

You'll save time, money and insure critically reliable fluid

control by checking Hadley first. Write for Information

Brochure MR- 1094-2.

1 42 7 SOUTH GAREY AVENUE. POMONA, CALIFORNIA
NAIional 9-5075 BTWX Pomona 7552

Openings exist for qualified engineers
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and SET-UP BLOCKS

or WELDING PLATENS

for research, design,

and development . . .

in electronics,

aircraft, missiles,

metal fabrication,

maintenance and

plant engineering

I
t

nding Blocks •

d Plates • Floor Plates
TOOLS and ACCESSORIES

SERVING INDUSTRY

EVERYWHERE
Used singly or in multiple

groupings, ACORN Welding

Platens or Bending Blocks are

standard equipment in many

shipyards, railroads, pipe and

steel fabricators, welding

shops, research laboratories,

and wherever metal is

formed, shaped or welded.

OUR 56th YEAR

Write foday

for

illustrated

literature

with full

particulars

Each Block or Platen has 1%" square holes, spaced

approximately 3Vi" center to center. These holes

are used for clamping, dogging or spacing. The

Blocks can be easily joined together to make a

table in various multiples. The working surfaces

and side edges are machined to within .005" de-

gree of flatness. Blocks are semi-steel castings,

with a tensile strength of 30,000 to 32,000 lbs. per

square inch. Arm Clamps, Hold-Down Dogs, Drift

Pins, Hold-Down Bolts, Angle Blocks, etc., also

available.

Acor
IRON and SUPPLY CO.

Delaware Ave. and Poplar St.

Philadelphia 23, Pa.

WAInut 2-7070
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LIQUIPOMETER
instrumentation capability

. . . offers the dependability of long experience in both electronic and electromechanical

instrument control systems, plus the versatility of original design.

If you are concerned with space vehicles, aircraft, ground support units,

or test facilities—you are invited to investigate Liquidometer.

A new booklet outlining our capabilities is available on request.

the LIQUIPOMETER corp.
DEPT. V LONG ISLAND CITY 1, NEW YORK

Sina 1920 *~/W(
S
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GE engineer checks a group of production

type thermionic converters. Developed for

use in auxiliary power systems for space

vehicles, each unit has one-watt output.
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General Motors pledges

AC QUESTMANSHIP

AC Seeks and Solves the Significant—AC Design and Development is moving far ahead in new technology—

the result of GM's commitment to make ever larger contributions to the defense establishment. AC

plans to resolve problems even more advanced than AChiever inertial guidance for Titan / This is AC

QUESTMANSHIP. It's a scientific quest for the development of significant new components and systems

. . . to advance AC'S many projects in guidance, navigation, control and detection / Dr. James H. Bell,

AC'S Director of Navigation and Guidance, sees this as a "creative challenge". His group takes new

concepts and designs them into producible hardware having performance, reliability and long life. He

strongly supports the fact that an AC future offers scientists and engineers "a great opportunity to

progress with a successful and aggressive organization" / If you have a B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. in the

electronics, scientific, electrical or mechanical fields, plus related experience, you may qualify for our

specially selected staff. If you are a "Seeker and Solver", write the Director of Scientific and Professional

Employment, Mr. Robert Allen, Oak Creek Plant, 7929 So. Howell Ave., Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

GUIDANCE/ NAVIGATION/ CONTROL/ DETECTION/ AC SPARK PLUG "§? The Electronics Division of General Motors

6



"I s&n* so
going *o

For further information about challenging positions
in the fields of advanced systems design, solid state
and plasma physics, computer system design tech-
niques and space dynamics, including navigation,
guidance and simulation—and for descriptive Melpar
brochure—write to Professional Employment Super-
visor, 3644 Arlington Blvd., Falls Church, Virginia,
in historic Fairfax County, 10 miles from Washing-
ton, D. C.

. . . and you can't go, 'cause you're a girl!" Today,
children are growing faster. Their interests cover a

wider range—from roller skates to rockets. With a most
effective systems management and continuous program
evaluation— Melpar, too, has grown. Today, Melpar's

respected position of leadership is reflected in equip-

ments designed, developed, and produced by Melpar to

form an integral part of many advanced weapons sys-

tems. Such equipments will comprise a part of the first

manned-satellite launched into orbital flight. In such

advanced areas there is unlimited opportunity for the

personal and professional growth faf creative engineers.

Ifyou are ready to share in the challenge this represents,

there is an important place for you at Melpar.

An Arsenal of Technology —

MELPAR f inc
A Subsidiary of Westinghouse Air Brake Company

MELPAR PRODUCTS: reconnaissance systems • antennas • telemetering • radar systems • potting resins • flight simulators • direction

finders • aids to navigation • fire control systems • ordnance electronics • microwave components • countermeasures systems • communications equipment
electronic training devices * analog and digital computers • automatic testers for systems • transistorization of equipment • acoustics, audio & ultrasonic

systems • multicomponent assembly units (automation) • printed circuitry • encapsulation techniques • data handling equipment (including magnetic recorders)

Circle No. 4 on Subscriber SorvU* Card. 7



Vickers Main System Hydraulic

Pump being installed on THOR

\ AERO HYDRAULICS DIVISION

VICKERS INCORPORATED
TORRANCE, CALIFORNIA • DETROIT 32, MICHIGAN division of

-

SPERRY RAND CORPORATION
fe .

8486



nalytical

Engineers:

Want to see the whole

picture?

Some engineers are content to stay in their

own technological backyards. But many others

prefer to work in an inter-disciplinary

environment, where everything they do is

concerned with the total system.

If you are interested in seeing and understanding

the whole picture, rather than just a small

segment of it, we think you'll be interested in

System Development Corporation. Our
work is concerned with the design and develop-

ment of extremely large systems in which

high-speed digital computers aid men in

decision-making. The relative capabilities and

roles of men, machines, and associated

system components pose intriguing

problems for creative minds.

At the present time we have key openings for

engineers with proved analytical ability in the

areas of communications, computers and

associated equipment, simulation, information

theory, weapons system analysis. Please send

your inquiry to Mr. E. A. Shaw, SDC, 2414

Colorado Avenue, Santa Monica, California.

"A Mathematical Model of an Air Defense

Operation and a Method of Evaluation," a paper

by SDC's staff, is available upon request. Please

address inquiries to Mr. E. A. Shaw at SDC.

-Circle No. 6 on Subscriber Service Card.

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION

Santa Monica, California • Lodi, New Jersey

Circle No. 5 on Subscriber Service Card. 9



A WEDGE of PROGRESS

BELOCK INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
presents its new subsidiary

ASTRO-SPACE LABORATORIES, INC.

THE WEDGE of PROGRESS

pierces the vast unknowns
of space. Its leading edge
is research and development
of guidance and control... re-

quiring a calibre of scientif-

ic capability rooted in step'

by-step accomplishment since the
earliest days of rocketry. Under
the guidance of Dr. Frederick K.
Mueller and his team of space scien-

tists, Astro-Space Laboratories will

engage in research, development and
production of systems for space vehicles.

Directly supporting these efforts will be
Belock's extensive facilities at College
Point, N. Y. C. Write for descriptive brochure

ASTRO - SPACE
LABORATORIES, Inc.
HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA

when and where

a subsidiary of BELOCK INSTRUMENT CORPORATION

JULY
American Rocket Society, Propellants

Combustion and Liquid Rockets Con-
ference, Ohio State University, Colum-
bus, July 18-19.

Third International Conference on Med-
ical Electronics, sponsored by Institu-

tion of Electrical Engineers, Olympia,
London, July 21-27.

Pennsylvania State University R&D Man-
agement, Development Seminar, Uni-
versity Park, July 24-29.

Thermochemistry of Rocket Propulsion, a
short course, University of Calif., Los
Angeles, July 25-Aug. 5.

J

Denver Research Institute, Seventh An-
nual Symposium on Computers and
Data Processing, Stanley Hotel, Estes

Park, Colo., July 28-29.

AUGUST
4th Global Communications Symposium,

co-sponsored by IRE, Prof., Group on
Communications Systems, and U.S.

Signal Corps (100th Anniversary),

Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C.,

Aug. 1-3.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Special Summer Program on Modula-
tion Theory and Systems, Cambridge,

Aug. 1-12.

International Symposium on Rarefied Gas
Dynamics, University of Calif., Berke-

ley, Aug. 3-6.

University of Connecticut, Institute for

Practical Research on Operations,

Storrs, Aug. 7-13.

University of Connecticut, Third Annual
Institute on Missile Technology, Storrs,

Aug. 7-19.

American Astronautical Society, Western
National Meeting, Olympic Hotel,

Seattle, Aug. 8-11.

American Institute of Electrical Engineers,

1960 Pacific General Meeting, El Cor-

tez Hotel, San Diego, Calif., Aug. 8-12.

ASME-AIChE Heat Transfer Conference

and Exhibit, Statler Hilton, Buffalo,

N.Y., Aug. 15-17.

Xlth International Astronautical Congress,

International Astronautical Federation,

Stockholm, Aug. 15-20.

Cryogenic Engineering Conference, Uni-
versity of Colorado and NBS, Boulder,

Colo., Aug. 23-25.

Western Electronics Show and Convention,

Los Angeles Memorial Sports Arena,

Los Angeles, Aug. 23-26.

International Union of Pure and Applied
Physics, International Conference on
High Energy Nuclear Physics, Univer-

sity of Rochester, Rochester, Aug. 25-

Sept. 3.

The German Rocket Society, Annual
Meeting, Hanover, Germany, Aug.
26-28.

University of Connecticut, Eleventh An-
nual Basic Statistical Quality Control,

Storrs, Institute, Aug. 28-Sept. 9.

The Combustion Institute, 8th Interna-

(Conlinued on page 14)

Circle No. 7 on Subscriber Service Card. missiles and rockets, July 18, I960
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REGULUS II
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POLARIS

CORVUS

FALCON

>'s Unique White Rooms"
improve Miniature BaitBearing Betiabitityf

In these rooms infinitesimal air-borne contaminants

are scientifically whisked from the air . . . away
from super-precision miniature ball bearing parts.

New Departure's White Rooms date back nearly

twenty years. And today, they're a major factor in

N/D's growing recognition as a leader in M/l ball

bearing reliability.

At N/D, miniature ball bearings are completely

assembled in properly humidified, temperature con-

trolled atmospheres. Advanced air filter systems

completely change the air in these spotless rooms

every few minutes. In addition, pressurized access

'air locks and individual counter-top pressurized

chambers are used by N/D's skilled technicians

during final assembly and statistical inspections.

These methods and equipment are only a few of the

reasons why more and more major missile con-

tractors, today, rely on New Departure Miniature

and Instrument ball bearings.

If you are working on a new miniature ball bearing

application where reliability is critical, include an

N/D Sales Engineer in your design discussions. Call

or write Department L.S., New Departure Division,

General Motors Corporation, Bristol, Connecticut.

MINIATUR -RUMENT BALL BEARINGS
/proved re//abilityyou can bui/daround

Circle No. 8 on Subscriber Service Card. II



...BEFORE YOU SPECIFY HOSE AND FITTINGS

FOR AIRCRAFT AND MISSILES!

• Contains helpful information on Stratoflex low, medium and high

pressure hose, hose fittings and hose assemblies for aircraft and missile

fluid lines. • Complete accessory data including Stratoflex "Firesleeved",

"Protective Covered" and "Internally Supported" Assemblies. • Engi-

neering data including hose installation instructions, tube forming and

joining methods, twist angle information and minimum bend radii chart.

SF13-0 MAIL COUPON BELOW FOR YOUR FREE COPY!

P.O. Box 10398 • Fort Worth, Texas I-/ fl>ls;^J^

Branch Plants: Hawthorne, Cat., Fort Wayne, Toronto

In Canada: Stratoflex ol Canada, Inc.

SALES OFFICES:
Atlanta, Chicago

Cleveland, Dayton

Detroit, Fort Wayne
Fort Worth, Hawthorne

Houston, Kansas City

Milwaukee, New York

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh, San Diego,

San Francisco, Seattle

Toronto, Tulsa

Name

Title.

Firm

.

Stratoflex, Inc.

P. O. Box 10398, Fort Worth 14, Texas

Please send me your new 54-page Aircraft

& Missile Catalog:

Address

City Zone State

12 Circle No. ° on Subscriber Service Card. Circle No. 10 on Subscriber Service Card.



He juggled the

hottest potatoes

in the Seawolf

...the fuel elements for its nuclear
power plant.

Periodically, spent elements must
be removed and replaced with fresh

ones. The problem—utterly original

and fiendishly difficult—was to do the

job safely, quickly, and, above all,

surely.

This AMF engineer designed the

refueling system that did the job.

One of his major problems was the

fuel elements' liquid sodium envi-

ronment. Sodium burns fiercely
when brought in contact with either

air or water. Yet, it had to be
exposed during element transfer.

Solution : an inert helium blanket to

isolate the sodium.

Though awesomely intricate, the

refueling machinery had to be de-

signed to work in cramped quarters.

The high radioactivity of the envi-

ronment made the handling problem
still more difficult.

That's why, though remotely con-

trolled, all apparatus is manually
operated. It removes the element
and transfers it to a disposal con-

tainer with complete safety, accu-

racy, and a degree of reliability that

approaches the supernatural.

Single Command Concept

The solution of this first-time-in-

history problem is one more example

of AMF's resourcefulness.

AMF people are organized in a

single operational unit offering a

wide range of engineering and pro-

duction capability. Its purpose: to

accept assignments at any stage

from concept through development,

production, and service training . .

.

and to complete them faster... in

• Ground Support Equipment
• Weapon Systems
• Undersea Warfare
• Radar
• Automatic Handling & Processing

• Range Instrumentation
• Space Environment Equipment
• Nuclear Research & Development

GOVERNMENT PRODUCTS GROUP,

AMF Building, 261 Madison Avenue,

New York 16, N. Y.

AMERICAN MACHINE & FOUNDRY COMPAN



when and where

Double
Duty
xi Spac e

THE NEW Nems-Clarke 1906 AM/
FM/CW Receiver has been reduced

in height from 8%" to 3V2." with no

sacrifice of performance. With a

tuning range of 30-260mc it gives

more information while using less

space. The 1 906 Receiver has wide

application in surveillance, counter-

measures, direction finding and sim-

ilar specialized military functions.

1906 RECEIVER

Tuning Range ....... 30-260mc (two bands: 30-oOmc,
60-260mc switched)

Noise Figure 6db maximum

Input Impedance 50 otimi unbalanced to
Type N connector on rear apron

IF Rejection „jdb minimum

Image Rejection . ^^.^60db minimum

,

••••••• ......... 2l.4mc
N
\JF Bandwidths: 300kc, 20kc (cwitchoble from front

v;
'

1 panel)

Power'lnput. 1 15/230v AC, SO/60 cycles, lOOw approx
Si» 1»" wide, 3>/j" high, 15" maximum depth

NEMS-CLARKE CO.
A DIVISION 919 JESUP-BLA1R DRIVE
OF VITRO

CORPORATION \

OF AMERICA j!& mm SILVER SPRING
MARYLAND

14 Circle No. 1 1 on Subscriber Service Card.

(Continued from page 10)

rional Symposium on Combustion, Cal-
Tech, Pasadena, Aug. 29-Sept. 2.

10th International Congress of Applied
Mechanics, Congress BIdg., Stresa,

Italy, Aug. 31 -Sept. 7.

SEPTEMBER

13th General Assembly of the Interna-

tional Scientific Radio Union, Univer-

sity College, London, Sept. 5-15.

SOCIETY of British Aircraft Constructors

Show and Flying Display, Farnbor-

ough, England, Sept. 6-11.

Electronics Industries Association, Second
Conference on Value Engineering,

Disneyland Hotel, Anaheim, Sept. 7-8.

Joint Automatic Control Conference,

Mass. Institute of Technology, Cam-
bridge, Sept. 7-9.

American Chemical Society, 138 National

Meeting, New York, N.Y., Sept. 11-16.

Second International Congress in the

Aeronautical Sciences, sponsored by
the International Council of the Aero-
nautical Sciences, Zurich, Switzerland,

Sept. 12-16.

Illrd International Congress on Surface

Activity, Cologne, Germany, Sept.

12-17.

Electronic Industries Association, Fall

Conference, Sheraton-French Lick

Hotel, French Lick, Ind., Sept. 13-16.

Engineering Management Conference,

sponsored by American Institute of

Electrical Engineers, and American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, Mor-
rison Hotel, Chicago, Sept. 14-16.

Armed Forces Chemical Association, 15th

Annual Meeting, Sheraton Park Hotel,

Washington, D.C., Sept. 15-16.

Institute of Radio Engineers, National

Symposium on Space Electronics &
Telemetry, Shoreham Hotel, Wash-
ington, D.C., Sept. 19-22.

ASME-AIEE Power Conference, Bellevue-

Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia, Sept.

21-23.

Industrial Electronics Symposium, spon-

sored by Institute of Radio Engineers

and American Institute of Electrical

Engineers, Manger Hotel, Cleveland,

Sept. 21-22.

Air Force Association, National Conven-
tion and Aerospace Panorama, San

Francisco, Sept. 21-25.

American Ceramic Society, Electronics

Division, Hotel Schroeder, Milwau-

kee, Sept. 22-23.

American Institute of Chemical Engi-

neers, Mayo Hotel, Tulsa, Okla, Sept
25-28.

missiles and rockets, July 18, I960



A possible Earth to Venus Trajectory (dotted line) for 107-day flight programmed for burnout conditions over Cape Canaveral on

16 January 1961 at 15.65 hours (ephemeris time). Illustration shows positions of Earth, Venus, vehicle at eighteen-day intervals.

MISSMf\ AMD SPACE

''flljft VEHICLE
DEPARTM ENT

...center for missile and space technology research

and development at General Electric

Progress in defining space trajectories

Astrodynamicists at General Electric's Missile and
Space Vehicle Department are currently mapping
space . . . determining trajectories for flights from
the Earth to other bodies of our solar system.
Under these funded studies, MSVD has recently

completed a program of error analysis of trajectories

to the Moon involving the four-body gravitational

system, as well as a study of flight paths to Venus.
From consideration of the total gravitational

field, specific space missions are computed when date
of departure, trip time and launch site are specified.

The exact launch burnout conditions are determined
for the time of day which maximizes the additional
boost caused by the Earth's rotation. Employing
new techniques, MSVD scientists have made these
determinations with as few as three corrective
computer runs. These methods also can be applied
to flights to other planets of our solar system.

In addition, the Department is developing

methods to determine orbital parameters of earth

satellites using only Doppler information. This

MSVD experience in tracking techniques and com-
puter programs permitted analysis of the Russian
Lunik III trajectory.

For more information about MSVD's progress in

all phases of space technology, write for the new
Department Bulletin, Section 160-92, General Elec-

tric Co., Missile and Space Vehicle Department,
Philadelphia 1, Penna.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
ISSILE AND SPACE VEHICLE DEPARTMENT

A Department of the Defense Electronics Division

Scientists and Engineers interested in career opportunities in Space Technology, contact Mr. T. H. Sebring, Dept. 160, MSVD

Circle No. 12 on Subscriber Service Card.



"Big Stick" of the Strategic Air Command, Boeing B-52 Missile Bomber fleet is

being equipped with Hallicrafters Electronic Countermeasures, most potent means

yet devised to confuse and disrupt hostile radar and missile guidance.

For more than a quarter-century, Hallicrafters has worked
in close partnership with our armed forces on fast solu-

tions to critical military electronics problems. Example:
new airborne Electronic Countermeasures equipments of

very advanced design, now being produced to protect our
military aircraft. This kind of teamwork continues to pay
off for America— in more effective, more reliable, more
economical electronic warfare systems.

hallicrafters^ company
Facilities, and Quick Reaction Capability in Airborne, Ground, Naval and Missile

electronic systems for countermeasures . . . reconnaissance . . . maintenance and

technical support . . . communications.

U R GENT PROBLEMS RELIABLY SOLVED
Circle No. 13 on Subscriber Service Cord.



The Baltimore Steel Company

PIONEERS & LEADERS
in the design and production of

containers for rockets and missiles

J

Forty- three-foot—long
aluminum containers
created by The Balti-
more Steel Company
for the periscopes for
the Polaris. missile sub-
marine, the Skate, the
Nautilus and other
atomic submarines.The
Baltimore Steel Com-
pany is the only com-
pany producing this
type of container. De-
signed, built and tested
under contract with
the U.S. Navy Bureau
of Ships.

In the important race through space,

where national survival is increasingly

dependent on the precision and accuracy

of this nation's missiles and rockets, it is vitally necessary

that these missiles be packed, stored and delivered in the

proper containers. These containers must be able to with-

stand vigorous transportation stresses under all sorts of

atmospheric conditions, without in the slightest degree

affecting the missile and disturbing its highly sensitive

instrumentation and electronic equipment.

The Baltimore Steel Company is very proud of its

role as a pioneer and leader in designing, creating and
producing containers for the Military Services and indus-

trial concerns, exactly tailored to the individual require-

ments of each program. The Baltimore Steel Company has

been a major factor in the successful development of con-

tainers for all types of aircraft engines, missiles, torpedos,

and various ordnance items.

From assisting in the creation of the original design,

and through every step to the delivery of the finished

product, The Baltimore Steel Company is well equipped,

through experience and know-how, and with the capacity

and capability to handle all container requirements
promptly, efficiently, economically.

Containers for components of these other missiles

have been designed and produced by The Baltimore

Steel Co. •HAWK •TERRIER •POLARIS
- «MACE •CORPORAL 9TALOS

•MATADOR «ASTOR •GREBE-JATO

JLin
There is no substitute for experience

and know-how. The Baltimore
Steel Company has built tens of

thousands of containers for reciprocating engines,

turbo-props, jets, torpedos, transmissions for tanks,

and other ordnance material . . . where absolute

accuracy, precision and dependability are required.

The Baltimore Steel Company is successfully meet-

ing new challenges and problems brought to it regu-

larly by American industry and the Military Services.

Container for Inertial Guidance Platform for the

Redstone Missile. This complex container, custom
built by The Baltimore Steel Company, is insulated

and thermostatically controlled, to prevent exposure
to low temperature.

For immediate assistance write or call:

Container Division

The Baltimore Steel Company
1400 Eastern Avenue, Baltimore 31, Md. • 501 North Point Road, Baltimore 6, Md.
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for

cKiina lake

Kollmorgen Missile Tracking

Binoculars are an integral part

of an acquisition and photog-

raphy system which records
tactical air-to-air missile per-

formance at China Lake Naval
Ordnance Testing Station. These
binoculars, adapted from a basic

Kollmorgen design, are high

magnification, wide-field instru-

ments with unusual light-gath-

ering power. An operator is able

to spot a missile-launching air-

craft and track the missile from
the time it is fired until it finds

its target— all at extreme ranges.

Among other Kollmorgen con-

tributions to the missiles field

are the bunker periscopes at

Cape Canaveral.

By combining optics, mechan-
ics and frequently electronics,

Kollmorgen designs many dif-

ferent types of instruments and
systems for industrial and de-

fense viewing and inspection

applications. A new illustrated

brochure describes our design

and manufacturing facilities and
primary fields of interest. For
your copy, write Dept. 107.

KOLLMORGEN
optical cof> "ation

NORTHAMPTON. MASSACHUSETTS

mergers & expansions

BELL INTERCONTINENTAL
CORP. which before the sale of its

defense subsidiaries to Textron, Inc.

was known as Bell Aircraft Corp., has

elected James F. Connaughton presi-

dent and chief executive officer. Ad-

miral Robert B. Carney, (USN Ret.),

former Chief of Naval Operations, has

been named a director and chairman

of the board. Herbert Brownell,

former U.S. Attorney General now
with Lord, Day and Lord, has been

retained as special counsel.

COLLINS RADIO CO. recently

broke ground for a 30,000-sq.-foot

communications and data processing

center in northeast Cedar Rapids,

Iowa. The center will be used by all

of Collins' divisions throughout the

United States and Canada.

DORSETT ELECTRONICS LABS
of Norman, Okla., has merged with

Carter and Galantin, Inc. of Chicago,

a firm which provides marketing pro-

grams for industry, including the

manufacture of training and sales de-

vices and films. Carter and Galantin

will become a Dorsett division, but

continue to operate its facilities in

Chicago, New York and Atlanta under

its own name. Dorsett produces air-

borne telemetering systems and audio-

visual devices.

ARNOUX CORP. of Los Angeles

has acquired Telemetries, Inc., pro-

ducers of simulators and signal con-

verters. Robert L. Burr will be general

manager of Telemetries.

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRODY-
NAMICS CORP., Bell & Howell sub-

sidiary, has established a Technical

Supplies Dept. to market recording

paper for oscillography, photographic

chemicals for oscillogram processing,

and magnetic tape for instrumentation.

The department will make headquarters

in Pasadena.

EMPIRE STATE LABS has been

purchased by Helmuth W. Waldorf,

former President and owner of the

Waldorf Instrument Co., now a F. C.

Huyck Corp. division. Waldorf as-

sumes the position of president of the

laboratories, which have been incor-

porated under the name Empire Flight

Components, Inc.

RAMO-WOOLDRIDGE DIV. of

TRW has opened a Northeastern Dis-

trict Office in Lexington, Mass. . . .

J. M. Loge has been incorporated

under the name Loge Electronics, Inc.

BARDEN CORP. has purchased a

50% stock interest in E.M.O. Instru-

mentation Ltd., British manufacturer

of precision ball bearings . . . H. K.

Porter Co. has acquired Acieries &
Ateliers de Construction de Marpent,

(Continued on page 26)

THE PROBLEM
Development of a new,

highly reliable rocket

propulsion system

IN FINDING
A SOLUTION:

2 HEADS
ARE BETTER THAN 1

BUT ARE

At United Technology Corporation, the
old adage—"two heads are better than
one"— is viewed with respect.

But it also is recognized that at some
point, too many can cause excessive
administrative detail, confusion, and
red tape which increases the difficulty

of finding the solution to the original

technical problem.

The emphasis— corporate philosophy—
at United Technology Corporation,
therefore, is on quality— capacity of
mind, talent and experience, rather than
on sheer numbers of people. This
approach permits the maximum per-
centage of scientific and engineering
man-hours to be devoted to the analyses
and experimentation required to obtain
the best answers to the technical prob-
lems at hand.

18
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UNITED
TECHNOLOGY
CORPORATION

A subsidiary of United Aircraft Corporation

P. O. Box 358 • Sunnyvale, Calif.
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fMARMAN

W. M. Willis, Chief Engineer of Mormon Division, displays some of

the many couplings and joints developed by Mormon engineers.

Leads in

Joint and

Coupling

Engineering
Pictured at the left are a few of the many
V-Band Couplings and Joints designed and
produced by Marman for every aircraft and
missile application. Marman V-Band Couplings

are ideal for connecting all sizes of tubing,

piping and ducting used in fluid transfer and
structural applications. The lightweight Marman
Jl 3 V-Band Joint provides efficient sealing for

pneumatic and hot air or gas lines. The J11

V-Band Joint may be used for fluid systems.

Marman high-performance CONOSEAL Joints

provide a leakproof seal where zero leakage

is required over a wide temperature range.

Call on Mormon's 20 years of experience

when you have a joint or coupling problem.

Highly skilled and experienced engineers are

ready to be of assistance to you. Also send

for the new Marman Catalog No. 800 showing

hundreds of joints available from stock.

CONOSEAL is on Aeroquip Trademark

.eroquip
MARMAN DIVISION

11214 Exposition Blvd., Los Angeles 64, California

Joints, V-Band Couplings and Flanges, Fuel and Hot Air

Couplings, Band Clamps, Instrument Clamps, Bellows,

Ducting, and Universal Joints.

A WIDE PERFORMANCE RANGE IS POSSIBLE THROUGH DIFFERENT FLANGE AND GASKET DESIGNS AS ILLUSTRATED

ttondard V-Band Couplings

and Aongei for high-strength

structural connection of com-

ponents and tubing, choice of

JI3 Joints provide a light-

weight connection for stand-

ard and thin wall tubing

where low leakage rate it

ermiitible.

J11 Joints for fuel connection:,

where lero leakage Is not

required, as well as tube, air

and gas lines for temperatures

up to 1000° F., pressun

4000 psig.

CONOSEAl Joints p
zero-leakage connection of

tubing and piping over tem-

perature range of —425° f.

2000° F., pressures to

Circle No. 17 en Subscriber Service Card. 19



for an extension in Reliability

engineered . .

.

CANNON PLUG/ HARNESS SYSTEMS

SINGLE RESPONSIBILITY FOR PERFORMANCE OF PLUG/HARNESS SYSTEMS... RELIABILITY GUARANTEED!

• Cannon plug / harness systems are designed and manufac-

tured under rigid, quality-controlled conditions in a separate,

highly specialized facility completely equipped to handle all

phases of design, development and manufacture. As a single

source supplier for both plugs and harness assemblies, Cannon
can assume complete responsibility for the reliability of the

"Cannon Plug/Harness System" as a whole.

• complete testing facilities: Extensive testing equipment is

also available to duplicate environmental conditions. These in-

clude vibration tests, temperature cycling tests, and heat flux

tests duplicating heat re-entry conditions. Each system is 100%
tested for continuity and for high potential and insulation resist-

ance, shorts or
(
grounds as well as humidity, VSWR, contact

retention, etc. Certified test reports are available.

special design SERVICES; Because Cannon is a single source

supplier of the plugs and completes the termination, it is pos-

sible to select and recommend cables and termination tech-

niques designed to custom-match the proper plug for the

assembly. The complete assembly can thus be manufactured

and tested under conditions prohibited to single-source suppliers.

faster delivery - no cost pyramiding: a special, separate fa-

cility devoted to umbilical and harnessing production offers the

most up-to-date production techniques to provide the industry's

fastest delivery— plus no pyramiding of costs. Customers draw

on Cannon's capabilities as the world's largest exclusive manu-
facturer of electrical plugs.

field technical assistance: Experienced specialized sales en-

gineers are available to discuss and assist customers in the

technical aspects of plug-harness system requirements prior

to manufacture and after installation in the field.

cannon plug/harness systems are manufactured in our
phoenix, arizona facility

For further information

write for Catalog HC-I to:

CANNON
ELECTRIC
COMPANY
3208 HUMBOLDT STREET
LOS ANGELES 31, CALIF.

CANNON
PLUGS

20 Circle No. IS on Subscriber Service Card. Circle No. 19 on Subscriber Service Card.



Another Philco achievement

in global communications

A.S part of a major study of space communications tech-

niques, Philco is prime contractor for an Air Force project

to relay high frequency radio communications around the

burvature of the earth, through space. Known as the

Passive Satellite Relay Link, it will reflect voice and tele-

type signals from a 100 ft. aluminum-skinned plastic balloon.

tJnder NASA's Project Echo, the balloon is to be launched

into a 1,000 mile earth orbit for use as a passive commu-
nications reflector.

The parametric amplifiers, receiving antennas, and track-

ing and receiving systems are Philco designed, built and
installed. The entire program is managed by Philco, under

the supervision of the Communications Directorate, Rome
Air Development Center.

! This is one more step in man's utilization of outer

space . . . and another important Philco achievement in

global communications. For capacity, facilities and expe-

rience in advanced electronic systems, look to the leader . . .

look to Philco.

Government & Industrial Group, Philadelphia 44, Pennsylvania

PH ILCO
^ywmoud ^or Quadtif tfie llfor&t Over

Communications and Weapons Division • Computer Division • Sierra Electronic Division

Western Development Laboratories



CAPABILITIES FOR DEFENSE
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PRECISE
MEASUREMENT

IN SPACE. . .with New Westinghouse Radar Technique



i An entirely new Westinghouse radar
technique now under development at the Elec-

tronics Division will sharply increase the ac-

curacy of radar detection, identification and
tracking of objects in space.

Utilizing a single radar, the Westinghouse
technique opens the door to many important
new applications. Among them are accurate

measurement of objects in space, satellite re-

you can be SURE .

Circle No. 20 o

connaissance, air-to-ground surveillance and
mapping and ground-to-air tracking and iden-

tification.

We would be pleased to discuss these new de-

velopments with qualified persons on a classi-

fied, need-to-know basis. Contact: Marketing

Manager, Electronics Division, Westinghouse

Electric Corporation, Baltimore, Maryland.

IF ITS Westinghouse
Subscriber Service Cord.



letters

The Law's Injustice

To the Editor:

Your article on "The Renegotiation

Mess" in the July 4 issue of M/R is

most interesting and certainly provides a

considerable amount of enlightening in-

formation.

But there is one facet of Renegotia-

tion which was not mentioned. This is

the portion of the law which pertains to

manufacturers' representatives.

There are many points about this sec-

tion of the law which are most unfair

to the bona fide manufacturers' represen-

tative, the corrections for which are long

overdue.

Over the years the minimum report-

ing amount for manufacturers has been
increased, until this amount is four times

that contained in the original law. The
amount for manufacturers' representatives'

reporting has not been changed at all.

Probably the most unfair portion is

that (the fees of) manufacturers' repre-

sentatives alone have been singled out

from all of the consultants, professional

people, and other independent contractors,

and are separately renegotiated, rather

than being renegotiated through the manu-
facturer.

Other provisions of this law make it

possible for a manufacturers' represen-

tative's fees to be renegotiated even

though none of the companies he rep-

resents is covered.

When any changes in the Renegotia-

tion Act are considered by Congress, as

they supposedly will be by this House
committee, the matter of its application

to manufacturers' representatives should

be given fair and impartial consideration.

Kenneth E. Hughes
Union City, N.J.

First Drone Directory

To the Editor.

I would be very grateful if you would
please send me a reprint of the Directory

of U.S. Aerial Targets and Combat Sur-

veillance Drones which appeared in the

June 27 M/R. To my knowledge this is

the first time anyone has compiled such a

directory. Congratulations on a remark-
able job.

Leonard Matula
Chicago

Misleading Title

To the Editor:

I would like to comment on my article

in the April 18 M/R which you entitled

"How to Propose a Research Program."
As submitted, the title was, "A Philosophy

for Propellant Research" . . .

While the article does tie in with re-

search proposals, it was concerned pri-

marily with the establishment of criteria

for determining the validity of a research

approach. Obviously, it did not provide an
adequate treatment of the subject, "How
to Propose a Research Program," since

this was not its intent.

Charles N. Bernstein

Group Scientist, Propellants

and Polymers
Rocketdyne Division, North
American Aviation, Inc.

Canoga Park, Calif.

Bad Siting at Tucson?
To the Editor:

Enclosed are some further press stories

and other items bearing on our local pro-

test against Air Force siting policies

(M/R, June 13, page 17). The sites of

W HIT TffflfllpB

C<"j I'JTRwj-
PLANNED

RELIABILITY
is important in the

Discoverer Satellite Program

WHITTAKER RELIEF VALVES ... \-f
control individual propellant tank
pressures, differential tank pressures
and provides tank dump feature.

Planned Reliability is important to the success of the

Discoverer Satellite Program. When the Thor-Agena
launch vehicle thunders off the pad toward orbit position

for the second stage, valves and fluid control systems
must function with predetermined accuracy to assure
successful positioning and stabilization of the satellite.

The wide acceptance of Whittaker Controls Products
for the most difficult and exacting applications is the

result of design integrity and precise adherence to sound
engineering and manufacturing principles.

Advanced design concepts, environmental testing

and quality-controlled production . . . assure you of

Planned Reliability in every valve and fluid control

system that bears the famous Whittaker name!

Advanced concepts now being planned at Whittaker Controls present unusual and
challenging opportunities for qualified engineers. Why not inquire now?



the first nine of Tucson's 18 Titans were

publicly announced on June 8. They in-

sure 100% certainty that lethal fallout

from enemy attack will hit Tucson should

war come. All escape routes out of the

city will be destroyed because the policy

is to build these sites right beside good
highways and Tucson has only five high-

ways leading through the surrounding

mountains. Tucson will become the worst-

sited of all the Atlas and Titan bases in

the country if something is not done to

forestall use of the announced site loca-

tions.

We are appealing for Congressional

investigation of the entire policy with

respect to fixed-base ICBM's . . . We hope
that you may take note of this step in

our protest by reporting it in M/R. We
were very pleased to see the earlier note

you ran on this issue.

J. E. McDonald, Chairman
Committee Against Ringing

Tucson With Titans

Tucson, Ariz.

FDR to Blame?
To the Editor:

It certainly would be a pity if this

otherwise excellent technical publication

should degenerate into a political digest.

Your discussion (M/R, June 6) of

the so-called public relations "Fiasco",

and especially the thinly veiled attack

upon the Vice President of the United

States, is unnecessary and ill-advised.

If this editorial is politically inspired

it can be deflated easily: Our country

is in this predicament thanks to F.D.R.

and H.S.T. and their give-away policies

in Yalta and Potsdam.

Who, in his right mind, could trust

a donkey-riding crusader, waving a de-

featist banner and galloping toward ulti-

mate disaster?

A. J. Jankunas
Engineer

Cicero, 111.

Cheap Fuel Suggestion

To the Editor:

In a recent Soviet Affairs section,

Dr. Parry quotes a Russian scientist as

having said that ".
. . Pacific Ocean hurri-

canes roar incessantly, with winds reach-

ing 30 to 35 miles per second."

Could it be that we have missed out

on something? With a wind velocity of

this magnitude, 126,000 miles per hour,

we may no longer need to provide a

powerplant for our space shots. We can
simply place a missile into the wind,

guide it correctly, and the Pacific hurri-

cane will carry it off into space. What a

weight saving!

Charles O. Heller

Santa Monica, Calif.

It was a typographical error which we
are still trying to figure out.—Ed.

WHITTAKER REGULATOR . . .

Controls pressure on propellant
tanks for expulsion of fuel

and oxidizer to engines.

WHITTAKER PRESSURE REGULATOR.,
programmed for future missile use,
is gold plated for balance of solar
radiation . . . regulates gas pressure to
nozzle valves in vernier control system.

Write lor your copy of the Whiltaker Controls engineering, testing and production Capabilities Brochure.

WHITTAKER CONTROLS
Division of

915 North Citrus Avenue
Los Angeles 38, California

WHITTAKER CONTROLS Phone: HOUywood 4-0181

"Time-Proven Reliability in Fuel, Pneumatic and Hydraulic Fluid Controls and Systems!"

FIELD ENGINEERING OFFICES:

ATLANTA:
DAYTON:

NEW YORK
SEATTLE:

WICHITA:

3272 Peachtree Road. N. E.. Atlanta. Georgia • Phone: CEdar 3-5291

Talbott Bldg . Suite 313. 131 North Ludlow Street. Dayton 2. Ohio • Phone: BAIdwin 2-5595

600 Old Country Road. Suite 327. Garden City. 1. 1.. New York • Phone: Pioneer 1-4440

3308 White Bldg.. Seattle 1. Washington • Phone: MAin 3-6150

6427 East Kellogg Street. Wichita I, Kansas • Phone: Murray 2 0332

WG
©

CB
©

WHITTAKER CONTROLS: Designs
and produces fluid control systems,
subsystems and components for
military and commercial aircraft
and missiles.

NARMCO INDUSTRIES: Specializ-
ing in. research and manufacturing
in the field of lightweight, high-
strength structural components and
materials for a variety of Military
and Industrial applications.

WHITTAKER GYRO: Leading de-
signer and manufacturer of preci-
sion gyroscopes, accelerometers,
guidance and control systtems.. .

MONROVIA AVIATIONi Produoers
of precision aircraft structural as-
semblies and portable air condition-
ing units for ground support.

TELECOMPUTING SERVICES, INC.:
Specialists in data processing and
data systems engineering.

ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS: Specialists
in systems management, and in the
design and manufacture of complex
electronic and nucteonic equipment
for Government and industry. .

DATA INSTRUMENTS: Leading de-
signer and producer of data reduc-
tion systems, industrial control and
ground support equipment.

COOK BATTERIES: Designers and
manufacturers of automatically and
manually activated silver zinc bat-
teries for missile applications.

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS: De-
signers and producers of micro-
miniature relays, sub-miniature
ceramic capacitors, magnetic ampli-
fiers, transformers and delay lines.

PHOENIX ENGINEERING: Manufac-
turer and assembler of precision
machined missile, aircraft arid elec-
tronic parts.

TELECOMPUTING
COR PORATION

Los Angeles, California

Telecomputing Corporation is a unique combina-
tion of carefully integrated organizations. It is

staffed with scientific talent of rare ability, designed
for the purpose of managing entire Space Technol-
ogy and Weapon System Projects. Telecomputing
is developing advanced concepts in industrial and
military control systems.

Circle No. 21 on Subscriber Service Card.
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shielded cables
Normandy

When your need for heavy duty, high volt-

age cable is urgent, you can depend on

Normandy deliveries! Many of America's

leading missile and spacecraft projects util-

ize Normandy's huge inventories of source-

inspected stock . . so should you!

^A&C /this new catalog may
SPELL THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN

DELAY AND ON SCHEDULE!

WRITE M. R. MATES

... for your free copy showing the latest

engineering data and the on-the-spot avail-

ability of the cable you require in a hurryl

IMPERVIOUS SHEATh SHIELDED CABLES • SILICONE HI-TEMP HEAT, FLAME AND OIL RE-

SISTANT CONTROL CA.. ES • TWISTED PAIR SHIELDED TTRS & TTRSA • LATEST IN COAXIALS
DBSP-MCOS-HOF-MMOP-D MHFF-TTHFWA-SHFS • FURNISHED WITH INSPECTION FORMS

RMANDY ELECTRIC WIRE CORP.

125 Second St., Brooklyn 31, N. Y. Phon«: TR 5-9863 Cabl*: Normwlre, NlwYork
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. . . mergers & expansions

(Continued from page 18)

French producer of steel, railway cars

and industrial products . . . Bendix
Corp. has purchased a controlling in-

terest in Diseradores y Constructores,

S.A., one of Mexico's leading tool-

and-die firms.

ATLANTIC RESEARCH CORP.
has begun work on a $1.5 million

addition to its facilities at Alexandria,

Va. The 120,000-sq.-ft. building will

be connected to the original plant by
an overhead walkway.

G1ANNINI SCIENTIFIC has pur-

chased Wiley Electronics Co. of

Phoenix, Ariz., formerly a subsidiary

of Savage Industries. Giannini, which
already numbers Plasmadyne, Plasma-
kote and Flight Research among its

subsidiary corporations, is negotiating

for further mergers with as yet un-
named companies.

PYROFUZE CORP. has been or-

ganized by the Sigmund Cohn Corp., of

Mount Vernon, N. Y. The firm will

manufacture specially processed Pyro-
foric Products, a bi-metallic product
that disintegrates with explosive vio-

lence at 600°C without support of

oxygen.

financial news

Aerojet General Corp.—Consoli-

dated sales reached $200.5 million for

the six months ended May 31, an in-

crease of 29% over the same period

last year. Earnings were up 16% from
$3.8 million to $4.5 million.

Digirronics Corp.—Sales for the

fiscal year ended March 31 totaled

$822,000, a 50% increase over the

$553,000 reported for FY 1959. Net
income for 1960 amounted to $35,652,

compared to $23,618 for the previous

year.

Sanders Associates, Inc.-—N e w
business in excess of $30 million raises

Sanders' backlog to $50 million. Presi-

dent Royden Sanders said the firm

expects total sales for the year ending

July 31 to reach $17 million; he fore-

casts a 50% rise next year.

Infrared Industries—-Record sales

reached $1.8 million, an increase of

50% over FY 1959, and net earnings

increased 28% to $122,207.

Wilson Bros.—Sales for the first

five months of this year jumped 72%
to $14.9 million, compared to $8.6 mil-

lion for the same period last year. The
firm expects sales of about $38 million

for 1960.

missiles and rockets, July 18, I960



'OEPENDAB I LITV
another outstanding attribute of

-DIMAZINE1
Unsym-Dimethylhydrazlne, UDMH

the: stcrab lei fuel
The sure dependability of dimazine has been
convincingly demonstrated in many ways and
under a wide variety of ground and flight

conditions.

dimazine provides fast, dependable hypergolic

starts followed by smooth, stable combustion

and easier shutdowns. Dependable instant

readiness is assured for years by its outstand-

ing stability during storage in sealed missile

tankage. You can also depend on dimazine's

high chemical purity and uniformity, high

thermal stability, low freezing point, low shock

sensitivity, minimum susceptibility to contam-

ination and high compatibility with almost all

metals and appropriate sealing materials.

These manifold advantages combine to make

dimazine the outstanding storable fuel. We
will be pleased to work with you in evaluating

dimazine and to supply detailed data on its

properties and handling.

Putting Ideas to Work

FOOD MACHINERY AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION
Chlor-Alkali Division

General Sales Offices:

161 E. 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 1T
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Five-story high antenna for Pincushion radar will be part of a new Ad-

vanced Research Projects Agency installation to be set up in mid-Pacific.

A unique radar designed to track and identify

the warhead of ICBMs thousands of miles away is now
being developed by Raytheon.

Designated "Pincushion", because of its microwave beam
pattern formation, the 80-ton Raytheon radar will be part

of Project Defender, ARPA's program to develop

advanced anti-ICBM concepts.

RAYTHEON COMPANY, WALTHAM, MASS.

EXCELLENCE IN ELECTRONICS



TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
• SEPARATION OF MULTI-STAGE VEHICLES AND

NOSE CONES.

• RELEASE FROM LAUNCHING PADS.

• RELEASE OF BOOST ROCKETS AND LAUNCHING
SLEDS.

• RELEASE OF TANKS AND JETT I SON ABLE ITEMS.

FOR SEPARATION SYSTEMS

THE NEW

S E P A A T I O NUT
A unique, safer and more efficient method for sepa-

ration systems is offered by the Separation Nut.

The Separation Nut is unique because its controlled

separation is a highly reliable mechanical function

activated by a very small explosive charge.

By using the Nut's small explosive charge rather than

the "brute force" explosive techniques so commonly
used to fail high strength material in explosive bolts,

the Separation Nut can substantially reduce a poten-

tially hazardous condition to installation crews and to

the vehicle itself.

More compact joints can be designed since Separation

Nuts are used in combination with standard diameter,

high strength bolts used at full allowables.

Separation Nuts reflect another new fastening concept

developed in Hi-Shear's specialized engineering and

laboratory test facilities for the specific needs of space

vehicles and high performance aircraft.

Write for brochure . . . describes how
the Nut works, high speed photos, de-
sign goals, typical applications and
summary of the test program.

PATENT APPLIED FOR.

NON-CAPTIVE NUT

asic configuration . . , accommodates bolt thread
res including 'A -28 thru V.i-16.

nisn

CAPTIVE NUT

Because only a low explosive charge is used, all

fragments can be easily contained by Nut's case.

A similar case can arrest a bolt after detonation.

ear<CORPORATION
2600 WEST 247TH STREET. TORRANCE. CALIFORNIA. U.S.A.
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APL scientists Drs. G. Weiffenbach and W. H. Guier, originators of the fundamental concept
that led to Project Transit, the navigational satellite program sponsored by the U. S. Navy.

Project Transit— the first of its satellites already is orbiting

the earth—was sparked by the side-interests of physicists at the

Applied Physics Laboratory less than three years ago. The Project, an
important contribution to the science of navigation, was kindled

because of the Laboratory's policy of encouraging its scientists

free rein in exploring tangential thoughts.

Scientists and engineers seeking a favorable atmosphere

for creative accomplishment are invited to associate with a resourceful

research group at APL. Direct your inquiry to

—

Professional Staff Appointments

The Johns Hopkins University

The Applied Physics Laboratory

8603 Georgia Avenue, Silver Spring, Maryland



Spark for the edge of outer space:

BENDIX IGNITION ON NORTH AMERICAN'S X-15

The X-15 project is a truly national research effort by
the Air Force, Navy, and National Aeronautics and
Space Agency. In manned flight, the X-15 will scorch
through uncharted skies at speeds of more than 4,000
miles an hour.

This edge-of-space craft will take its pilot closer to

the stars than any human has ever dared to venture.

50,000 pounds of thrust will be provided by the most
powerful single-chamber rocket engine ever built for

manned flight. The ignition system was specially de-

signed and produced for this installation by Bendix®
. . . foremost name in ignition.

Scintilla Division
SIDNEY, NEW YORK

Canadian Affiliate: Aviation Electric Ltd., 200 Laurentien Blvd., Montreal 9, Quebec. Export Salei and Service: Bendix International Division, 205 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y,

Circle No. 25 on Subscriber Service Card. 3
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From an original painting for CECO by R. T. Handville

Contributing to the superb performance ... of each

Ryan Q-2C Firebee is a Continental J-69 turbojet

equipped with single-package engine control and fuel

pump engineered and precision-produced by Chandler Evans.

Products, too, are "known by the company they keep",

and CECO is proud to be airborne with an array of

important missiles as well as with many of the latest

and finest military and commercial aircraft.

CHANDLER EVANS CORPORATION • west hartford i, Connecticut

Interesting, informative literature on many CECO products is

yours for the asking. Please address your request to Department 30. ;J^1
/CECO

SYSTEMS
CONTROLS
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because this oxidizer's stored aboard
Nitrogen Tetroxide provides immediate, hypergolic igni-
tion with amine fuels. Even after 9 years of storage,
nitrogen tetroxide is ready for instant use. Combustion
efficiencies closely approach the theoretical 99%.
N2 4—Requires no refrigeration—can be stored indefi-

nitely in missiles at launching sites.—Can be used with
most fuels—including those containing carbon.—Elimi-
nates rough starts—fast reaction prevents accumulation

of propellants in thrust chambers.—Allows throttleable

control of motors.
We'll gladly supply technical literature, including: a

59-page Product Bulletin, and a brochure entitled "Large
Scale Handling of Nitrogen Tetroxide."

For specifications and local offices, see our insert in.

Chemical Materials Catalog, pages 475-482 and in Chemi-
cal Week Buyers Guide, pages 37-44.

BASIC TO
AMERICA'S
PROGRESS

NITROGEN DIVISION
Dept. NTI4-40-I, 40 Rector Street, New York 6, N.Y.
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RECORDING

Longer recording time because of higher tape packing density at all six speeds — from 3 hours and

12 minutes at 62.5 kc— iyz ips, to 12 minutes recording 1 mc— 120 ips. That's only one advan-

tage of the new Mincom Model CM-100 Magnetic Tape Instrumentation Recorder/Reproducer.

Read on: CM-100, an analog system, does the work of two systems by storing both analog and

pulse data simultaneously and with equal facility. Also: One-rack compactness, no belt changes,

all-dynamic braking, seven 1 mc tracks on V£-inch tape, built-in calibration, I RIG compatibility, only

twelve moving parts with four easy adjustments. Interested? Write today for brochure.

62. S KC— 7'/i IPS—192 M IN • IOO KC— 12 IPS— 120 M I N • 125 KC— IS IPS— 96 MIN • 250 KC— SO IPS—48 MIN • 500 KC—60 IPS— 24 M IN

1 MC— 120 IPS— 12 MIN

J? . . . WHERE RESEARCH IS THE KEY TO TOMORROW

IVIINOOIVI DIVISION [Minnesota Joining and [Manufacturing company
2049 SOUTH BARRINGTON AVENUE. LOS ANGELES 25. CALIFORNIA • 425 13th STREET N.W., WASHINGTON 4. D C.

Circle No. 28 on Subscriber Service Card.



reliability on w
for the pre-launch checkout

of the Atlas

eels

CV-A Part No. 27-08239-1 is another way of saying accurate, reliable ground

support equipment— mounted on a trailer for mobility. Designed for Convair-

Astronautics, this CSC system is used in the pre-launch checkout program

for the Atlas missile. Packaged in a standard-size, highway semi-trailer, the

pneumatic, dynamic system provides all necessary manual and automatic

controls and an air-conditioned control room for operating personnel. Repeat-

ability and reliability were the most important design criteria for the system,

which is fully described in CSC Bulletin 3025-X2.

CONSOLIDATED SYSTEMS
1500 So. Shamrock Ave., Monrovia, California

CORPORATION
a subsidiary of

CEC Bell & Howell
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Another USAF missile

develops from a program

which is in itself a...

Titan, America's two-stage intercontinental ballistic missile, is making giant strides— attaining new goals in U.S.

missile technology. It has repeatedly demonstrated its ability to accomplish stage separation and altitude start

of the sustainer engine. Equally outstanding successes in guidance and nose cone ejection-recovery are making

Titan a significant contribution to our national space potential; a highly sophisticated missile system powerful

enough to deliver a warhead accurately at more than 5,500-mile range.

As Titan continues to develop toward a state of operational capability, it provides another demonstration of

the remarkable successes of the U.S. Air Force's ballistic missile program. This program, conceived only six years

ago, has produced progress beyond expectation in an undertaking never before equalled in complexity.

Space Technology Laboratories is responsible for over-all systems engineering and technical direction for

Titan, as it has been forThor, Atlas, Minuteman and related space programs. Principal associate contractors for

Titan include: The Martin Company for airframe and system integration, Avco Manufacturing Corporation for nose

cone, Bell Telephone Laboratories and Remington-Rand for guidance, Aerojet-General Corporation for propulsion.

SPACE TECHNOLOGY LABORATORIES, INC.
P. O. Box 95004, Los Angeles 45, California

Los Angeles • Santa Maria • Edwards Rocket Base • Cheyenne • Cape Canaveral • Manchester, England • Singapore • Hawaii
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The Countdown
WASHINGTON

A Ship Becalmed

Strong winds blowing out of the Democratic con-

vention for greater defense spending are leaving the

Eisenhower Administration unmoved. Countdown is

told the Administration has all but decided to stand

firm on its earlier refusal to use the extra half-billion

dollars Congress tacked on the defense budget for mis-

siles and space. There are reports, however, that some
extra dollars may be released for the missile-packing

B-70 bomber. How much, no one will say.

Undersea Revolution

Navy planners are eyeing the Reynolds Metal Co.

Aluminaut—an experimental submarine designed to go

down 15,000 ft. Now entering the construction phase,

the Aluminaut could revolutionize undersea warfare.

Made of high-strength aluminum alloy six inches thick,

the sub will be roughly 33 ft. long, have an inside di-

ameter of 7 ft. and be capable of carrying a 3-man crew

100 miles. Endurance of its silver-zinc storage batteries

will be two days. Designed for oceanographic explora-

tion, the sub would be able to outdive all known sub-

marines by several thousand feet.

Almost Operational

The most potent air-to-air missile to be developed in

years—the nuclear-tipped GAR-11—is now scheduled to

be in Air Force squadrons by the end of this year.

Made by Hughes Aircraft, GAR-11 is the big brother

of the Falcon missile family.

On the Pad

October 1 is the latest date to be set for the

launching by NASA of an Atlas-Able with a $5 million

moon-orbit payload. . . . Next shot in the Mercury pro-

gram—possibly by the end of July—will be a test of

the McDonnell production capsule atop an Atlas.

Courier Shot Slips

Launch of the Army Signal Corps' Courier delayed-

repeater communications satellite—originally set for

July 15—is expected to slip about a month. The reason:

congestion at the pad.

INDUSTRY

AF Project 3059 to Aerojet

Aerojet-General has won the hot competition for

the Air Force's Project 3059—the development of a

million-pound-thrust solid-propellant booster. Grand
Central Rocket Co. has won a smaller, supporting con-

tract to pursue a related approach on the giant, seg-

mented motor. The Aerojet contract for FY '61 is for

about $4 million. Size of the GCR award has yet to be

established—but it will be for considerably less.

On Mahogany Row
Joining Northrop Corp. this week as a senior v.p.

in charge of the company's research and advanced tech-

nology is Richard E. Horner, 42, associate administrator

of NASA. Horner, who had held the NASA post 15

months, made his departure plans known some time ago
(M/R, April 11). . . . W. R. Studhalter is Rocketdyne's

new program manager on the J-2 200,000-lb.-thrust

liquid hydrogen engine for Saturn.

Tops in '59

General Dynamics Corp. topped the nation's defense

contractors in 1959 with contract awards totalling $1.5

billion. Boeing—the 1958 leader—was second with $1.2

billion. General Electric dropped from third to fifth

place ($915 million), while Lockheed ($932 million)

and North American ($925 million) each advanced one

position—to third and fourth places respectively.

INTERNATIONAL

Polaris for NATO
The United States is now pushing hard a plan to

arm NATO with 300 Polaris missiles. Britain and West

Germany are expected to go along. However, Scan-

dinavian countries are cool to the idea and France wants

control over the nuclear warheads as the price for

accepting them on French soil.

Bouillabaisse of Missile Deals
• Aerojet-General and SNECMA (France) have

entered into an agreement calling for development work

on an IRBM.
• French and German anti-tank missile competitors

—Nord and Boelkow—have worked out a joint agree-

ment on a new type of missile. Details are secret.

• SEPR (France) has just revealed details of its

agreement with Rocketdyne (Countdown July 11,

July 4) as involving the sale of small liquid-fueled

rockets in the U.S. and in Europe, Turkey and Iran.

SEPR is also tying up on joint development of new
solid fuels with Bombrini Parodi-Delfine (Italy).

New French Missile

Sud Aviation SE 4400 surface-to-air missile has

been dropped by the military and in its place a new,

secret version is being developed which will be both

faster and have a longer range. The SE 4400 may be

incorporated into some French space experiments.

Jolly Comment from Abroad
A recent issue of Flight magazine, a British publica-

tion, displays a picture of an upended Seaslug missile

being sprayed with water. The caption reads: "Environ-

mental test, British style. Were this an American missile,

the test concerned—which is to prove Seaslug's imper-

meability to driving rain—would be in a specially built

million-dollar test facility with a name like TWERPS
(Test Water Environmental Rain Proofing System). We
British just hoist the thing up with a crane borrowed

from the plant department, call out the works' fire bri-

gade, and let them have a jolly good squirt."

missiles and rockets, July 18, I960 37



RV-A-10 • SERGEANT

AIR FORCE - RE-ENTRY X-17

POLARIS - RE-ENTRY X-36

JUPITER JR. • JUPITER SR.

POLARIS • POLARIS A

POLARIS AIX • POLARIS A2-MOD 1-2-3

NIKE HERCULES • NIKE ZEUS

MINUTEMAN • PERSHING

N.A.S.A. PROGRAMS • SCOUT

LITTLE JOE

and many other

classified projects

38

Builders of more large, thin wall, high
strength solid, propellant rocket engine
cases and nozzles for development pur-
poses than any other company in America.

A small experienced organization geared
to handle your development and prototype
requirements for static and flight tests in
the shortest possible time.

Call or write:

EXCELCO DEVELOPMENTS
MILL STREET • SILVER CREEK, NEW YORK
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Second in a series of check lists on Annin features

CHECKUP on your Control Valves... .

CHECKOFF these Annin Advantages^

Providing the

optimum in

design and
performance
features

MINIMUM PARTS and simplicity of

construction in Pneumatic Position Unit.

THREE POINT guiding and self

lubricating seals in pneumatic

piston actuators.

ADJUSTABLE TOP LOADING of piston

permitting optimum control perform-

ance over maximum range of conditions

on pneumatic positioning actuator.

BODY ORIENTATION as specified on

any three-way valve at no extra charge.

CORNER VALVE BODY construction

y2 " through 2" in all body ratings

converted on job site.

WIDE SELECTIVE range of reduced

port (Pee Wee construction) trim

available with CV ranges 2.5. 1.5.

1.0, 0.60, 0.25, 0.10, .063, .040, .025,

.016, .010, at no extra charge.

REDUCED PORTS stepped down three

or more sizes interchangeable in

all models.

MINIMUM CV available of .000001.

NO EXTRA CHARGE for reduced ports

in any model 1 inch and under.

SOFT SEAT construction for guaranteed

bubble tight shut off available in all

models at minimum cost.

WIDE CHOICE of special body gasketing

for all applications within temperature-

pressure limitations of any valve.

TEFLON CHEVRON packing standard

on all valves. Other types on request.

SPLIT BODY CHECK VALVE available

II body sizes and ASA ratings.

Ill

PL

rutin
THE ANNIN COMPANY

VALVES 1040 Soutn Vai1 Avenu e

Montebello, California
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To help conquer extremes

.

. . from known tc
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id

Electronic Cable, Military-Specification Wire and Cable, Special Defense Products, Instrumentation Cable, High-

Frequency Cable, Shipboard Cable, Communication Wire and Cable, Control Cable, Power Cable, Cable Accessories

the unknown, from intense heat and cold, to mechanical abuse, to attack from radiation

md corrosive or unusual atmospheres, to extremes of voltage, current and frequency . . . there's proven

:apability at Anaconda with industry's broadest line of wire and cable. There's reliability—assured by
itrict quality control. There are the modern facilities of nine plants strategically located across the

lation. In addition, experienced engineering talent is immediately available to help you solve new and
musual wire and cable problems. Whether you need development samples or huge production runs of wire

md cable—ranging from fine magnet wire to missile

sreakaway cable, ask the Man from Anaconda. Or
all or write: The Anaconda Wire & Cable Company,
25 Broadway, New York 4, N. Y. «>2<s6

ANACONDAf\ WIRE & CABLE f\
Circle No. 32 on Subscriber Service Card.
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RECOVERED IN THE FREE WORLD
was brought back by a

RE-ENTRY RECOVERY SYSTEM
Conceived, Designed,

Developed, Manufactured,

and Tested by

SUCCESSFUL RECOVERY OF THE JUPITER C, JUPITER, ATLAS, AND
THOR-ABLE BALLISTIC MISSILE NOSE CONES WAS ACCOMPLISHED
BY COOK ELECTRIC COMPANY RE-ENTRY RECOVERY PACKAGES.

CURRENT PROJECTS INCLUDE THE MINUTEMAN AND TITAN
DATA CASSETTES AND RECOVERY OF THE SATURN BOOSTER.

Scientists and engineers with experience in the following fields

are invited to explore the wide range of openings now available:

COOK RESEARCH LABORATORIES
Aerospace Vehicle Landing Systems
Instrumented Test Vehicles
ECM, ECCM Studies and Equipment
Target Simulators, Flight Simulators
ASW Systems and Subsystems
Control Systems, Computer Input -Output Sys-
tems, Signal Processing, and Analysis Systems
Weapon Systems and Subsystems

INLAND TESTING LABORATORIES
Instrument Calibration and Repair
Electronic Manufacturing
Field Services
Reliability Testing and Engineering
Qualification and Environmental
Testing and Engineering
Nuclear Irradiation Analyses and Studies
Wind Tunnel Studies

CINEFONICS
Film Reports and Documentation

COOK TECHNOLOGICAL CENTER
OK ELECTRIC

Or T""7

6401 OAKTON STREET
MORTON GROVE, ILLINOIS
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Stability

3*

Flexibility

Co,

Wfy

deaf storable oxidizer

\

Investigate

the many advantages of

Chlorine Trifluoride (CIF3)

as a rocket fuel oxidizer!

Desirability

—Chlorine Trifluoride is one of the most
powerful rocket fuel oxidizers known. Its

performance compares favorably with

other oxidizers far more difficult to

handle.

Properties
—CTF has many characteristics desirable

in a storable propellant, with a wide liquid

temperature range. It has a low freezing

point (—105 F) and a moderate boiling

point (53°F). Vapor pressure is 80 psia

at 140°F.

Storability

—Unlike most liquid propellants. Chlorine

Trifluoride requires no refrigeration. It is

handled and stored safely and conveni-

ently in standard steel cylinders. No spe-

cial storing precautions necessary.

Availability

—CTF has been produced commercially
by General Chemical for almost 10 years.

Readily available in ton and 150-lb. steel

cylinders and in smaller sizes.

Stability

—CTF has very high shock resistance; is

shipped nationally via common carriers.

It is thermally stable up to 450°F.

Dependability
—CTF gives predictable performance. In

addition, CTF is hypergolic with hydrogen
fuels over a wide range of pressures and
temperatures.

Flexibility

—CTF can be used under all geographic

and climatic conditions. No need for fixed

supply points.

Compatibility
—CTF can be used satisfactorily with

properly passivated steels, nickel alloys,

copper and other common metals.

Density
—CTF's high density (1.825 gm/cc at

68°F or approximately 15.3 Ibs./gallon)

leads to outstanding density impulse val-

ues with a variety of rocket fuels.

Write today for a free copy of our techni-

cal bulletin, "Chlorine Trifluoride." Com-
pany letterhead, please.

First in Fluorine Chemistry

Allied

(Jiemii

GENERAL CHEMICAL DIVISION
40 Rector Street, New York 6, N. Y.
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rockets

and

missiles

Componentry capabilities of the

Kelsey-Hayes Company as a supplier of

precision propulsion assemblies, structural

parts and exotic high temperature

materials for first and second generation

rockets and missiles include

—

Swivel nozzles, hydraulic control systems

and auxiliary power supply systems for

thrust vector control; weldments, rocket

and combustion chambers for liquid and

solid propellant propulsion systems;

inner cones, exhaust cones, rotating wheel

assemblies; vacuum induction melted

alloys to withstand corrosive and

extremely high temperature atmospheres;

advanced design, research and develop-

ment in gas dynamics, internal ballistics,

transient heat and thermal stress analysis.

Kelsey-Hayes Company,

General Offices: Detroit 32, Michigan

Automotive, Aviation and Agricultural Parts

Hand Tools for Industry and Home

18 PLANTS: Detroit and Jackson, Michigan;
Los Angeles; Philadelphia and McKeesport,
Pennsylvania; Springfield, Ohio; New Hartford
and Utica, New York; Davenport, Iowa;
Windsor, Ontario, Canada.
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PROGRESS REPORT

NOW
Anocut Electrolytic Machining
for CAVITY- SINKING as well as
ROTATING-WHEEL applications

MACHINING POCKETS IN FRAG-
ILE STAINLESS STEEL HONEY-
COMB FREE OF LAYOVER AND
BURR. PHOTO COURTESY EKSTROM,
CARLSON & CO.

Rotating -Wheel Anocut
is used for metals which are (1) hard, (2) tough,

(3) heat sensitive or (4) easily burred wherever

an open surface is to be machined to high ac-

curacy and high finish. It will produce surfaces

which are flat or curved (inside or outside) or

continuous forms, as in form grinding. Wherever

a rotating wheel can be applied this method of-

fers tremendous savings in time and abrasive cost.

MOUNTING STATOR RING FOR ELECTROLYTIC
MACHINING OF VANE TIPS TO ACHIEVE PRE-
CISE CONCENTRICITY AND SIZE. OPERATION
IS FAST AND ELIMINATES DEBURRING, SAVING
LABOR COSTS AND REDUCING SCRAP.

MODEL EG-12 ELECTROLYTIC OSCILLATING GRINDER WITH
TWO AIR-OPERATED TILTING TABLES. DESIGNED FOR PRODUC-
TION WORK ON FLAT SURFACES OF JET ENGINE AND ROCKET
ENGINE COMPONENTS AND OTHER TOUGH OR HARDENED
STEEL PARTS, DOVE-TAIL OR CIRCULAR FORM TOOLS, ETC.
PHOTO COURTESY HAMMOND MACHINERY BUILDERS, INC.

AUTOMATIC ELECTROLYTIC FACE MILL GRINDER. VARI-
ABLE SPEED MOVABLE RAM CAN BE ADJUSTED TO SHARPEN
COMPLETE CUTTER IN ONE REVOLUTION OF TABLE, RE-
MOVING .005" TO .020" FROM EACH TOOTH. FORTY-FOUR
TOOTH CUTTER, 16" DIAMETER, SHARPENED IN 22 MIN-
UTES, REMOVING .012" FROM EACH TOOTH, GRINDING
CARBIDE AND STEEL SIMULTANEOUSLY. PHOTO COURTESY
OLIVER INSTRUMENT CO.

NEW MACHINE - SAME PRINCIPLE
Plunge -Electrode AnOCUt sinks a shaped electrode into hard or tough metals by the

same electrochemical principle as rotating-wheel Anocut. Unlike electro-discharge spark machines it

has high removal capacity, no electrode wear, and is therefore intended for repetitive production jobs.

HEXAGONAL HOLE 1" DEEP,
Vi" ACROSS FLATS, IN UDIMET
700. NOTE STRAIGHTNESS AND
SHARPNESS OF WALLS WHERE
ELECTRODE BROKE THROUGH.
CONICAL TIP IN BOTTOM OF
BLIND HOLE CAN BE ELIM-
INATED. INTERIOR-COATED
ELECTRODE USED FOR ROUND
HOLES IN BACKGROUND.

SEVEN INCH LONG, .078" DI-

AMETER HOLE ELECTROLYTL
CALLY "DRILLED' IN UDIMET
700. ROD HAS BEEN SURFACE
GROUND TO EXAMINE
STRAIGHTNESS OF HOLE. NO
WEAR ON ELECTRODE.

ELECTROLYTIC TREPANNING.
DESIRED FORM EXTENDS IN-

TO INTERIOR OF SHAPED
ELECTRODE. NOTE HIGH FIN-
ISH ON BLADE FORM.

MODEL HCS-59 ELECTROLYTIC CAVITY-SINKER. AP-

PLIES SAME BASIC ELECTROLYTIC PRINCIPLE TO
THE SINKING OF IRREGULAR HOLES AND SHAPES

FOLLOWING THE CONTOUR OF THE ELECTRODE

MADE FOR THE PURPOSE. THE ELECTRODE IS SIMPLY

PLUNGED LINEARLY INTO THE WORK MATERIAL

ANOCUTENGINEER
631 WEST WASHINGTON BLVD.

I N G
CHICAGO 6, ILL.

O M P A N Y
. PHONE STATE 2-548Q
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Garlock's H| unique position

in the missiles industry

.

may be of infinite value to you. Acceptance:

Right now Garlock is supplying rocket

motor components for various phases of

development and production of seven dif-

ferent missiles. Flexibility: Garlock has the

people, the equipment, and the experience

to swing into prototype production on
short notice, and to follow this with full-

scale production as needed. Diversified

Abilities: Garlock is thoroughly familiar

with the design and manufacture of com-
ponents from a wide range of basic ma-
terials—metals, rubber, phenolics, fluoro-

carbons and other plastics. Completely

Integrated Staff: Garlock's product design,

tool design, pilot manufacturing and pro-

duction staffs are completely integrated

for efficient handling of a project from
start to finish. Garlock engineers will work
to your design—or with you in developing

designs. Write or call Military Products,

Garlock Inc., Palmyra, New York.

AJRLOCK

MISSILE PARTS FROM INERT
MATERIALS include newly de-

veloped asbestos-phenolic com-

pound for nozzles . . . nose cones

of fluorocarbon plastics.

GARLOCK METAL FITTINGS

FOR ROCKET MOTOR CASES
such as blast tube and thrust

terminator support rings are ma-
chined to extremely close toler-

ances. Made from special ma-
terials affording minimum weight,

maximum strength and rigidity.

FILAMENT WOUND ROCKET
MOTOR CASES made by ex-
clusive Garlock method results

in structure much lighter and
stronger than steel.

Garlock components are presently used in

the development and production of:

Vanguard • Super Vanguard • Minuteman

Nike Hercules • Super Tartar • Terrier • Polaris

INSULATION FOR SOLID FUEL

ROCKET MOTORS made by
Garlock is rubber-like compound
which encounters gas velocities

of Mach 3, temperatures to

5500° F, prolonged ambient

temperatures of 300° F.
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ENGINEERING TEAMWORK IN SPACE EXPLORATION

Engineers and scientists interested in

a wide range of activities will appreciate
the advanced nature of research and
development projects under way at JPL.
These projects include research, basic

and applied, in Electronics, Solid State
Physics, Propulsion, Aerodynamics,
Structures and Materials and the de-

sign, development and analysis of space
probes and satellites. Individually re-

sponsible engineers and scientists work
together as a thoroughly integrated

team in accomplishing the complete
objective.

Programs involve guidance, telemet-

ering, data recording and reduction,

instrumentation, structures, propul-
sion, materials, solid state physics,

components, heat transfer problems
and systems analysis and are constantly

influenced by continuing JPL space
exploration research providing individu-

als with challenging assignments in

almost every phase of engineering and

science. Staff progress in diverse fields

of activity is constantly being made.
Pioneering in basic research, applied

research and development engineering

in space exploration proves to be a

stimulating attraction for engineers and
scientists with innate curiosity and
intense interest in the future of space
exploration.

More men of this type are needed —
if you believe you are qualified for the

JPL team, send in your resume today.

CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
JET PROPULSION LABORATORY

A Research Facility operated for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

PASADENA. CALIFORNIA
Employment opportunities for Engineers and Scientists interested in basic and applied research in these fields:

COMMUNICATIONS • MICROWAVE • SERVOMECHANISMS • COMPUTERS • LIQUID AND SOLID PROPULSION
• STRUCTURES • CHEMISTRY • INSTRUMENTATION • MATHEMATICS • AND SOLID STATE PHYSICS t

Send professional resume, wifh full qualifications and experience, for our immediate consideration
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WORKING
PARTNERS
ROCKETDYNE AND SOUNDCRAFT INSTRUMENTATION TAPES

At North American Aviation's Rocketdyne division, the re-

cording of rocket engine performance on static stands, calls

for the use of only the most reliable of instrumentation tapes,

like Soundcraft. Why? Because Soundcraft Instrumentation

Tapes combine exact physical and electrical properties so

necessary to assure absolute reliability of performance—as a

direct result of being manufactured in the world's most

modern tape plant under the most advanced quality control

system.

In short, experience has proven that Soundcraft Instrumenta-

tion Tapes ivork best in recording of critical rocket testing

operations. Why not let precision-made, error-free Sound-

craft Instrumentation Tapes go to work for you? Complete

literature on request.

REEVES SOUNDCRAFT CORP.
Great Pasture Rd., Danbury, Conn. • Chicago: 28 E. Jackson Blvd.

Los Angeles: 342 N. LaBrea • Toronto: 700 Weston Rd.
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Nerve Centers For A Satellite

Over 25,000 informative cloud-cover pictures have been
received from TIROS I since it was launched on April 1. In two
months the satellite had completed 1000 orbits and travelled

27,500,000 statute miles. This means not only that TIROS
itself has performed as planned, but that the complex problems
of command and control, as well as signal reception and proc-

essing, have been successfully surmounted. Like the satellite,

the special ground station equipments were designed and built

by RCA Astro-Electronics Division under the auspices of
NASA and technical direction of the U.S. Army Signal Corps.

Major components at each of the four ground stations include:

• Five TV receivers and four beacon receivers used in diver-

sity reception to minimize signal fading

• A programmer which pre-programs different combinations
of operating modes, and a 200 watt command transmitter

• A TV monitor to display the picture signal for the automatic
recording camera. The camera is equipped to make either

positive or negative films

• An indexer and sun angle computer which generate an
index number and sun angle indication for each picture,

used for geographical orientation

• An attitude recorder which picks up the earth-horizon signal

for spin axis position computation

• Two standard 4-channel tape recorders to back up the

monitor

• Two paper recorders to monitor forty telemetered satellite

parameters

• An antenna programmer which directs the antenna to fol-

low the orbit of the satellite when it is in range of the

ground stations

All program functions are timed by a master clock which is

synched to standard time signals from WWV. In addition to

normal picture direct transmission and record functions, the

programmer can also command spin-up. After two months the

spin rate had decreased to 9.4 rpm's due to the effect of the

earth's magnetic field. On command from the ground, two
solid propellent spin-up rockets on the satellite were fired,

increasing the spin to 12.8 rpm's.

AED's own ground station was used to process photos from the

magnetic tapes for the first one hundred orbits.

The integrated design and development of these TIROS ground
stations is an indication of AED's capability in total satellite

systems. This capability will become increasingly critical as

more and more complex satellites and space probes are launched
to advance man's understanding and control of his universe.

To discover how you can draw on this broad R&D experience,

contact the Marketing Manager, RCA Astro-Electronics Divi-

sion, Princeton, N. J.

m

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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tempting to Kremlin

Will Castro Get Red Missiles?

CUBAN-BASED IRBM's (made in Russia) could be launched 1500 nautical miles to

strike targets throughout Central America and much of the United States.

by James Baar

The ominous possibility that Rus-
sia will provide Cuba with missiles is

haunting U.S. strategists this week.

Only a month ago such an idea was
generally considered far-fetched. Fol-

lowing the events of the last few days,

it has to be taken into consideration

in all U.S. planning for the Western
Hemisphere.

Cuban Boss Fidel Castro and his

red henchman, Ernesto Guevara, are

swiftly moving Cuba into the Soviet

economic orbit as the last fiscal ties

with the United States are snapped.

A Soviet decision to "sell" Castro

missiles and provide a military mission

to help establish Cuban missile bases

would be only another step in imple-

menting a Russian move into the West-
ern Hemisphere.

Unless thwarted by stiff—possibly

armed—U.S. action, the Cold War
gains for Russia would be enormous:

• Castro would have placed in his

hands weapons with which he could
cause great difficulties for the United
States.

• Cuba could intimidate all of Cen-
tral America and resume the Castro re-

gime's previously ill-fated attempts to

spread the Castro Revolution and ex-

pand Cuban territorial holdings.

• Russia would have a new bar-

gaining counter with which to demand
withdrawal of U.S. overseas bases.

• The Communist Bloc would have
a powerful base from which to increase

its activities throughout Latin America.
The Russians are known to have

large stockpiles of tactical and inter-

mediate-range ballistic missiles from
which they could draw for "sales" to

Castro. These missiles could be de-

ployed in Cuba at fixed bases or on
mobile platforms.

IRBM's launched from Cuba could

hit much of the United States. New
York, Washington, Chicago and Den-
ver would be within range. Shorter-

range tactical Soviet missiles such as

the Komet 2 could hit much of the

Deep South—including the Polaris-

loading depot at Charleston, S.C., and
Cape Canaveral.

But even more important to Soviet

and Cuban strategy is that such mis-
siles could hit any city or military tar-

get throughout Mexico and the small

nations of Central America.
They could strike anywhere in the

islands of the West Indies and across

the Caribbean into Venezuela, Ecuador
and northern Brazil.

The Panama Canal could be held

hostage.

Castro, armed with Soviet missiles

and a growing army, would become
the greatest military power in Latin

America.
Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev

would face relatively small losses in

exchange for such attractive gains.

The principal loss would be the

alarming of Latin American nations.

This could result in possible united

armed action against Cuba and the

stiffening of resistance to local Com-
munist groups.

However, Khrushchev apparently

does not consider this a serious risk or

he would not have openly defied the

Monroe Doctrine with his threat earlier

this month to come to Cuba's aid with

ICBM's.
Nor would a Latin American war

embroiling the United States neces-

sarily not be to Khrushchev's taste. He

and Latin America's Communists might

well feel that whatever Cuba's fate,

the odds are in favor of their emerging

in control of many key Latin Ameri-

can posts.

All in all the arming of Castro with

missiles must appear very attractive to

the Kremlin in the last days of the

Eisenhower Administration.

Boeing Gets $247 Million

For More Minuteman R&D
The Air Force and Boeing Air-

plane Co. this last week announced the

signing of a $247-million R&D con-

tract for the huge Minuteman ICBM
program.

The contract, running through Dec.

31, 1961, replaces a letter contract

that authorized Boeing to begin work
on the Minutemen that will be de-

ployed in fixed bases. A contract cover-

ing Minutemen that will be deployed

aboard trains is expected to be nego-

tiated during the next few months.

The three-stage Minuteman is

scheduled to be operational in mid-

1962.
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ABOVE: Kiwi-A-Prime reactor shown on rails in exclusive M/R photo. Its fuel

element is believed to represent a major improvement over earlier Kiwi-A.

BELOW: Close-up of Kiwi-A-Prime reactor cold flow unit shows ducting of system

used for handling liquids, instrumentation wiring and structural member arrangement.

Theories proven . . .

Kiwi-A-Prime

by Richard van Osten

The U.S. took one more step along

the path to a nuclear-powered rocket

with the first full power run of Project

Rover's Kiwi-A Prime reactor at the

Atomic Energy Commission's Nevada
test site.

Although total power time was ap-

proximately 15 minute and full power
was maintained for only about five

minutes, personnel from Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory expressed ex-

treme pleasure with the July 8 results.

Exact details of the test operation

are still pretty much under wraps. But
Dr. Keith Boyer, project director for

NTS, told M/R the power obtained

was "similar" to that achieved with

the successful run of Kiwi-A last year.

Output of the solid-fuel (uranium-

235) heat-exchanger, direct, open-cycle

reactor was not the test's primary ob-

ject, however. What LASL scientists

were trying to achieve was a valida-

tion of their design theories. This, they

claim, was accomplished.

Kiwi-A Prime is the nearest ap-

proach so far to a system and com-
ponent design that could be flown—not

that the reactor is anywhere near a

flyable configuration, it is simply "a

lot closer," according to test personnel.

It is being developed jointly by the

AEC and the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration.

Security regulations do not permit

full disclosure of differences between

Kiwi-A and Kiwi-A-Prime. It is known,
however, that one major area of im-

provement is the fuel element—a long-

standing problem with all reactor types.

• Test delayed—The test went well

despite a several hour delay when a

methane supply line valve malfunc-

tioned. The methane is used to light

off the cloud of hot hydrogen which

rises from the reactor nozzle so that

it burns rather than accumulate un-

detected and possibly explode. Opera-

tions could have been conducted with-
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Run Brings Flight Closer

Testers highly pleased with success of

first full-power trial of advanced reaction;

Rover director sees program on right track

out the methane flare, but B-57 sam-
pling aircraft took a rather dim view

of flying through an unburned cloud of

hydrogen. The reactor had to be shut

down for the repair, then brought up
to power again.

During the full power run, sparks

shot out of the reactor exhaust on
several occasions. Dr. Alvin Graves,

director of LASL's Test Division, said

he had no idea what the reason was,

but teardown, scheduled to begin the

following day, would probably show
some slight internal damage.

Another short delay was en-

countered early in the test when the

reactor's scram system (for fast shut-

down) was set too close to the operat-

ing point.

Next step will be detailed examina-
tion of Kiwi-A-Prime following dis-

assembly. Later this year, Kiwi A3,
presently still at LASL, will be brought
to the site for tests.

• Kiwi B series—Kiwi A3 is "al-

most identical" to Kiwi-A-Prime, LASL
says, but the test program is different.

The reactor will be run up to power
several times, then run to failure.

When Kiwi A3 experiments are

completed, the existing test cell (A) at

NTS will be modified for additional

hydrogen storage in preparation for

next year's test program on the Kiwi
B series.

In addition to the modified test cell

A, a new unit, test cell C, will be
constructed for Kiwi B experiments.

Some of this construction is complete
—extension of the railroad to carry

the reactors, a vehicle road and a
water line have been installed. First

phase of the test cell proper will be
built by Okland Construction Co., Salt

Lake City, Utah, under a $1.1 million

contract.

Work will consist of a heavy re-

inforced concrete test cell building, a

similarly constructed propellant fill sta-

tion building, furnishing and erecting

two prefabricated metal buildings, con-

structing a cooling tower and an out-

door power substation, installing utility

systems, and installing government-fur-

nished equipment. The new test cell is

expected to be operational by the sum-
mer of 1961.

The power run of Kiwi-A-Prime
marked still another innovation. This

was the first time LASL personnel had
tried out a new instrumentation sys-

tem, which incorporated multiplexed

and commutated data pick-off signals

which are fed to Ampex recorders.

The tapes will subsequently be fed into

an IBM 704 computer for reduction.

• Look for surprises—The previous

system (M/R, July 4, 1960) worked
well, but much information was not

reduced because of the complexities.

With the new system, Dr. Boyer said

it is easier to reduce all data rather

than select portions to be reduced as

before.

Asked his opinion as to the feas-

ibility of the Rover project, Dr. Boyer
said he was personally convinced

they were on the right track—particu-

larly after the successful test of Kiwi-

A and now, Kiwi-A-Prime.

"But," he cautioned, "we still have

not mastered the problem, and we may
be due for some surprises."

The Kiwi-A-Prime test was ob-

served by U.S. Senators Albert Gore
(D-Tenn.), Henry Jackson (D-Wash.),

and Wallace Bennett (R-Utah), all

members of the Joint Committee on

Atomic Energy. Other congressional

observers were Representatives Craig

Hosmer (R-Calif.) and William Bates

(R-Mass.). Observers included also rep-

resentatives from the AEC, NASA,
National Academy of Sciences, the

Military Liaison Committee, Joint

Committee of Atomic Energy, and Dr.

York's office.

INTERNAL assembly is installed in hot

reactor at Nevada Test Site. ACF
assembled hardware. Photos by Frank

McGuire.
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many applications likely . . .

Laser' Broadens the Radio Spectrum

by Hal Gettings

A new era in electronics opened
up this week with the long-sought de-

velopment of the laser—an optical

maser and key to optical-frequency

communications.

The "laser"—Light Amplification

by Stimulated Emission of Radiation

—

extends the radio spectrum from 50
gigacycles (kmc) up to 500,000 giga-

cycles, which includes infrared and
approaches visible light.

An extension of such magnitude
vastly increases the number of avail-

able communications channels.

This first laser was developed at

Hughes Aircraft Company's research

laboratories in a company-funded proj-

ect under the direction of Dr. Theo-
dore H. Maiman, a senior staff physi-

cist.

In addition to radar and communi-
cations, a host of other applications

are seen for the new device.

The laser is the first true light

amplifier. It provides a new scientific

tool for investigating properties of

matter and performing basic experi-

ments of physics. It can be used as a

source of highly concentrated light for

industrial, chemical, and medical pur-

poses.

• Coherence—The most significant

factor of the new development is that

the laser is able to generate a "co-

herent" beam—heretofore possible only

in the conventional radio frequencies.

"Coherence" signifies the definiteness

of the frequency of radiation—the

smaller the band, the more coherent

the source. Usual light sources—such

as a carbon arc or incandescent lamp—

•

generate energy over a relatively wide

band of the electro-magnetic spectrum.

Consequently, they cannot be focused

to a very narrow beam, and dissipate

rapidly with distance.

As an example, the best available

searchlight aimed at the moon would
spread over 25,000 miles—even if it

could reach that far.

In contrast, the laser radiates an

almost perfectly parallel beam, less

than one-hundredth of a degree of arc

wide. Aimed at the moon, such a

beam would illuminate an area less

than ten miles wide. A beam directed

at the earth from a satellite at 1000
miles altitude would be concentrated

into an area about 200 feet wide.

Using it as a "light-radar" could make
it possible to take detailed pictures

with a super-clarity never before ob-

tained.

The heart of the laser is a half-

inch cube of synthetic ruby crystal.

Irradiated by a light source—-such as a

powerful flash tube lamp—the tightly

packed atoms of the ruby are excited

to a higher energy state and energy is

reradiated in a narrow band of fre-

quencies. The excited atoms are coupled

to an atomic resonator and stimulated

to emit the radiation together. This is

in contrast to ordinary light sources

where the atoms radiate individually at

random and produce "incoherent"

light energy.

• Glorious color—Due to its co-

herence, the laser is a source of very

high "effective" temperature, while it

itself remains physically cool. By com-
parison, an ordinary arc lamp would
have to be at an impossible tempera-

ture of several billion degrees to gener-

ate as bright a signal as the laser.

Coherence, too, has an important

effect on color. Since the color of light

is a manifestation of its frequency

band, its purity is determined by the

width of the emitted spectrum. Con-
sequently, the laser should be able to

generate the purest colors ever known.
The Hughes effort in this field is

one of several programs being con-

ducted in many industrial and educa-

tions scientific laboratories. Some are

privately and some publicly supported;

others are under defense contracts.

Competition in even such an exotic

area as this is not unknown. It is

fairly certain that parallel or similar

significant advances will make their

appearance in the near future. The
Hughes development is but the first.

CUBE OF SYNTHETIC ruby crystal is heart of laser. High-intensity light from
flash tube lamp (glass helix in center) excites ruby's atoms which reradiate sharp

beam of coherent light.
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WILL
IT

WORE
UP

HERE?

Vinson valves are used In the dynamic
checkout unit built by Consolidated
Systems Corporation for use in the Atlas

missile program.

EXPECT MORE FROM OftX^S

Behavior of helium and nitrogen

valves can be predicted if you simulate

conditions and pre-test on the ground.

Pressure regulators, relief valves,

and flow controls must be better than

the systems they are checking. It

takes knowledge gleaned from experi-

ence to design ground support units

that guarantee expected behavior

of a missile up here.

Vinson designed valves and regulators

for both the dynamic and static check-

out systems for the Atlas. Whether
your control problem is simple or com-

plex, consult Vinson engineers.

Differential relief, solenoid and priority valves.

Flow and pressure regulators.

Reservoirs and accumulators.

'Y->>.
S ^)N SYSTEMS

8044 Woodley Avenue, Van Nuys, California

TRiangle 3-3510 • STate 6-7210
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Navy Buys High-Accuracy

Norwegian ASW Missiles
The Navy is planning to equip two

destroyer escorts with Norwegian ASW
Terne missiles.

The Terne is a surface-to-under-

water missile that carries a depth-

charge warhead. It is manufactured by

Kongsberg Vapenfabrikk.

The Navy announced this last week

the award of an approximately $1.5

million contract to Arma for the in-

tegration of Terries into present ship-

board missile systems—presumably A Ifa

—and the modification of existing fire

control equipment.

The newest model of the Terne—
the Mark 7—weighs 264 lbs. The depth

charge alone weighs 105 lbs. The Terne

is 77.5 in. long. It has a 7.9-in. diam-

eter.

Alfa, which has been operational

aboard U.S. ships since 1952, weighs

500 lbs. It is 102 in. long and has a

12.7-in. diameter.

Alfa's effective range is about 900
yards. Terne's range is believed to be

longer. Terne's accuracy has been de-

scribed as "better than a quarter of

Terne is launched from Norwegian

ships with a 2.5-ton deck launcher that

carries six missiles, fired singly or in

salvoes.

Exclusive M/R photo of Terne.

Von Braun Completes

Top Staff Appointments
Dr. Wernher von Braun, director

of the Marshall Space Flight Center at

Huntsville, Ala., last week completed

selection of his top staff assistants.

The Marshall Center, which was
set up July 1 from von Braun's group
in the Army Ballistic Missile Agency,
how has a staff of 4900 and eventually

will total 5500.

Von Braun made these appoint-

ments: Saturn Systems Office, Dr. O.

H. Lange; Agena-B and Centaur Sys-

tems Office, Dr. Hans Heuter; Weapons
Systems Office, Werhen Tiller; Future

Projects Office, H. H. Koelle; Techni-

cal Program Coordination Office, Dr.

George Constan; Office of Technical

Services, David Newby; Office of Man-
agement Services, V. C. Sorensen; Of-

fice of Financial Management, Claude

Stockton; Office of Purchasing and
Contracting, Wilbur Davis; Manage-
ment Analysis Office, C. W. Huth.

There are two deputy directors.

Dr. Eberhard F. M. Rees, von Braun's

deputy for many years with ABMA,
will head the operating departments as

deputy director for research and devel-

opment. Delmar M. Morris, govern-

ment administrator formerly with the

Atomic Energy Commission and TVA,
is deputy director for administration.

The Navy's Polaris . from nowhere to
{

I anywhen



NASA Seeks New Western
Source of Liquid Hydrogen

The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration needs a second

supply of liquid hydrogen in the Cali-

fornia-Nevada area, it told industry

last week.

At a preliminary bidders' confer-

ence July 12, representatives of about

15 companies were told that in about

a year there will be requirements for

additional supply varying from 35,000

to 60,000 lbs. daily for a period of

five years. The only major source on
the West Coast at present is a Linde

Co. plant at Torrance, Calif., which
went on stream June 27.

Under a NASA-Linde contract,

NASA has first call on up to 275,000

lbs. a month produced at the new
Linde plant. Linde has said the plant

can produce six tons a day if required.

The NASA group, headed by Wil-

liam P. Kelly, Jr., head of the Procure-

ment Assistance Branch in the Procure-

ment and Supply Division, told the

industry representatives that requests

for bids would be issued in the near

future.

The NASA spokesmen said it was
believed that the plant could be built

in a year. Several industry spokesmen
disagreed, saying the construction would
take more time.

It was indicated that the contract

to be awarded would provide that the

winning company build the plant with
its own funds and NASA would be
committed to buy from the second
plant after first meeting its needs from
the Linde plant.

The present NASA contract with

Linde calls for the purchase of liquid

hydrogen on the following basis: First

100,000 lbs. in any month at 66^/ lb.,

next 50,000 lbs. at 57^/ lb., next 50.000
lbs. at 55^/lb., and last 75,000 lbs. at

32<f/lb.

Firms Compete for Contract

On Orbiting Observatory
Four companies and seven teams of

companies are bidding for a contract

to design and develop a 3500-lb. orbit-

ing astronomical observatory (OAO)
for the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration.

The observatory, largest payload

attempted by NASA to date, would
carry telescopes and other instruments

and point them at parts of the sky with

the accuracy and steadiness of a ground

telescope.

The OAO would be boosted into

orbit by an Atlas-Agena B vehicle.

Harry J. Goett, director of NASA's
Goddard Space Flight Center, told the

House Appropriations Subcommittee in

March that OAO would go into opera-
tion in about 2Vi years. This would
indicate a flight by late 1962.

The Goddard Center, which will

move later this year from Washington
to Greenbelt, Md., will have charge of

developing the satellite. NASA did not
say how much money would be in-

volved in the contract. However, it

was understood it would be worth up-
wards of $10 million to the winner.

Astronomical observation from
above the atmosphere is greatly im-
proved because it avoids the distortion

of visible light and the blockage of
radiation in many wavelengths caused
by the atmosphere. Rudimentary ob-
servations by rocket have already

changed many of the ideas previously

held about the nature of the galaxy.

NASA asked for bids on May 5.

Bids were received July 5. Individual

companies bidding were Lockheed Mis-
siles and Space Division, Aeronutronics
Division of Ford Motor Co., Hughes
Aircraft and the General Electric Mis-
siles and Space Division. These were
the team bids:

Bendix and Republic Aviation Sys-

tems Division, The Martin Co. and
General Precision Instruments Inc.,

Westinghouse Electric and Grumman
Aircraft, McDonnell Aircraft and Phil-

co, Aerojet-General and Motorola, the

three-way combination of Radio Corp.

Erupting from the ocean that blankets most of the earth, the Navy's Polaris missile will have

the range to reach any strategic target. It will be launched from mobile bases that are safe from

surprise attack— nuclear-powered submarines that cruise fast and deep for weeks on end,

each carrying 16 Polaris missiles. This is the Navy's Fleet Ballistic Missile system. It becomes

operational this year. Lockheed is prime contractor and system manager for the Polaris missile.
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VITAL

SPACE AGE
ANSWERS

...THROUGH

ULTRASONICS

Acoustica Ultrasonic Sensors provide near-
instantaneous, completely safe response to

liquid-level changes as small as %2" with com-
plete reliability ... in practically any liquid . .

.

with extreme reliability . . . infinitesimal power
drain... at temperatures from — 423°F to

+ 500°F.

O HOW' ' T^A.esT *?

'

Acoustica Propellant Utilization Systems . .

.

proven both in ICBM flight and in the ground-
support environment . . . report and automatic-
ally control the rate of propellant loading and
the rate and ratio at which liquids are fed to

missile engines in flight. They help insure suc-

cessful adherence to flight plans.

Acoustica Ultrasonic Cleaning Systems assure

the absolute cleanliness needed by electronic

and mechanical components for in-flight and

in-space reliability. With Acoustica's special

Multipower techniques, parts are literally

blasted free of even invisible dirt particles for

maximum protection against malfunction.

How Acoustica
is equipped and staffed
and what it produces

to help solve
some of the Space Age's

basic problems
is described

in our latest brochures.
Write today for our

"portrait of capabilities"

acoustica
ACOUSTICA ASSOCIATES, INC.

10400 Aviation Blvd., Los Angeles 45, Calif.

of America, North American Aviation

and Perkin-Elmer Corp., and the four-

way combination of Douglas Aircraft,

Itek Corp., International Business Ma-
chines and Vidya of the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology.

Soviets Finish Latest

Series of Pacific Shots
Russia completed testing a new

long-range rocket by firing it 8070
miles into the Pacific testing range and
impacting the dummy last stage "right

at the target point."

The July 7 firing was the second

and last in a phase of testing which
began only two days before. Tass said

the first rocket travelled 8078 miles,

although the Pentagon estimated the

distance as 7700 miles. U.S. Navy
planes reported sighting both flights

although they could not determine

whether the payloads impacted in the

target area.

The Soviets expressed complete

satisfaction at the results of the two
tests. Tass reported that "these launch-

ings yielded all data necessary to com-
plete the development of a carrier

rocket designed for further conquest

of outer space."

STL Among Four Companies
Doing Moon Payload Study

Space Technology Laboratories last

week won its first contract with the

National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration.

NASA chose STL and three other

companies to make five-month com-
peting studies of design and size of a

package weighing about 2500 lbs. that

would make a soft landing on the

moon. The others are McDonnell Air-

craft, North American's Missile Divi-

sion and Hughes Aircraft.

STL has been free to contract for

competitive government business since

July 1, when Aerospace Corp., a non-

profit organization, was formed to pro-

vide the Air Force with systems engi-

neering and technical direction of mis-

sile systems, and took over such work
from STL.

NASA announced on July 10 that

its Jet Propulsion Laboratory will ne-

gotiate contracts with the four compa-
nies calling for studies to be completed

in December. The individual contracts

will be in the neighborhood of $100,-

000. However, the winner of the com-
petition will be in line for NASA busi-

ness totaling $50-$ 100 million over

the next several years.

STL has designed payloads for

NASA in the past. But the work was
done in its capacity as an agency of the

Air Force. A division of Thompson-
(Continued on page 62)
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AIRBORNE MILITARY RADAR
Advanced terrain clearance, terrain

weather surveillance, and fire control

systems.

ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE
Major producer of ASW systems and
sonar equipment, including outstanding

transducer developments.

ELECTRO-MECHANICAL
Geneva-loc actuators, timing and
sequencing devices, and high-response

clutch actuators.

HYDRAULICS
Servo control systems, actuators, valves

and accumulators for hydraulic and

pneumatic high performance airborne and

ground support equipment.

INSTRUMENTATION
Airborne and ground telemetering systems

and components and digital data handling

and control for industrial and military

applications.

MISSILE GUIDANCE
Pioneer and one of major sources for

active, semi-active and passive homing
guidance systems.

SYSTEMS RESEARCH
Advanced development, systems analysis

and operations research.

TEST EQUIPMENT
Design, development and production of

tactical and manufacturing support

equipment for weapons systems.





Don't wade through a complicated maze to get expert engineering

assistance from space age specialists.

Contact your Westinghouse sales engineer.

Designing R&D test equipment? Ground handling and support

equipment? Ground power supplies? Anything from a complete facility

electrical system to application of a single transistor? We can help.

The Westinghouse sales engineer sets up the shortcut. He focuses

the immediate attention of our Aviation Facilities Group on your

specific aerospace problem. This group works with product design

engineers in over 65 different Westinghouse facilities. Their close

coordination saves you time and money.

Bypass the complicated maze. Call the Westinghouse sales engi-

neer. Or write: Aviation Facilities Section, Westinghouse Electric

Corporation, P.O. Box 868, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania. You can be

sure if it's Westinghouse. j.««op

MEET SOME OF THE AIRCRAFT/MISSILE/SPACE SPECIALISTS

BACKING UP THE WESTINGHOUSE SALES ENGINEER:
A. M. Bruning, Engineer-ln-Charge,

Advanced Development Group

Age: 33

B. E., Johns Hopkins, 1949

M.S., Mathematics, University of

Pittsburgh, 1956

Specialties: Arc Heated Aero-

dynamic and Thermodynamic
Test Facilities, MHD Research

Facilities

Years with Westinghouse: 8

W. J. Walker, Engineer-ln-Charge,

Aviation Facilities Group

Age: 42

B.S.M.E., University of Southern

California, 1949

Specialties: Wind Tunnels, Sonic

Fatigue Test Facilities,

Hardened Base Equipment,

Launchers

Years with Westinghouse: II

R. A. Feranchak

Age: 29

B.S.E.E., Youngstown College, 1952

Specialties: Arc Heated Aero-

dynamic and Thermodynamic
Test Facilities, Explosive

Forming, Rotating Equipment
Test Stands

Years with Westinghouse: 7

R. F. Leepa

Age: 29

B.S.E.E.. Lafayette College, 1953

Specialties: Military Power Plants,

Radar Antenna Drives

Years with Westinghouse: 6

P. J. Hawkshaw
Age: 36

B.S.E.E., Catholic University, 1950

Specialties: Continuous-Flow and

Hot Shot Wind Tunnels,

Explosive Forming

Years with Westinghouse: 9

J. McDonald

Age: 43

A.B., Chemistry, Engineering,

Physics, University of California,

1938

Specialties: Arc Chamber and

MHD Generator Development

Years with Westinghouse: 13

H. C. Lee

Age : 40

B.S.E.E., Chiao Tung University

(Shanghai), 1942

M.S., Engineering, Cornell

University, 1949

Ph.D., Cornell University, 1951

Specialties: Arc Chamber and

MHD Generator Development

Years with Westinghouse: 2

H. A. Zollinger

Age: 30

B.S.E.E., Michigan College of

Mining and Technology, 1951

M.S.E.E., University of Pittsburgh,

1958

Specialties: Drive Systems for

Loaders, Elevators, Erectors

and Launchers

Years with Westinghouse: 9

Westinghousem
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VIBRATION
• . . to stop it, find it!

That's the first step. Then you've got to monitor or measure

it before you can move in for fast control.

Consolidated takes you all the way in finding and meas-

uring vibration . . . with an airborne system for turbojet and
turboprop engines . . . and meters and filters for analysis of

turbine engines in test cells and on run-up stands . . . with

ground equipment that detects and measures vibration in

such static industrial devices as pipelines and air-condi-

tioning systems.

Engineer checks out airborne vibration amplifier at Consolidated Systems Corp.

Where's your vibration problem?
If it's airborne, consider Consolidated Systems Corp.'s

vibration-monitoring system. Its transistorized design and
printed circuitry assure reliability and compact packaging.

The four-channel modular amplifier is easily accessible and
the four CEC vibration transducers are operative to 500°F.

This system requires only 5 watts.

Write for Bulletin 3011A-X9.

FOR GROUND APPLICATIONS

CEC's portable Type 1-117 Vibration

Meter is equally efficient in the field,

in the laboratory and on the produc-

tion line. Provides direct indications

of average vibratory velocity and
peak-to-peak displacement on a large,

easy-to-read meter.

Write for Bulletin CEC 1S38C-X1.

{Continued from page 58)

Ramo-Wooldridge Inc., STL will con-
tinue to provide systems engineering of

ICBM weapon systems until develop-

ment is completed. Aerospace Corp.

took over the supervision for new mis-

siles and advanced detection systems.

The moon payload, a follow-up to

Project Ranger, has no name as yet.

It will be boosted by an Atlas-Centaur

vehicle. First flight is expected in 1963.

Ranger will rough-land a seismometer

on the moon's surface about 1962.

NASA officials want the soft-land pay-

load to hit at not more than 27 ft./sec,

compared with Ranger's speed of more
than 300 ft./sec.

A bidders' conference was held at

IPL on May 13. Twenty-seven compa-
nies filed bids, which were received on
lune 6.

First Submerged Shot

Of Polaris Near at Hand
The Polaris test program moved

toward a dramatic climax this week as

the George Washington prepared to

launch the first live Polaris while sub-

merged off the coast of Florida.

The test follows nearly 70 launch-

ings of Polaris test vehicles beginning

in 1957. The program's box score: 46
successes; 19 partial successes; four

failures.

The Polaris' latest string of launch-

ing successes ended July 6 when a mal-

function in the 15-ton missile's second
stage cut short a flight from a land-

based pad at Cape Canaveral.

The next day another Polaris veered

out of control seconds after it was
launched at sea from the Observation

Island test ship. A range safety officer

destroyed it and the broken missile fell

into the Atlantic a few hundred yards

from the ship.

GE to Install Trajectory

Measuring System at Cape
A $15Vi -million contract for a new

precision missile trajectory measure-

ment system has been awarded to Gen-
eral Electric Co. by the Air Force.

The new system—called MIST-
RAM—will be first installed at Cape
Canaveral. Additional stations will be

added later at down-range island sites

and elsewhere on the U.S. East Coast.

The basic system is scheduled to be in

operation by January, 1962.

According to GE, MISTRAM will

be more accurate than any trajectory

system presently available for U.S.

missile test ranges. Basis for the super-

accuracy of the system is a method of

using phase-stabilization to correct for

baseline deviations caused by changes

in temperature and equipment. In ad-

dition, the system will be able to pin-
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point measuring-station locations on

the earth by utilizing orbiting satellites.

A novel feature of MISTRAM is

the elimination of precision tracking

antennas. Signals received from the

missile will be processed by a computer

to determine its trajectory from de-

rived position and velocity measure-

ments.

TRW Will Build Solar

Power Units for NASA
A $4.3-million contract to supply

two Sunflower I solar auxiliary power

units in two years was agreed upon

last week by the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration and TAPCO
Group, Thompson Ramo Wooldridge

Inc.

NASA announced in April its plan

to negotiate with TRW for develop-

ment of the 3000-watt spacecraft APU,
designed to operate for a year within

nose fairings usable on Centaur and

Saturn launch vehicles. It will weigh

about 700 lbs.

The system will consist of a fold-

able petal-type solar collector that will

open to a diameter of about 32 ft.

The sun's rays will boil liquid mercury,

which will drive a turbogenerator to

produce electric power. An energy

storage unit will permit continuous

operation, even when the craft is in

the earth's shadow.

TRW originally estimated the cost

of development at $4.9 million.

Getting Named Head
Of Aerospace Corp.

Dr. Ivan A. Getting will be the

first president of Aerospace Corp., suc-

cessor to Space Technology Labs as

manager of the Air Force missile and
space programs.

Dr. Getting is former vice president

for research and engineering for the

Raytheon Co., and during World War
II was director of fire control and
Army radar for the Radiation Labora-
tory of Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology. He has also been Professor of

Electrical Engineering at MIT.
The appointment is effective Au-

gust 1.

Broad Range of Topics

Scheduled at WESCON
Workshop sessions on the wide-

ranging aspects of manned-machine
systems will be among the primary
attractions in the technical program of

this year's Western Electronic Show
and Convention (WESCON).

Scheduled for Los Angeles, August
23-26, the West's big four-day elec-

tronics meeting is jointly sponsored by
Institute of Radio Engineers and

VIBRATION
detect it immediately

First things first. You can't stop vibration until you've

isolated it — and CEC produces a transducer family noted

for ferreting out even the slightest hint of vibration.

Wherever unbalance is present — in engines, machine

motors, generators and countless industrial applications —

this line of vibration transducers insures fast detection,

helps you get right to the heart of the trouble.

CEC'S NEW TYPE 4-123A
VIBRATION TRANSDUCER

Now widely used by the aircraft and

electronics industries, detects vibration

instantly in operating jet engines while

airborne or during ground tests. This

rugged, omnidirectional transducer

assures a frequency response of 45 to

2000 cps with constant damping over a

temperature range of —65°F. to +500°F.

Write for Bulletin CEC 1628 X1.

HIGH TEMPERATURE
TYPE 4-124

Like Type 4-123A is hermetically seale

against sand and dust, functions

perfectly in oily, corrosive and humid

atmospheres. When the environment

is rugged, Type 4-124 operates at

temperature extremes to +800°F.

Write for Bulletin CEC 4124-X1.

CEC TYPE 4-118

Is ideal for use where space is limited

or when a heavier transducer would

invalidate test results. Low sensitivity

to transverse accelerations and

accurate performance in any mounting

plane make the 4-118 desirable for

mobile tests. Output may be coupled

to a recording oscillograph or the unit

may be used with a vibration meter

or oscilloscope. Write for Bulletin

CEC 1535D-X1.
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AT UNIVAC
//

An Atmosphere of Achievement
There's a fresh enthusiasm at Remington Rand Univac. The oppor-

tunity for personal progress and satisfaction has never been greater. We
refer to it as Univac's Atmosphere of Achievement—an excellent en-

vironment in which engineers and scientists can enjoy unlimited

opportunities for professional advancement.

Contributing greatly to this atmosphere are demanding programs
involving extraordinary degrees of ultra-reliability. One Univac com-
puter, as example, has logged thousands of hours while maintaining a

reliability rating of 99.992 per cent.

Opportunities for participation in creative programs of far-reaching

magnitude now exist at Remington Rand Univac. Included among
those immediately available are:

DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS

To develop advanced techniques in high
speed memory circuits, switching circuits,

and other phases of data processing.
Engineers are also required for work on
communications systems, antenna
couplers, and servo-mechanisms.

SYSTEMS ENGINEERS

Engineering, Mathematics, or Physics
degree with experience in weapons and
missile guidance systems involving digital

control, digital conversion, radar and
communications information processing,
and input-output equipment.

PHYSICISTS

B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. levels for research
and development of systems, high speed
circuitry of digital computers, and for

physical research including evaporative
thin film research and ferro-magnetic
domain behavior as applied to computer
elements.

RELIABILITY & QUALITY ASSURANCE ENGRS.
To perform reliability analysis and
predictions, develop failure reporting
procedures, analyze failures, recommend
corrective action, set up and implement
quality assurance programs.

PRODUCTION ENGINEERS
To plan automated processes, methods
and tooling for the world's most reliable

computers. These openings on production
programs require imagination and
creativity. Engineering degree preferred,
with experience on electronic equipment.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
To design and develop miniature airborne
electronic packaging which will meet severe
environmental specifications.

OTHER OPENINGS
Mathematicians and Programmers . .

Engineers, (Domestic and Overseas
Assignments) . . . Engineer Writers .

Specifications Engineers.

Field

Send complete resume of education and experience to:

R. K. PATTERSON, Dept. B-7

64

DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION
2750 West Seventh Street, St. Paul 16, Minnesota
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Western Electronic Manufacturers As-
sociation.

Each day's technical program will

include a workshop session. Subjects

to be included: Management of Manned
Machine Systems (moderator: R. L.

Clark, DOD); Analysis of Manned
Machine Systems (moderator: Lt. Col.

A. Debbons, RADD); Synthesis and
Design of Manned Machine Systems

(moderator: D. T. McRuer, Systems

Technology, Inc.); Operation and
Training of Manned Machine Systems

(moderator: J. Lyman, UCLA).
The program includes 40 technical

sessions on electronics and related areas

with more than 200 speakers present-

ing papers. The preliminary schedule

lists sessions on the following subjects:

Systems and maintainability; pulse-

handling techniques; communications;

management of manned machine sys-

tems; semiconductor devices and tubes;

communication values of the technical

symposium; varactors and tunnel diode

applications; instrumentation; circuit

theory; semiconductor devices;

Computers; stereo multiplex broad-

casting; microwave theory and tech-

niques; analysis of manned machine

systems; microwave tubes; computer

circuits and devices; magnetic data

recording; working with engineers; ve-

hicular communications; component

and systems reliability; air traffic con-

trol;

Antennas; synthesis and design of

manned machine systems; microminia-

turization; government and industry

engineering proposals; the Pioneer V
experiments; bioinstrumentation sys-

tems; military electronics; information

theory and modulation methods; op-

eration and training of manned machine

systems; coding methods and telemetry.

An innovation in this year's tech-

nical sessions will be a women's pro-

gram on the subject, "Engineering: The
Woman's Role."

Cole Connector Uses

New Alignment Principle
Los Angeles—A new principle for

self-aligning contacts is used in a con-

nector developed by Cole Electric Co.

for ground service equipment of the

Atlas weapon system.

Cole has just received a production

contract for the connector from Con-

vair Astronautics.

Basic principle of the self-aligning

electrical connector is that of a univer-

sal joint employing a two-ball split-

sleeve design. The ball end of each con-

tact pin mates with a split-sleeve socket

that is loosely retained with another

ball to form a receptacle unit.

Garter springs on the split-sleeve

provide expansion or contraction of

missiles and rockets, July 1 8, I960



makes the
difference

Specialists since 1938...

dedicated to serving aviation in

design-engineering, research

and development, qualification

and testing, and production

backed by rigid quality control.

write today for

complete specifications

HYDRAULIC PNEUMATIC FUEL MECHANICAL

ELECTRICAL PACKAGED COMPONENTS SYSTEMS

K G ii JET AND TURBO PROP AIRCRAFT

COMMERCIAL AND PRIVATE AIRCRAFT DRONES
MISSILES AND ROCKETS GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

PRECISION PRODUCTS
Products illustrated

are representative

of equipment now
being designed

and manufactured.

1 . 1.1 • A DIVISION OF GENERAL METALS CORPORATION

reliability 10777 vanowen st., burbank, California
DISTRICT OFFICES

:

MINEOLA, L.I. NEW YORK • OAVTON, OHIO • WICHITA, KANSAS
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ENGINEERS

SITE ACTIVATION

We're rolling up our sleeves for the next

important step of activating bases

throughout the United States. Design

or liaison engineers with B.S. in M.E.
or E.E. and experience in electrical or

mechanical systems are required for

liaison work at missile launching

complexes, or design support work on

launch control equipment, propulsion

systems, automatic programming and

missile checkout equipment operations.

Assignments are at Warren Air Force

Base, Cheyenne, Wyoming; Offutt Air

Force Base, Omaha, Nebraska; Fair-

child Air Force Base, Spokane, Wash-

ington; and in San Diego.

Please send complete resume to

Mr. R. Merwin, Engineering Personnel

Administrator, Dept. 130-90, 5521
Kearny Villa Road, San Diego, Calif.

CONVAIR/ASTRONAUTICS
CONVA1R DIVISION OF

GENERAL DYNAMICS
Circla No. 50 on Subscriber Service Card.

the sleeve to allow easy entrance or

withdrawal regardless of the alignment

of the pin or connector. Optimum elec-

trical contact is assured.

Cole says the unique two-ball and

socket action permits unusual flexi-

bility, allowing the junction to be made
quickly and easily even though pins

may have become misaligned due to

rough treatment, high shock, vibration

or extreme temperature changes.

The self-aligning feature also al-

lows angular insertion or extraction

without damaging the pins or increas-

ing pressures.

Pressures required to open or close

are extremely low. Cole says a 48-

contact Cole Connector using #16
pins require an insertion force of 18

lbs. and an extraction force of 15 lbs.

compared to 100 lbs. and 125 lbs. for

conventional connectors of the same
type.

This made it possible to design the

Atlas system without the use of com-
plex opening and closing devices.

Since the self-aligning contact pins can

be inserted at an angle without dam-
age, the Cole connector opens and

closes like a book.

Use of this hinged action makes
possible a lower weight and cheaper

unit than the use of screw-on, screw-

jack or power-lever types, the com-
pany says, and connection and dis-

connection also is faster and easier.

The unit has been built for rough
use. In tests, the connector was dropped
more than 5 ft. to pavement some
2000 times without major damage.

Cole reports that the self-aligning

principle makes it possible to design

a connector with virtually any number
of contacts of various capacities. Con-
tact pins for the connectors are avail-

able in 15, 30, 75, 150 and 300 amp.
capacities and any combination of pins

sizes can be used in a single connector.

This was done in the connectors for

the Atlas system, which originally called

for a number of different connector de-

signs to accommodate the many cable

configurations.

Cole simplified the problem by de-

signing just one basic connector to

serve all types of cables.

Pentagon Studying Whether
Ads Are Allowable Costs

The Department of Defense is cur-

rently conducting a detailed analysis

of all trade publications to determine

whether or not advertising in them
is an allowable item of cost under the

Armed Services Procurement Act, ac-

cording to a letter written by Gen.
Arno Leuhman, chief of Air Force
information, to the publisher of Air

Force Magazine.

1

Timesharing

Problem?

MAY HAVE A
SOLUTION -

Your data handling system,
whether RF carrier or wire
transmission line, may require
time-sharing to increase its

capacity and efficiency.

In the past, the advantages
of motor driven switches used
for multiplexing were out-
weighed by their disadvan-
tages. They were smaller,
lighter and simpler but,
because of high contact resis-

tance, bounce and short life,

they contaminated data.

Then IDL introduced multi-
fingered brushes traveling on
the inner periphery of cylin-

drical sections to minimize
resistance and bounce and
extend trouble-free life to hun-
dreds of hours. These con-
cepts have been successfully
applied to missiles in sampling
900 data points per second for
more than 500 hours without
signal contamination even in

the milli-volt signal level
ranges.

For example, Switch No.
500660 is a complete unit
within a compact case, avail-

able at reasonable cost and
capable of sampling up to 180
transducers. It combines 2
poles of 30 data channels with
2 poles of 60 data channels,
each operating at 5 rps.

For further infor-
via t ion , write for
Technical Bulletin
No. 500660; or let us
propose a solution to
your Time-Sharing
Problem.

INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES

INCORPORATED

Subsidiary of Royol McB«« Corporation

28 MECHANIC STREET, ATTIEBORO, MASS.
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Return from Space
The first astronauts will return from outer space in

ballistic capsules with parachute recovery. The re-

entry vehicles used by subsequent space travellers,

however, will return to earth in controlled glides

much as conventional aircraft do.

This problem of "controlled return" is undergoing

intensive study at Grumman, with preliminary de-

signs of re-entry vehicles well under way. Collateral

projects include space defense weapons, orbiting

astronautical observatories, manned lunar vehicles,

and upper stages of booster vehicles.

For these and future studies, Grumman is building

a team of space engineers and scientists with the

following qualifications:

. . . Navigation and Guidance. Minimum of 5 years'

experience in guidance and navigation and compo-
nents for missiles and space vehicles.

. . . Celestial Mechanics and Trajectories. Mini-

mum of 5 years' experience in celestial mechanics,

missile and space vehicle trajectory analysis and re-

lated areas.

. . . Communications. Minimum of 5 years' experi-

ence in theory and design of radar and communica-

tion systems with special emphasis on radio guidance,

radio and radar tracking and communication systems

for missiles and space vehicles.

. . . Dynamics. Minimum of 5 years' experience in

dynamic analysis, the theory of rigid and elastic body

dynamics and/or the design and instrumentation of

attitude control systems for missiles and space

vehicles.

Send your resume in strict confidence to Mr. A.

Wilder, Manager Engineering Employment, Dept.

GR-86 toarrange for a mutually convenient interview.

GRU A
AIRCRAFT ENGINEERING CORPORATION

Bethpage • Long Island • New York
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Technical Countdown
ELECTRONICS

New Techniques for Anti-jamming
An interesting concept applied to the problem of

anti-jamming protection for communication satellites is

termed "graceful degradation." Aim is to have a system
capable of stepped-up performance during ECM attack

but to automatically lower operating requirements when
the satellite is not subject to jamming.

Yes, We Have No Communication Satellites

Most of the work in perfecting a practical com-
munications satellite system is still ahead of us, accord-
ing to F. R. Kappel. president of AT&T. Contrary to

some "over-enthusiastic publicity," he says, a limited

system is five years away and commercial applications

about 10 years in the future, "if all goes well."

Reliability High for Titan "Athena"
Reliability of the Titan guidance computer, Athena,

is reported to be rated at 99.92% after over 21,000
hours of continuous operation of four models. Reming-
ton Rand Univac has just received AF contracts of over
$26 million for production of the solid-state computers.

Ozone vs. Weather and People
An ozone analyzer being developed by Armour Re-

search Foundation at Illinois Tech is expected to shed
some light on the part ozone plays in determining
atmospheric circulation. Another application is as a

monitor for manned space vehicles cabins flying through
the ozone layer between 40,000 and 150,000 ft. Even
low concentrations of ozone (2 ppm) can cause severe
lung irritation.

Down-range Pickle Jar

A "pickle-jar navigation aid" helped a down-range
telemetry ship reach its assigned position southeast of
Ascension during an Atlas shoot some time ago. De-
vised on the spot by Pan Am technicians, the jar was
used as a lighted buoy to determine ocean current drift

during a storm that blocked out conventional naviga-
tion fixes.

Negative Ions for Health?
A recent Air Force study demonstrates that positive

ions, originating mainly from carbon dioxide, promote
various harmful effects, including an increased vulner-
ability to trauma. Negative ions, originating from
oxygen, are said to have beneficial effects. Conclusion:
fill space cabins with negative ions.

ADVANCED MATERIALS
PH Stainless Process Licensed

Armco Steel granted a license to Republic Steel to

produce and sell Armco's 17-7 PH, 17-4 PH, and PH
15-7 MO. Precipitation-hardenable stainless steels are

used extensively in supersonic flight environments.

Mach 27 Wind Tunnel in Operation
Boeing has commenced full-scale operation with a

"Hotshot wind tunnel. Hypervelocities are attained by
use of electrical energy impulses equivalent to five mil-

lion horsepower stored in 2280 capacitors. Temperatures
up to 1 4,000T and simulated altitudes of 50 miles can
be reached in the 56-foot tunnel.

ASW ENGINEERING
Batteries vs. Rockets

Solid-fuel rockets for torpedo propulsion will have

a hard time pushing batteries out of the picture. Many
in the Navy feel that solids have a long way to go

technically and that more money in battery research

would produce the breakthrough needed to give required

high-energy levels.

System is the Thing
ASW weapons should be designed as a system,

according to some manufacturers in the business. They
say the Navy should decide on a comprehensive and
feasible system and go to work on implementing it with

appropriate vehicles and hardware.

Drone Helicopter for ASW
A Gyrodyne DSN-1 drone helicopter made its first

at-sea landing aboard the USS Mitscher July 1. The
experimental model is the first remote-controlled heli-

copter built expressly for use in destroyers. It will be

used to carry homing torpedoes to kill enemy sub-

marines.

PROPULSION

Agena Engine Passes Restart Tests

The Bell 8081 engine for Lockheed Agena B has

reportedly passed a series of successful restart tests

under simulated vacuum conditions. Tests were con-

ducted at Arnold Engineering Development Center,

Tullahoma, Tenn.

Test Sled Hits Mach 3.5

A 2.5-ton monorail sled was boosted to a record

velocity of 2650 mph at Holloman AFB last month.

The 48-foot sled, largest ever fired at Holloman, covered

5V2 miles in 15 seconds. It was propelled by three

Hercules Powder Co. Nike boosters.

Swan Song for X-7
Final flight is scheduled this week for the Lockheed

X-7, a ramjet-powered test missile that holds the West's

air-breathing-vehicle speed record of Mach 4.31. The
program at Holloman AFB will end with this flight,

the 130th. X-7'% have a success record of 75% in

testing ramjet engines and gathering data on exotic fuels

over the last 13 years.

Research Needed to Advance Air-breathers

Research in three areas is needed to advance the

high-Mach-number air-breathing engine science, speakers

told an AGARD meeting in Milan this spring. The
areas: high-temperature recombination rates of hydrogen-

air and hydrocarbon-air; effect of shock on flow, mixing

and combustion; and turbomachinery design.

How Does a Solid Rocket Burn?
Ignition of solid propellants has been shown to occur

entirely in the gas phase, contrary to a widely held

technical view. So says the Air Force Office of Scientific

Research. Bolstering the agency's notion is a partly de-

veloped mathematical theory of composite propellant

burning based on experimental studies of ammonium
perchlorate combustion.

missiles and rockets, July 18, I960
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what is teMkn
It's a name, first of all, that has been synonymous

for. Over 17 years with the production of 90%- of the

aircraft industry's. turn and slip indicators.. ... and

for. the past decade, with the production of. rate,

gyroscopic instruments. •
••

'

'•

. . . it's an experienced prime and subcontractor,

skilled in designing, developing, and producing LOW

COST precision aircraft and missile instruments and

control-system components. - .

. .
:
. and, it's a standard for dependability in meeting

all contractual obligations.

Write. ...today. . .for free product and facilities data:'

For reliable assistance on your instrumentation and

component problems, contact:.

R.C.Allen
AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENT DIVISION

333 COMMERCE AVENUE, S.W. • GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN



AWESTREX BRIEFING. To your specifica-

tions for recording, storing, and recovering data, Westrex brings more than a quarter

of a century of experience. Our major disciplines are (1) electronics, (2) mechanics,

as needed in mechanical design for precise tape-pulling mechanisms, and (3) optics.

Here, briefed, are descriptions of some of our new products...

PERFORATED TAPE READERS A new Westrex
perforated tape reader handles 8 levels of informa-

tion; reads in both directions at continuous speeds

up to 1400 characters per second; stops on character

at 200 characters per second. Starting time 22 milli-

seconds, stopping time 1 millisecond. Remote con-

trol operation and logic level output to meet your
specific needs. Solid state electronics, with minia-

turized etched circuit, plug-in modules. End of tape

sensing by logic read out.

MAGNETIC HEADS These include multiple section

instrumentation heads; memory drum heads; and
erase-record-reproduce assemblies for applications

that range from sound systems to missiles. Catalog

items or custom-built units to your requirements.

Our experience assures proper utilization of design

factors that most economically meet your needs.

Consideration of your special requirements, such as

high crosstalk rejection, stability under extreme

environmental conditions, and precise mechanical

tolerances, are a part of our service to customers.
What are your needs?

MINIATURE AIRBORNE TAPE RECORDERS
Designed to withstand impacts of 1500 G's, a new
Westrex miniature recorder can simultaneously
record and monitor 14 tracks of information. With
14 tracks to the inch, unique shielding provides a
crosstalk ratio of over 40 db at 5000 c.p.s. Precise

gap alignment, obtained by optical lapping meth-
ods, maintains gap scatter within plus or minus 50

microinches. The positively-driven tape-pulling
mechanism, and virtually continuously supported
tape, are features which reflect our unique and pro-

prietary knowledge in this field. The entire hermeti-
cally-sealed recording unit is contained in a single

cylinder 3 inches high and 4 inches in diameter.

For information on this and other Westrex products,

address your inquiry to Mr. L. A. Call, Westrex
Corporation, Recording Department, 6601 Romaine
Street, Hollywood 28, California.

IF £ Westrex Corporation
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7960 Propulsion Progress . . .

Hydrogen-LOX Development Exceeds Forecasts

• Rapid progress of LOX-liquid hydrogen system is

year's most important trend

• Engine hardware is area of greatest solids improvement

• Nuclear rocket gets firm development objective

• Ion engine development programs spur electrical propulsion

An interview with Elliot Mitchell,

assistant director for propulsion, Office

of Launch Vehicle Programs, NASA.

The most significant propulsion

trend of the last 12 months is the un-

expectedly rapid progress of the liquid

hydrogen-LOX system.

This is the opinion of Elliot

Mitchell, top propulsion specialist of

the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration. He says that NASA,
taking advantage of the trend, has de-

cided to give maximum support to

development of a large LOX-hydrogen
engine and to exploit the system for

upper stages of advanced vehicles such

as Saturn.

Mitchell, assistant director for pro-

pulsion on the staff of Maj. Gen. Don
R. Ostrander, NASA director of launch

vehicle programs, declared in an inter-

view that Pratt & Whitney Division of

United Aircraft has made tremendous

progress in its work on a 15,000-lb.-

thrust hydrogen engine for the Centaur

and Saturn programs.

"The performance of this engine,

including combustion problems, has

come along extremely well," Mitchell

said. "The handling of hydrogen on a

large scale is a lot more reasonable

than any of us had optimistically

hoped."

The NASA propulsion chief re-

called that Rocketdyne Division, North
American Aviation, was chosen this

spring to develop a LOX-hydrogen en-

gine of 200,000 lbs. thrust, more than
13 times the power of the Pratt &
Whitney engine. And the P&W power-
plant itself will be uprated to about

17,500 lbs.

Mitchell was asked for his assess-

ment of progress in all major propul-

sion areas in the last year. He ex-

pressed these opinions:

• Storables—The combination of

nitrogen tetroxide and hydrazine-type

fuels has gained momentum, he said.

"If we are talking storable liquids, this

combination is reasonable and provides

a higher impulse."

Mitchell said, however, that not

enough is known at present to endorse

the use of any storable propellant sys-

tem for use in space. "We need to

understand theoretically and experi-

mentally how high-energy particles af-

fect propellants, the chamber material

and their interaction."

Both NASA and the Air Force are

making plans for experimental studies

simulating radiation and other space

environment effects on storable pro-

pellants, he added. Industrial contrac-

tors have been asked to make pro-

posals.

Mitchell noted also that work is

progressing rapidly on the Saturn

booster and the IV2 -million-lb.-thrust

F-l engine. Although no breakthroughs

are involved in these LOX-kerosene
engines, he said, they are great en-

gineering jobs that are progressing

very successfully.

As for Saturn, he said the antici-

pated heat problems have not been

severe
—

"the result of a combination

of good fortune and damned good en-

gineering." He added:

"The thoroughness of the Marshall

Research Center team's approach under

Dr. Wernher von Braun is over-

whelming. It is a team effort that is a

pleasure to watch."

• Solids—The spectacular success

of the Polaris and Minuteman systems

in the last year has demonstrated that

large solid motors can be reduced to

reliable practice, Mitchell asserted.

The area of greatest progress has
been in engine hardware rather than

in the propellant itself, Mitchell re-

ported. Hardware improvements have
taken place in development of high-

performance cases, production of reli-

able, useful thrust vectoring, and ter-

mination and solution of insulation

problems.

Mitchell said he does not expect

any tremendous progress in the near

future on improving solids except for

some entirely new propellant that might

come from the research sponsored by

the Defense Department's Advanced
Research Projects Agency. And in such

a case, he asserted, experience shows

that such a new fuel could not be

brought into operation in less than

five years.

Improvements in the near future,

he said, will come from marginal in-

crements of 5 or 6 seconds in specific

impulse, better mass ratios and other

little tricks.

"But as we go into systems sig-

nificantly better in Isp , we will find

ourselves aggravating many problems

that we are handling relatively simply

today," he continued. "We may en-

counter breakthroughs we don't see

today, but I feel significant gains in

performance will come hard."

Another important development in

solids is continuous processing, Mitchell

declared. This will be the manufactur-

ing method for any future programs

based on large-volume production.

In motor case fabrication, Mitchell

predicted a wider application of fiber

glass and plastic, which he said has

very great growth potential, both in

performance and cost.

For large-volume production, steel

cases probably will maintain a cost

(Continued on page 84)
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7960 Circuitry Progress

Reliability Replaces Size Reduction

As Main Objective of Integration

• Reliability is biggest advantage

• Cuts promised in cost, size and power consumption

• Integrated circuits demand integrated processes, teams

• Need for materials research grows

• New assembly and processing techniques required

by Dr. H. W. Welch, Jr.*

There is much speculation over the

impact of recent advances in solid-

state integrated circuits on the future

of electronics.

Without speculation, it should be
possible to review recent activity in

this field and provide a measure of

progress. This, subtracted from what
we know we need to accommodate
our present electronics capacity, should

give us a less speculative idea of what
remains to be accomplished.

To measure progress, we should

ask, "Where have we been trying to

go?"

The implication of the terms first

applied to describe the integrated cir-

cuit effort—microelectronics and micro-

modules—was that reduction in size

was the objective.

• Main objectives—Recently, how-
ever, there has been more emphasis

on the reliability—rather than small

size—of the equipment manufactured
with the new methods. Higher reli-

ability is expected to result from re-

ducing the numbers of interconnections

and more closely controlling assembly

procedures.

Ultimately, costs should be lowered
through reduction in parts inventory,

reduction in number of manufacturing
processes, and general applicability of

mass-production techniques.

Along with size reduction, there

may be an increase in speed of action

and a decrease in power consumption.
These three factors have become im-

portant as complexity has increased in

*Director of Research and De-
velopment, Military Electronics Div.,

Motorola Inc.

terms both of total number of com-
ponents and of number of different

kinds of components. This is particu-

larly true in data- and information-

processing systems, which have in-

creased in complexity faster than have

signal processing systems.

Increase in reliability and speed,

decrease in cost, size and power con-

sumption have emerged as the real

objectives we hope to achieve by new
approaches to circuit construction.

These, plus one other, are no different

than the objectives we have had for

years.

The other objective—and probably

the most important—is to enable sys-

tems to perform under environmental
conditions never experienced before.

As a by-product of the effort we may
expect systems to perform new func-

tions in applications not previously

conceived or attempted.
• New approaches, technologies

—

These objectives are being approached
through greater application of solid-

state phenomena and the development
of closer integration of circuits.

In the past, circuits have been
integrated topologically—through point-

to-point interconnection of a variety of
components in a readily discernible

network. Now we are looking toward
three basically different methods of

integration in which the network is

increasingly less discernable: integra-

tion by the overlapping of thin films

of solids having a variety of electrical

and magnetic properties; volume junc-

tions in semiconducting, dielectric and
magnetic solids; and complete molec-

ular integration such as exists in the

coupling between electron spins and
the lattice in magnetic solids.

To construct integrated circuits by

these methods it has been necessary

for industry to expand its capability

to perform the necessary processes.

Previously, to take an extreme

view, the equipment manufacturer had

only one process to perform in elec-

trical assembly: soldering. Some had
developed capability for printed wiring.

Other processes were performed in the

mechanical packaging and protection

from environment.

With the new approaches to in-

tegration, four new technologies be-

come essential for a complete proc-

essing capability: semiconductor tech-

nology (single-crystal growth, diffu-

sion, alloying, etching, thermo-com-

pression bonding, etching, etc.); thin-

film technology (evaporation, sputter-

ing, pyrolysis, masking, surface clean-

ing and preparation, etc. ) ; electronic

ceramic technology (mixing, extruding,

pressing, firing, annealing, glazing,

grinding, etc.); and solid encapsula-

tion technology (chemical preparation

of glasses, deposition of inorganic,

non-metallic solids, surface prepara-

tion, annealing, etc.).

Along with these process tech-

nologies, the measurement of basic

electrical properties of solids—con-

ductivity, dielectric constant, magnetic

permeability and environmental test-

ing—must be accomplished in order to

know that a process has been success-

ful. In addition, means for internal

examination of solid-state character-

istics such as crystal structure, diffusion

depth, impurity concentration, grain

structure, etc., must be available.

Most important, does the resulting

circuit have the electrical character-

istics to perform the functions for

which it was designed? In other words,

could it be designed in the first place
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and is it reproducible from written

process specifications and drawings?

This question must be answered by
and to the satisfaction of the systems

and equipment engineers with their

methods of measurement from the

terminals of the resulting circuits.

• Teamwork required—Integration

of processes leads to the need for

integration of people into a team.

Chemists, physicists, electronic engi-

neers, electromagnetic engineers, me-
chanical engineers, metallurgists, ce-

ramicists, and techniques highly skilled

in vacuum techniques, evaporation,

heat treating, chemical processes, and
such, must work in close communica-
tion as a team to accomplish the end

result.

This is borne out by the observa-

tion that any completed circuit is so

closely tied together mechanically,

thermally, and chemically, as well as

electronically, that diagnosis of a mal-

function might involve any or all of

the mentioned disciplines.

The interconnected components
approach has led to specialists in re-

sistors, capacitors, transistors, induct-

ances, insulated wire, etc. The in-

tegrated-circuit integrated-process ap-

proach requires close integration into

a team of people with the same special

qualifications.

Where We Stand

Now that we have established a

yardstick against which progress can
be measured, let us see how far we
have progressed.

Most significantly, for the first time

in the history of electronics, a number
of teams of scientists and engineers

have been established with the com-
mon objective of building electronic

systems from the basic solid materials

rather than components made by
specialists. Ten to 15 such teams exist

within the broad spectrum of dis-

ciplines mentioned above. The average

size is from 20 to 30 qualified scien-

tists and engineers.

My estimate would be that between
300 and 500 scientists and engineers

have been assigned to this effort and
that less than 15% of these are elec-

tronic circuit engineers. This concen-
tration of effort is bringing a refresh-

ing new look into the electronic in-

dustry.

• New discoveries—Integration of
processes has brought many of our
solid-state scientists closer to the ap-

plication with the result, surprising to

some, that they are discovering prob-
lems of basic nature that they did

not know existed. Electrical properties

of thin films such as conductivity and
dielectric constant are better under-
stood, as are chemical and physical

properties such as effects of impurities

and vapor pressure.

Chemical interactions between
masks, substrates, and circuit elements

not isolated physically from one an-

other have been discovered and elimi-

nated by changes in processing tech-

niques. Better control of processes of

deposition, diffusion, alloying, crystal

growth, surface preparation, etc., has

been achieved. New methods for per-

forming these processes have been de-

veloped. Crystal growth by the dentritic

process, through constraining apertures,

and by the epitaxial process is better

understood. Each of these methods
lends itself to the integrated-process

approach to circuit construction.

The suppliers of electronic ma-
terials are having demands placed upon
them for higher purity and better

particle size control. Quantities are still

not large enough to make the chemical

industries really excited, but they are

cooperating.

The semiconductor industry—in

addition to looking at new approaches

to crystal growth—has developed

methods for placing more than one
transistor or diode in one semiconduct-

ing substrate and have added resistance

and capacitance within the same sub-

strate to make complete circuit func-

tions.

• Adding materials—Much atten-

tion has been given to deposition of

tin oxide and high-resistivity metals,

and the anodization of tantalum for

resistance elements. All of these ap-

proaches meet the high designability

and reproductibility criteria. Anodiza-
tion of tantalum and deposition of

quartz have met the same criteria for

the formation of dielectrics. Conduct-
ing and magnetic metallic film deposi-

tion has reached a high degree of

maturity.

Preparation of ceramic, glass,

quartz, beryllia, and alumina substrates

is now better understood. Problems
of smoothness, cleanliness, and shape
control still exist. Substrates other than
semiconductor suitable for epitaxial

growth of semiconducting solids re-

main to be found.

Solid encapsulation at low tem-

peratures with glass and inorganic

solids of more regular crystalline struc-

ture has been achieved but not brought

to a high degree of maturity. Organic

encapsulants suitable for long-life ap-

plication have not been developed.

• Searching for shapes—A gener-

ally acceptable solution to the problem
of interconnection and packaging of

subassemblies of integrated circuitry

has not materialized.

It is generally agreed that modules
with more than one circuit element

per substrate are desirable. The upper
limit will be determined by a complex
compromise of factors such as yield

per process, yield per module, encap-

sulation and packaging, replacement
frequency and expense, deterioration

due to chemical interaction, tooling

costs, quantity to be manufactured, etc.

It is unlikely that a single standard
module shape will be accepted.

The hybrid approach of combining
integrated circuits with more or less

standard components is beginning to

be generally recognized as necessary

for immediate application. This is par-

ticularly true where precision resistors,

high selectivity, flat response over pre-

cisely determined pass bands or imped-
ance transformation are needed.

We have established teams and de-

veloped and improved processes. What
has actually been accomplished in the

development and manufacture of inte-

grated circuits? I prefer not to answer
this question but would like to give the

reader a check list which may provide

a sobering as well as a challenging

influence.

The following is a list of functions

presently performed in electronic
equipment over a frequency range from
d-c through microwaves, over a wide
range of power levels, and over wide

environmental extremes. This list is

reasonably complete in that almost any
electronic equipment can be built if all

functions can be accomplished.
• Frequency generation
• Pulse generation
• Amplification
• Rectification

• Impedance transformation
• Radiation and absorption (an-

tennas)
• Attenuation
• Frequency modulation
• Phase modulation
• Amplitude modulation
• Electromagnetic signal detection

• Electromagnetic signal mixing
• Electrical-to-light conversion

(and vice versa)

• Electrical-to-heat conversion
(and vice versa)

• Electromechanical con-

version (and vice versa)

• Frequency discrimination

• Pulse counting
• Isolation and circulation (unilat-

eral attenuation)

• Amplitude limiting (function gen-

eration)

• Bandwidth limiting (filtering)

• Analog addition and multiplica-

tion

• Digital addition and multiplica-

tion

• Long and short-term signal stor-

age
• Tuning or control of other func-

tions (frequency, bandwidth, attenua-

tion, etc.)

• Frequency multiplication or

translation

(Continued on page 86)
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Notable Gains Made in

Gyros, Microelectronics

• Technology is keeping pace

• Hardware progress in gyros

• Impact of microelectronics

• Lagging accelerometer development

• IR scanner accuracy needs improvement

by Charles W. Benfield*

Development of new and better

techniques and equipment for space

navigation and guidance has received

noteworthy attention during the past

year. Seldom have so many attacked

a technical problem with so much
vigor, enthusiasm, and ingenuity.

The year witnessed some signifi-

cant hardware progress in gyros—the

primary element in precision and re-

liability in space guidance.

Minneapolis-Honeywell announced
start of production on a gyro with a

ceramic, self-generating gas spin-bear-

ing. This instrument is 2.75 in. long,

2.182 in. in diameter and weighs half

a pound. The company claims a factor

of 10 improvement in accuracy and a

30:1 reduction in bearing noise over

the gyro's MIG predecessor. The pre-

cisely balanced rotor is suspended in

its ceramic bearings on a film of gas

only 25 micro-inches thick—yet stiffer

than the steel ball bearings it replaces.

Jet Propulsion Laboratory is con-

ducting development work of a more
exotic nature. A precisely machined
sphere, coated with superconductive
metal, is supported on a magnetic
field at cryogenic temperatures. Thus
de-coupled from external torques, the

spin axis of the sphere remains fixed

in inertial space like the axes of the

planets themselves.

Achieving the same result in a dif-

ferent approach, Minneapolis-Honey-
well experimentally proved the feasi-

bility of electrically suspending a

beryllium sphere in a vacuum. A major
program is undeiway to bring this radi-

*Systems development engineer,

Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co.,
Military Products Group

cally new gyro into production for a

shipboard inertial navigation system

for Polaris submarines. Its applica-

bility to space guidance systems is also

being extensively studied.

This device and the JPL cryogenic

gyro both hold promise for orders-of-

magnitude improvement in accuracy

and stability over conventional gyros.

General Electric announced de-

velopment of a cryogenically sus-

pended, spherically symmetrical rotor

wheel spun up by torque coils located

in its cylindrical, axial cavity and sus-

pended on a spherical array of mag-
netic bearings in a vacuum chamber.

An experimental cylindrical rotor was
spun up to 20,000 rpm with coast-

down time of 16 hours. While similar

in principle to the JPL gyro, the GE
device will be a different configuration,

and may possibly have some unique

advantages.

Accelerometer development was
lagging a bit; there were many exotic

dreams of cryogenically or electrically

levitated seismic masses, gaseous iner-

tial masses and "chemical" acceler-

ometers—but little new hardware forth-

coming. Still dreamed of is a 10-15 g
threshold sensor for observing minor
forces. JPL is developing a miniature

quartz pendulum accelerometer.
• Some leaps forward—Microelec-

tronics development is paving the way
toward realization of the extremely

complicated, super-reliable, electronic

brains for automatic guidance of space

vehicles.

Progress in this area took a sur-

prising forward leap with a number
of feasibility models by Westinghouse,

including a button-sized, five-watt audio

amplifier and a video amplifier dwarfed
by a paper clip. RCA's micromodule
program has produced working models

of whole devices based upon stacks of

0.310" square by 10-mil thick ceramic

wafers. Such techniques offer equip-

ment component densities of 250,000

parts per cubic foot. Texas Instruments

advertised off-the-shelf availability of a

match-head-sized multivibrator.

Microelectronics development pro-

grams are well under way at General

Electric, Bell Labs., Clevite, Sylvania,

Pacific Semiconductor, Fairchild Semi-

conductor Corp., Philco, Transitron,

Honeywell, and many others. As usual,

much unpublicized basic research at

government laboratories is behind such

industrial progress. Talk of 10u com-
ponents per cubic inch is occasionally

heard from the more optimistic par-

ticipants in serious discussions on the

subject.

• Hardware to come—Determina-

tion of "local vertical direction" and
altitude above a planet by infrared is

under study by many laboratories.

Several horizon scanners have reached

the hardware stage, and many disk

scanners are on the drawing boards.

Present accuracies leave much to be

desired.

Hardware solutions are required in

this problem area, before a space

craft can be brought to a safe landing

upon a strange world. The problem of

measuring vector velocity relative to a

planet is receiving much theoretical

attention at JPL and elsewhere.

Star trackers now have over ten

years of progressive development be-

hind them, and many companies are

studying their adaptation to space

navigation. Accuracies to one arc-

second are expected to be achieved in

working hardware.

IBM and American Bosch Arma
have announced progress in miniaturi-

zation of high-speed digital computers
for space navigation. Both companies
are expected to make considerable use

of microelectronics developments.

Philco's Dr. Golay has proposed

using radio interferometry for accurate

distance measurement in deep space.

The Navy's Transit satellite pro-

gram gives excellent promise for a

payoff from the space efforts by pro-

viding a high-accuracy, all-weather

navigation scheme for vehicles on or

near the earth's surface. This program
is progressing very well indeed; event-

ually the doppler techniques developed

may be applicable to near-earth guid-

ance of spacecraft.

High-precision ground-based radar,

working with space-borne transponders,

is receiving much attention for track-

ing and for injection guidance, par-

ticularly for near-earth and cislunar

operations. It is to be expected that

the first manned lunar flights will be

closely tracked by radar and notified

of their position and velocity by radio.
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TCM Moves Into Missile/Space R&D
• Extended range and measurement capabilities

• New techniques for space

• Low-level multiplexing

• Hybrid-systems investigation

• New components and subsystems

by Conrad H. Hoeppner*

Telemetry advanced at a faster

rate during the past year—and its ap-

plications received greater publicity

than ever before.

Foremost among the year's ac-

complishments were extended range,

greater numbers and varieties of

measurements, and development of

more efficient systems.

Transistorization of telemetry re-

ceivers is now almost complete, pro-

viding greater compactness and relia-

bility.

Pulse code modulation telemetry

—

already well established in static test-

ing, data reduction and sled tests

—

has been used for the first time in

space vehicles. It is in production for

two major missile programs: Minute-

man and Titan. The first PCM ground

receiving station for missiles has been

installed at the Atlantic Missile Range,

following installations for aircraft

testing at Edwards AFB, Norair,

Douglas and Republic.

PCM telemetry is unique among
data handling systems in that it em-
ploys "computer language." Data, as it

is received, is in a form for direct

entry into digital computers for further

processing, computations, corrections,

plotting and printing. All of the bugs
are not yet worked out of these telem-

etry systems; and advanced PCM
system is still under development for

Wright-Patterson AFB.
• Biggest boost—Probably the most

significant adjunct to PCM telem-

etry systems has been the low-level

multiplexer. While this device is not
limited in its applications to PCM
methods, it is a logical companion
to the PCM voltage encoder.

Prior to the development of the

low-level multiplexer it was necessary
to use an amplifier following each
low-level transducer of the thermo-

*President, Electronics Corp.,
Chairman, IRE PGSET, and Member
of M/R's Editorial Advisory Board.

couple, strain-gage and resistance-

bridge types. These made equipments

large, power-consuming and difficult

to maintain.

There are now 11 low-level multi-

plexers in data-processing systems in

operation in the Thiokol Utah plant.

These operate to a resolution of ten

microvolts and a full-scale of ten mil-

livolts. They are subject to errors

caused by temperature changes and

vibration, but are being developed to

appear soon in aircraft and missile test

programs.

• The new challenge—-Telemetry

has been forced to expand its scope to

accommodate the new demands for

scientific data. Mainly used heretofore

for measuring temperatures, accelera-

tions, positions, motions, and electrical

characteristics internal to missiles and

aircraft, it is now being employed to

explore space.

The measurement of radiation den-

sity, ion density, atmospheric composi-

tion, visible and ultra-violet light, mag-
netic fields, particle impacts and the

transmission of photographs, have re-

quired new transducers and also new
data conditioning equipment to "nor-

malize" the measurements for transmis-

sion over telemetry links.

There have been new demands
on the telemeter for handling greater

quantities of data with greater ac-

curacy over longer distances. In many
cases this has led to pre-transmission

processing and reduction of data.

• Thinking revolution—A three-

year comprehensive study of telemetry

methods and systems sponsored by the

Department of Defense has been com-
pleted. This study was unusual in the

fact that measurements were made to

decide upon controversial assumptions

for calculations. Many of the results

revolutionize thinking along certain

lines and have revised previously es-

tablished standards.

A conclusion of the report was
that a combination pulse amplitude

modulation and pulse code modulation

system would prove most useful for

future military test applications. The
PAM portion would be used for low-

accuracy data and the PCM high-ac-

curacy data.

Needless to say, such a system is

not now in use; its advent would make
obsolete many millions of dollars worth
of telemetry equipment now installed

in test sites throughout the country.

Other noteworthy developments:
• The Telebit system of variable

bit rate, allowing exchange of informa-

tion speed for transmission distance.

• Wide-band recorders for record-

ing on magnetic tape the greater in-

formation rates provided by modern
telemeters.

• Use of large receiving antennas
even at high frequencies to enhance
the telemetry signal. One system at

Vandenberg AFB employs omni-
directional direction-finding antennas
used in conjunction with extremely
narrow band receivers to point the

large telemetry antenna in the proper
direction—a problem which becomes
more serious as the size of the receiv-

ing antenna is increased.

• Use of light diffraction and opti-

cal filters to simulate electrical filters

employed in data separation, interpola-

tion, and extrapolation. An extremely
precise filter characteristic is applied

to a very large number of data chan-
nels by a relatively small and simple
device. Methods are being explored to

permit its use in actual data systems.

It is also heartening to note the

gradual infiltration of government-
developed telemetry techniques and
equipments into American industry.

The dissemination of information

about telemetry is much slower, how-
ever, than the passage of information
through the telemetry system.

Telemetry has moved in to in-

vestigate the destructive effects of
wind-induced vibration to electrical

transmission lines and telephone lines.

Applications to mobile equipment, ro-

tating equipment, flaw-detection and
sensing portions of industrial process

control are just beginning.

One of the leaders in the military

telemetry field, for instance, has en-
tered into a royalty agreement which
permits a newly formed commercial
organization to apply its developments
to industrial applications. Equipment
developed by this company will be
supplied to the electric utility industries

and to the medical field.
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Instrumentation . . .

Range

Accuracy

Poses New

Challenges

• New guidelines

for progress

• Microwave

systems

• New frequencies,

techniques

• Improved equipment

by W. C. Wootton, Jr.

Secretary, Inter-Range Instrumenta-

tion Group

NEW GUIDELINES established

during the past year set the stage for

future developments in telemetry and

range instrumentation. It is evident that

although significant progress has been

made in the recent past, the most sig-

nificant is yet to come.

The final report of the Aeronu-

tronic telemetry study, released in early

1960, provided industry with the

guidance it had awaited.

And another important direction

developed in May, when the 1435-

1535 mc radio frequency band was

endorsed anew for missile telemetry

used by the Inter-Range Instrumenta-

tion Group (IRIG) and Aeronautical

Flight Testing and Radio Coordinat-

ing Counsel.

• Pulse code modulation—To meet

the need for increased accuracy and

more efficient operation, PCM telem-

etry systems are being developed.

Many of these, especially those for

Air Force projects, have unique char-

acteristics and do not meet standards

recommended by the Aerospace In-

dustries Association or IRIG for PCM
telemetry systems. Picatinny Arsenal

and several others, however, are de-

veloping standard PCM systems for

use on the missile test ranges.

Contrasting the PCM developments

are several systems being developed to

instrument the Saturn booster. One of

these is a 216-channel PAM-FM-FM
system. The other is a frequency de-

viation system with a high data band-

width capacity.

Pulse amplitude code modulation
(PACM) as opposed to PCM was
recommended in the Aeronutronic

study report for future missile telem-

etry operations. In this system the

PCM signal is amplitude modulated
with additional channels of analog

data. Size and weight are slightly

greater than that of a PCM system

alone, but efficiency is increased with-

out appreciably changing the radio-

frequency requirement.

PAM channels are used where re-

quirements exist for medium accuracy

(1% error) analog channels. The
PCM channels are provided to meet
high accuracy requirements or where
it is desired to use digital techniques.

It is believed that variations of PACM-
FM will effectively meet the majority

of future missile telemetry require-

ments.
• Microwave systems-—The need to

move missile telemetry operations out

of the VHF telemetry band (216-260
mc) by 1970 has prompted work on
systems that would operate in the

microwave frequency region. A de-

velopment model of a 2200 mc trans-

mitter was built recently by General
Electronic Laboratories under an Air
Force contract. Another airborne unit

designed to operate at 2200 mc was
built by Spectralab Instrument Com-
pany and turned over to the con-

tracting agency at White Sands Mis-

sile Range for evaluation.

While these recent developments

have been encouraging, even greater

hope is held for the 1435-1535 mc
band where airborne package size can

be reduced. It is believed that develop-

ments in these microwave bands must
be continued at the fastest possible

rate if a reliable and operational sys-

tem is to be available by 1970.

Ground station equipment compat-
ible with the new airborne units is

also being developed. Examples are

the fabrication of a 2200 mc traveling-

wave maser capable of being mounted
on the rear of a parabolic dish, and
Radiation, Inc.'s development of a

2200 mc correlation detection receiver.

• Receivers, antennas, and trans-

ducers—Several of the national test

ranges have sponsored receiver im-

provement programs and emphasized
the development of optimum capability

for PCM and time-multiplexed signals.

Since much effort has already gone
into receiver front end improvement,
emphasis is now being placed on the

detection process.

A number of automatic tracking

antennas have been developed to meet
the growing need for this type of

antenna in both space and missile test-

ing. These generally have relatively

high gain and can be used as acquisi-

tion aids to other instrumentation sys-

tems, in addition to their use in the

telemetry system.

A Users' Symposium on Telemetry

Transducers was held for the first time

this past year, to review transducer

development effort, both in the United
States and abroad. It was apparent

from this meeting that additional effort

was needed to standardize transducer

terminology and to establish calibra-

tion and testing procedures. To this

end the National Bureau of Standards

Telemetering Transducer Group has

been working to develop test methods
for dynamic testing of transducers,

while Wright Air Development Divi-

sion has been working to standardize

testing and calibration procedures.

• Studies and reports—Many study

and evaluation reports on telemetry

have been released recently. These
include "The Case of FM-AM Versus
FM-FM Telemetry" by Dr. L. L.

Rauch, for Wright Air Development
Division; a number of reports by Naval
Ordnance Laboratory at Corona; a

number of Naval Air Development
Center reports; and an IRIG Recom-
mendation, No. 101-60, "Magnetic
Tape Recorder/ Reproducer Standards
for Telemetry Applications."
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7960 GSE Progress . .

AF Does Something About Reliability

• Reliability and maintainability biggest challenge

• New programs for configuration control, commercial equipment

use, calibration standards, understandable maintenance data

The Air Force in the past year

has been doing something about those

much bandied-about words in Ground
Support Equipment—reliability and

maintainability. This is the word from

the Aircraft and Missiles Division,

Chief of Staff for Materiel.

It's being accomplished through

new and strengthened programs in con-

figuration control, buying commercial

equipment when it will do the job,

setting up calibration standards, and

getting technical data for the field

maintenance airman in a form which

he can understand.

Within the past two months, even

a definition of GSE has been adopted

to take some of the confusion out of

the many terms used in the field.

Since management problems are

often best resolved by the application

of management techniques rather than

by developing new definitions, Air

Force has settled on this GSE defini-

tion:

"Any or all implements or devices

which are required on the ground to

make a weapon system, support sys-

tem, control system, sub-system or

equipment operational in its intended

environment. This includes all equip-

ment required to install, launch, arrest,

guide, control, direct, inspect, test,

service, adjust, calibrate, appraise,

gauge, measure, repair, overhaul, as-

semble, disassemble, handle, transport,

safeguard, record, store, actuate, main-

tain or operate the system, sub-system,

end item, or component. This defini-

tion applies regardless of method of

development, funding or procurement."
* Maintainability through standard-

ization—With the end goals of using

less manpower, fewer tools and the

minimum in supplies and logistics, Air

Force is striving for optimum stand-

ardization of ground support equip-

ment, realizing that in many instances

full standardization is not possible.

Such optimum standardization

holds true for the whole gamut of GSE
—transport/ erector vehicles, materials

and fuel handling equipments, launch-

ers, electronic check-out and data

processing systems.

With more standardization, Air

Force feels better maintainability will

be the result. With this working phi-

losophy, many directives and instruc-

tions are being pointed toward the

design engineer to have him design

equipment which can be maintained

with minimal effort and cost.

In this effort, Air Force is practic-

ing what is termed configuration con-

trol. For example, it doesn't want 100
fork lift trucks of five or more con-

figurations, but rather, 100 of the same
configuration.

This, in turn, has lead to increased

purchasing of commercial equipment
when available without designing new
varieties. For instance, in recent

months the trend has been to get away
from using military engines in some
vehicles and purchasing commercial
types when available.

• Boiling down data—In the com-
plex GSE field, Air Force is also tak-

ing a long hard look at contractors'

preparation of technical data for equip-

ment maintenance.

"Our fault is that we've gone over-

board with an excessive amount of

data and have lost sight of the man
who must use this data to maintain a

particular piece of equipment," one
officer commented. Biggest problem is

to get the data out of the PhD class,

and make it simple, readable and un-

derstandable.

Previously, Ballistic Missile Divi-

sion had responsibility for technical

data in the missile programs. It has

now been moved to Air Materiel Com-
mand, which is reviewing all specifica-

tions and formulating revisions to make
it more usable in the hands of the

technician.

• One system of calibration—In

still another area—calibration support

for missile systems—the Air Force has

realized there has been a lack of uni-

form action in the establishment of

calibration and repair facilities for

base precision measurement equipment,

particularly with respect to the support

of contractors during the installation

and checkout phase.

This has been because separate

contractor facilities have been estab-

lished at some missile bases while, at

other locations, Air Force commands
had made arrangements for the base

calibration facility to be used in sup-

port of the contract.

The Air Force accordingly has

ruled that the establishment of separate

missile base contractor installation and
checkout facilities for calibration and
repair of precision measurement equip-

ment is not in its best interests and

will result in unnecessary expense.

So the Air Force's calibration sys-

tem, rather than separate industrial

systems, will be used exclusively. One
reason: the Air Force feels that its

operating personnel can get valuable

experience and training when they

recognize the exact calibration needs

of a particular weapon system at an

early date.

Further, a single source for stand-

ards of known accuracy with respect

to the National Bureau of Standards

will be available. Since the same source

will be used during and after installa-

tion and checkout phase, no post in-

spection-and-checkout phase operational

difficulties should arise due to differ-

ences in contractor-versus-Air Force

calibration systems.

In one ballistic missile program,

Air Force discovered that the unusual

large amount of R&D GSE left over

when phasing into the operational sys-

tem required some 13,000 calibrations.

This has since been reduced by some
40%.
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Foundation Research

Speeds Ideas for Navy

• BuWeaps program stimulates scientists

• Eliminates ponderous decision processes

• Makes individual responsible—and saves money

by John F. Judge

The Navy is cultivating Missile Age
ideas through a unique, red-tapeless

program—Foundation Research.

Initiated about 10 years ago in the

old Bureau of Ordnance, the program
spread to the Bureau of Aeronautics in

1957. Since the two bureaus merged
to form the current Bureau of Weap-
ons, the Foundation has become an

$8-million-a-year idea mill.

Bureau officials couldn't be hap-

pier with the results.

The original objective was twofold

—

to give the individual station money
to exploit the promising ideas of its

employees, and to create an attractive

working atmosphere. Both purposes are

being fulfilled.

The effect on the morale of the

scientists is reflected in the high reten-

tion rates of the various laboratories.

Originally the funding was allo-

cated as a definite fraction of the an-

nual budget of a particular station.

Now money is distributed in propor-

tion to the possible contributors of

new ideas. The amount is still less

than 5% of a station's total budget.

Each station involved in the pro-

gram administers its own funds.

• Streamlined routine—In operation,

the program begins with an idea or a

suggestion from an individual. The pro-

posal is submitted to a small board

composed of the installation com-
mander, the chief scientist, and the

laboratory, or project directors.

The proposal is rated for merit; if

it is approved, initial funds are allo-

cated for the program and the scientist

goes to work. Many such projects are

subsequently removed from the Foun-
dation and funded under supporting

research. Still others begin and end
within the Foundation—supplying

needed information and data for pres-

ent or future use in allied fields.

For a long time, no formal reports

were required. But they were encour-

aged—for fiscal ammunition if for

nothing else.

The bulk of the projects are basic

in nature. Some, which concern weap-
ons systems, are classified, but the

majority are published in various

forms.

Foundation research led to over 300
such published papers from the Naval
Ordnance Laboratory at White Oak
alone.

One classic idea resulted in the air-

to-air Sidewinder missile. Another, now
being pursued at the Naval Air Ma-
terial Center, Philadelphia, has at-

tracted national interest. M. J. Devine's

work in solid film lubricants is being

closely watched by both government
and industry.

Computers are being redesigned or

created from scratch. The miniaturiza-

tion of antennas is another fruitful

area.

A striking example of the effective-

ness of the Foundation Research idea

is the current program at the Naval
Air Materials Center. In one year the

grants there rose from $41,000 for

three projects to $310,000 for 15

projects.

The wide range of disciplines in-

volved can best be illustrated by de-

scribing some of the areas covered by
the researchers.

• Statics and dynamics of fluids

—

to provide a theoretical basis for the

solution of hydraulic, hydrodynamic
and gasdynamic problems.

• Hydrogen embrittlement—knowl-

edge of the mechanisms problems of

hydrogen embrittlement and the em-
brittling characteristics of a deuterium

bath.

• Plastics, elastomers and fibers

—

research and development of organic

metal-cordination polymers possessing

exceptional thermal stability, gamma
radiation resistance and strong me-
chanical properties.

• Solid film lubrication—Determ-
ination of the mechanisms by which
metal surfaces are lubricated by solid

films and to provide a definite working
theory. Investigation of lubricity as a
function of solid structure, particle

size, film hardness and lubricant-bear-

ing reactivity. This is the study that

aroused national interest.

• Radiant heating—Determine the

effects of infrared heat on the struc-

tural efficiency of aircraft and missile

components and to correlate the labor-

atory and flight test effects with true

aerodynamic heating.

• Brittle metal effects—Determina-
tion of the role of oxygen in the brittle

behavior of metals. The study is aimed
at understanding the effect of such be-

havior in the refractory metals.

• Energy absorption—Obtain fun-

damental information on energy ab-

sorption materials for the general pur-

pose of improving the state of the art.

There are an increasing number of

developments in which, if energy is

added to a device, a certain portion

of this energy is absorbed or recon-

verted at the end of the cycle. Polaris

missile recovery is one such develop-

ment.
• Heat—Developing methods for

measuring the heat of interior and
exterior surfaces of aircraft and mis-

siles undergoing constant changes in

heat conditions and thermal shock.

This study is directed toward answer-

ing a need for heat measurements
under materials such as fiberglass,

ceramics and thin specimens of honey-
comb construction.

• Strain gages—Definition of the

areas of future effort in the elevated

strain gage field.

• Polyamide polymers—effects of

exposures to ionizing, ultraviolet and
thermal radiation.

Besides NAMC and White Oak,
stations included in the program are:

Naval Ordnance Testing Station, China
Lake, Calif.; NOL, Corona; Naval
Weapons, Dahlgren, Va.; NUO, New-
port, R.I.; NAL, Johnsville, Pa.; Naval
Missile Center, Point Mugu, Calif.;

and the David Taylor Aerodynamics
Laboratory near Washington, D.C.

Expenditures involved are small in

comparison to the net worth of Foun-
dation Research. Dr. Edward S. Lamar,

Chief Scientist, Research, Develop-

ment, Test and Evaluation, BuWeaps,
points out that no good ideas ever

came from a full stomach. The basic

principle is to keep the researchers a

little hungry—and emphasize brain-

power rather than chrome-plated

equipment.
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Augmented Field Ready to Expand
• USAF, NASA, industry boost the science

• Solar flares found hazard to space travel

• Instrumenting animals for flight tests

<r 'Bathtub' research on weightlessness

by Lt. Col. David G. Simons
and Dr. Hubertus Strughold*

A firm groundwork has been laid

for an expanding aerospace medical

activity during the past year. On three

fronts—military, civilian and industrial

—new organizations have been created

or augmented and put into operation.

Organized this past October, the

Air Force Aerospace Medical Center,

located at Brooks AFB, San Antonio,

united under one command USAF's
School of Aviation Medicine, Epi-

demiological Laboratory and the Medi-
cal Service School. This integrating

move shows the growing importance of

aerospace medicine to the Air Force.

Further evidence is that Congress has

authorized an $8-million building ex-

pansion program at the facility.

In the same vein, it is notable that

early this past March the Office of Life

Sciences was created by the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration.

Heading it is Dr. Clark T. Randt.

This office formed the fifth major
division of NASA and ranks equally

with the offices of space flight pro-

grams, launch vehicle programs, ad-

vanced research programs, and busi-

ness administration.

The ambitious program of research

in all aspects of space biology and
medicine outlined by Dr. Randt for

his office is matched by the decision of

most major aircraft companies to estab-

lish a space medicine research group.

Thus the growing base of space medi-
cine research is being widened further

by the appearance of such groups in

Boeing, Martin, Northrop, North
American, Douglas, Lockheed, Con-
vair and Chance Vought.

• Solar flares a problem—Satellite,

balloon and space probe experiments
have clarified the radiation hazards to

*Col. Simons is chief of the Bio-

astronautics Branch, USAF School of
Aviation Medicine. Dr. Strughold is

Professor of Space Medicine and Ad-
visor for Research at USAF Aerospace
Medical Center, and an M/R advisor.

flight to test the Mercury capsule re-

covery system under the most adverse
dynamic flight conditions included two
SAM monkeys. The subjects were pain-
stakingly instrumented through several

techniques new to space flight animal
experimentation.

An eye-motion detector which
sensed the changes in voltage distribu-

tion resulting from eye motions re-

corded the occurrence of nystagmus

—

the sweeping eye motion produced by
motion sickness and other disturbances
of equilibrium. These sweeping motions
were observed during the period of
high accelerations which occurred in

all three axes during the emergency
escape phase of the test flight. These
continued through the short 20-second
interval of weightlessness.

The psychomotor task test, which
required the animals to pull a lever in

response to a flashing light, showed a
marked loss in performance during the

acceleration and weightlessness phase.

The vectorcardiogram, an advanced
technique for indicating the electrical

vector forces produced by the muscu-
lar contractions of the heart, revealed

significant changes during the same ac-

celeration and weightlessness phase.

• Two-man crews okayed—The ini-

tial run of SAM's two-man space-

cabin simulator in March confined two
Air Force volunteers in a reduced-
pressure, oxygen-enriched atmosphere.
They were completely isolated for a

14-day period. It was found that the

important weight-saving measure of
distilling waste water for all non-drink-

ing purposes proved acceptable and
practical.

The experiment also showed that

the assumed rates of water loss through
respiration and sweating under reduced
pressure conditions are significantly in

error when applied over this period of

time.

The usually proposed nutritional

energy requirements of approximately

3000 calories per man per day appear
to be significantly lower, approximately

2200 to 2500 calories.

The fact that no major psycholog-

ical disturbances were observed points

to the feasibility of two-man crews for

space missions of durations on the

order of two weeks. Crews of this size

are desirable for work scheduled and
mutual emotional support considera-

tions.

A major question concerning the

(Continued on page 92) 1

be expected in manned space flight. It

is known that the core of the inner Van
Allen radiation belt maintains a steady

radiation intensity. Explorer VII has

now clearly demonstrated the variable

nature of the outer Van Allen belt.

This variation was particularly evident

for the ten days following the large

magnetic storm of this past March 31.

Early this past spring, many excit-

ing results significant to space medicine
came from Pioneer V. The vehicle was
about five million miles from earth and
it was a time of intense solar activity.

It was learned, for example, that the

well-known cosmic radiation disturb-

ance called a "Forbush decrease" oc-

curs on a solar, or galactic scale. It is

clearly unrelated to terrestrial influ-

ences.

This finding serves warning that

variations in cosmic radiation intensi-

ties may occur during space flight, re-

sulting from galactic disturbances en-

countered by the sun in its path through
interstellar space.

Balloon studies conducted over Min-
nesota together with the Pioneer V data

confirm the growing suspicion that

solar flares represent a major radiation

hazard during interplanetary travel. In

order to reduce a "typical" flare ex-

posure to an acceptable 10 Rem (ro-

entgen equivalent man) within a four-

foot radius living compartment would
require a calculated 10,000 pounds of

carbon.

From an early report from Pioneer

V it was discovered that a ring current

of about five million amperes circulates

at a distance from 7 to 13 earth radii

from us. This current represents a

radiation hazard of undetermined mag-
nitude. However, the likelihood that

the current is composed of low energy

particles is encouraging.

The Russian Lunik II, which ap-

proached the moon last September, re-

ported no radiation belts corresponding

to the Van Allen belts surrounding the

moon. This is good news to prospec-

tive space travelers.

• Monkeys instrumented—This past

December, NASA's Little Joe rocket
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A Crisis in Electronics Standards

Meeting sponsored by NBS and AIA notes

emergency created by lack of standards for higher

frequencies and begins search for answers

Lack of national electronic stand-

ards for new higher radio frequencies

is causing confusion, excessive delays,

and loss of money for both industry

and the national defense program.
This was pointed out at the recent

1960 Conference on Standards and
Electronic Measurements at National

Bureau of Standards Boulder Labora-
tories by Lloyd B. Wilson, chief of the

primary standards lab of Sperry Gyro-
scope. He said that military needs and
the space program are requiring accu-

racies of measurement unheard of a

few years ago and for which calibra-

tion instruments do not exist.

The Conference is the first of a

series of measurement research con-

ferences between industry and NBS
initiated by Aerospace Industries Asso-

ciation to probe each field of measure-

ment in depth to determine which
needs are most urgent and how they

might best be met.

The AIA-NBS conference was the

first to provide a discussion of mutual

problems between the men who de-

velop electronic standards and those

who use them. Industry personnel rep-

resented firms who had indicated that

they particularly needed better stand-

ards for measuring microwave power
and attenuation. NBS representatives

included project leaders and section

chiefs who are responsible for develop-

ing standards and measuring methods
and providing calibration services.

As revealed at the conference,

NBS Radio Standards Laboratory has

made dramatic progress in developing

new standards. Examples: A technique

for measuring small attenuations to

accuracies exceeding one ten-thou-

sandth of a decibel and a microwave
standard of power at X-band frequen-

cies that has been the world's most
accurate to date.

It was pointed out, however, that

the Laboratory has been swamped by
the needs created through the amazing
growth of electronics during the past

decade.
• Where standards fall short—

A

primary purpose of the meeting was
to suggest action which might be taken

by NBS, the electronic industry, mili-

tary, and scientific organizations to

help meet the emergency. That an

emergency exists was confirmed by

specific situations reported at the con-

ference :

• The million-dollar development

of radomes is proceeding more by trial

and error than through test and an-

alysis because precise phase and ampli-

tude measurements do not exist in the

required frequency range.

• One firm has to use its precision

measurement laboratory facilities to

test sections of coaxial cable from the

production line since adequate produc-

tion-line standards are not available.

• Klystron tubes—used to generate

high-power signals for radar detection

systems—are being over-designed just

to be sure that they are powerful

enough to do the job. This is necessary

because there is no way to precisely

measure the peak microwave power
generated by these tubes.

• The performance measurement

of modern radars requires the testing

of many new and complex items of

equipment. Quite often the radar is

considered to have failed when the

fault was within the test instruments.

(Continued on page 82)

Avco Builds Record Noise Generator for Sud-

This acoustic noise generator

—

capable of producing the highest sound
pressure level ever achieved in a large-

capacity reverberant c h a m be r—has

been delivered to Sud Aviation by
Avco-RAD, Wilmington, Mass., design-

er and builder. The French aircraft/

-

missile firm will use the noise facility

to test components and systems in its

research center in Cannes, France.

The rocket-engine noise simulator

pumps 146 decibels into a 200 cubic

foot pentagonal reverberant chamber
where individual octave band sound
pressure levels can be maintained with-

in ±3 db with a specimen as large as

20 cubic feet.

The generator covers an audio fre-

quency band from 37 to 9600 cps with

36 noise generators and 21 power am-
plifiers. Noise levels as high as 170 db
can be produced at discrete fre-

quencies.
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(Continued from page 80)

• Measurements of microwave
power, for example—made on different

days by the same equipment—will dis-

agree by 50%. Yet, as one speaker

pointed out, some radar systems are

operated close to breakdown and it is

necessary to hold a given power level

to keep a system operating. Under
such conditions, a 5% error in meas-
urement becomes the difference be-

tween operating and not operating.

The meeting revealed what is pos-

sible now in microwave power and
attenuation, and NBS obtained a better

idea of what accuracies are most
urgently needed. Discussions indicated

that in a few cases NBS can provide

interim standards—even within current

facilities—that will be a great help to

many users.

As an example, NBS currently pro-

vides calibrations of microwave power
measuring instruments between 8200
mc and 12,400 mc. By using different

techniques, calibration can be extended

to lower frequencies in the near future.

This service will provide somewhat
lower accuracy but will help meet
many of the immediate needs expressed

at the conference.

• Equipment lacking—On the other

hand, however—even though the tech-

niques are known—many standards

cannot be extended to new frequency

ranges because of lack of personnel

and equipment.

For instance, an urgent need exists

for the extension of a current micro-

wave attenuation standard to three

higher frequency ranges. Yet, to eval-

uate this technique at even one new
frequency range in the millimeter wave
region requires $11,000 worth of new
equipment—more than the present to-

tal annual equipment funds allotted to

the project involved.

Dollars alone are not the answer.

NBS representatives were asked to esti-

mate how long it might take—at to-

day's activity level—to develop mini-

mum acceptable standards which do
not presently exist for the frequencies

(up to 100 gigacycles) and quantities

most needed today. Based on many
unknowns, the estimates—-varying with

measurements involved—ranged from
five to ten years for most quantities.

And an increase of several times the

current budget would shorten this delay

no more than half, according to NBS.
The main time delay would be the

hiring of capable personnel and their

initial training.

Estimates make no provision for

the new needs which will arise and
must be met during the next few years.

Participants agreed that it is fre-

quently difficult to discover whether an

expressed need is realistic. Examples
were given of "impossible" accuracies

specified to "play safe." They further

agreed, however, that most of the

stated accuracies described at the con-

ference are really and urgently needed.

AIA industry representatives were
asked to state not only what was
needed but also why this was required

—to help estimate the urgency of the

needs. NBS described for each field the

state-of-the-art in research, develop-

ment, and calibration. From discussion

of the presentations, tentative recom-
mendations evolved for action by the

Bureau, industry, the military, and sci-

entific organizations. These will be

carefully reviewed by AIA and then

officially presented to the groups in-

volved.

Niobium Oxidation Cause

Isolated by NBS Studies

The oxidative behavior of niobium

—a potential high-temperature struc-

tural candidate—has been studied in

detail at the National Bureau of

Standards.

The oxidation problem is caused by

the continual nucleation and growth

of porous niobium pentoxide—which

incessantly presents fresh metal surface

to oxygen.

Investigators at NBS oxidized nio-

bium specimens under controlled con-

ditions in a sensitive vacuum micro-

balance. Examinations after different

periods of oxidation led to the dis-

covery.

Electron diffraction patterns of the

initially formed oxide showed certain

features of both niobium oxide and

niobium dioxide. Although little or no

change occurred in the predominant

interference color, indicating that the

film thickness remained constant, a

continual increase in weight showed
that oxygen was still being absorbed

by the system.

Pentoxide globules form beneath

the initial film and push upwards until

the film's tensile limit is reached, rup-

turing the original oxidation film.

The globules coalesce into a con-

tinuous, porous layer which increases

in thickness. The metal surface is con-

tinually exposed to oxygen because

the large volume increase which ac-

companies the conversion of niobium

to its pentoxide hinders the formation

of a stable interface between the metal

and the pentoxide. The reaction be-

comes a surface reaction of constant

rate and rapid oxidation results.

The study was sponsored by the

Air Force Office of Scientific Research.
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News of materials for the aerospace industry. . . selected from the 27,000 products of the 3M Company

Where good
contacts count

Good reliable connections are useful in any
circles these days, but in electrical circuitry

they're imperative. Of course, sometimes it's

difficult to reconcile reliability with today's

high speed fabrication techniques. Our
Electrical Products Division has recently

come up with a means of doing just that.

It's the new "Scotchlok" Brand type UR
connector. Although it's the functional
equal of twist and solder jointing methods
for communication cable, it's way out ahead
on speed and convenience.

The whole secret lies in their unusual con-
struction. They're made of a transparent

thermoplastic material filled with silicone

grease and use metal finger-like connector
elements, built into a top closure button. The
cut wires are inserted into the sleeve of the

connector and the button closure is squeezed
into the body of the unit, using a special

crimping tool. Depressing the button re-

moves the wire insulation, grips the con-
ductors, insulates the joint, and provides a
positive seal for the silicone grease. Thus, a
complete splice is made in one operation,

involving no stripping, twisting, soldering or
insulating. And visual inspection of the joint

speeds up quality control, too.

"Scotchlok" UR connectors can handle
any two or three wire combination of #19 to

#26AWG solid or #20 to #26 AWG stranded
wire. They can be used virtually anywhere a
splice is made and on nearly every type of
wire used in the communications industry.

This would include wires insulated with mis-
cellaneous plastics, paper, enamel, rubber,
Teflon, or other materials. Your local Elec-
trical Products representative will be happy
to show you how "Scotchlok" connectors
can literally put your operations on a push-
button basis.

A case of
non-support

A flame would have a tough time surviving if

it had to depend on 3 MPs new printed circuit

board construction. Designated as "CuClad"
#6097, this newest member of a range of
printed circuitry materials offers some really

distinguishing (or perhaps we should say

extinguishing) features. Containing special

flame retardant additives in its laminated
glass cloth-epoxy backing, this "CuClad"
board offers a high degree of flame retardance

without the usual brittleness. This means easy

machining with little waste. In actual test,

the flame extinguishes itself in one to two
seconds after the torch is withdrawn.

No. 6097 includes qualification to Mil-P-

18177B Type GEB and NEMA grade G-ll

;

is available with one or two ounce electro-

lytic grade copper foil bonded to one or both
sides. This bond offers a peel strength as

high as 1 1 pounds per inch and is resistant

to standard plating and etching solutions.

What's more, it offers you the option to

either standard dip or float solder the fin-

ished circuit. "CuClad" #6097, a versatile

performer, is made more so by coming in a

broad thickness range of from 1/64" to 2" in

individual sheets, 36" x 42".

If printed circuitry is a burning issue with

you, why not have your local Mica Insulator
Division representative give you more infor-

mation on this exciting product—or fill in

the coupon below.

a single Vi" Scotch Brand magnetic tape.

It literally permits you to stretch out these
precious minutes of recording time by offer-

ing the capability of recording and repro-
ducing greater band width at significantly

slower speeds. For example, you enjoy 12
minutes of recording time in the one mega-
cycle range running at 120 ips. You'll find

that it pinches minutes for you like this at

each of its 6 speeds. These speed variations,

by the way, are available to you at the mere
touch of a finger.

Our Mincom Division proudly points to
the fact that in addition to these virtues, the

CM-100 represents somewhat of a first in

versatility. It actually handles the work of
two systems by storing both analog and pulse

data with equal ease. This means that it's at

home in practically any instrumentation ap-
plication for telemetry or laboratory. For
the full CM-100 story, contact your local

Mincom representative or clip the coupon.

Need a megacycle
memory?

Are the high frequency requirements in

telemetry and radar signal recording proving

to be fast company for your current equip-

ment? Our Mincom Division's new model
CM-100 recorder-reproducer permits you to

think big in terms of band width, but not

cost. Not a one-track memory by any means,
the CM-100 can pack 7 channels of data on

3M Company, Missile Industry Liaison— Dept.

St. Paul 6, Minn.

Please send more information on "CuClad" #6097

Printed Circuitry Material "Scotchlok" Brand type

UR connectors "Mincom" CM-100 Recorder-Repro-

ducer 3M Products for the Aerospace Age.
I
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As seen in the illustrations above, He/i-Coii

Inserts save 56% in space, 63.5% in weight.

He/i-Co// stainless steel wire inserts have a smaller outside diam-
eter than any solid bushing. Therefore, with Heli-Coil Inserts you
can design boss radii to a minimum, yet stay with standard boss

configurations. This means savings in space and weight, and
material-savings as well.

This feature is vitally important for miniaturization in aero-

space design, in electrical and electronics equipment design,

and for general industrial applications.

NO OTHER TYPE OF INSERT OFFERS SUCH SAVINGS!

Heli-Coil Screw-Thread Insert
Permanently protects threads against wear, stripping,

corrosion, galling, seizing, vibration and shock. Made of

18-8 stainless steel wire, cold-formed into a diamond-
shaped cross section, work-hardened to a tensile strength

of approximately 200,000 psi. Conforms to mil specs

and all commercial and industrial thread forms.

Heli-Coil Screw-Lock Insert
Provides same protection as Screw-Thread Insert,

PLUS an exclusive patented resilient internal locking

feature that eliminates protruding lock nuts, lock wiring

and other supplementary locking devices, thus saving

additional space and weight. Meets military specifica-

tions for locking torque and vibration.

The Heli-Coil line of products includes: inserts and related taps, tools

and gages. Tables of boss radius and weight comparison are available.

HELI-COIL CORPORATION
DANBURY, CONNECTICUT

CHELI-COIL CORPORATION , 2807 Shelter Rock Lane, Danbury, Connecticut^
| I'd like more information on Heli-Coil Screw-Thread Inserts Screw-Lock Inserts

I

|
ADDRESS-

CITY_

VJ;
.ZONE STATE-

In Canada: ARMSTRONG BEVERLEY ENGINEERING LTD.
6975 Jeanne Mance St., Montreal 15, Que., Crescent 4-3538

PROPULSION

(Continued from p. 71)

advantage because the volume will re-

duce the unit cost of tooling up. But
Mitchell said fiber glass and plastic

cases are cheaper when small numbers
are involved. He contended that the

lightweight material could not be ruled

put even for the largest conceivable

solid rockets.

The NASA propulsion chief voiced

enthusiasm for the Air Force Project

3059 plan to explore the feasibility of

a very large solid motor, on the order

of a million lbs. thrust. He said:

"We in NASA are extremely inter-

ested and fully understand the need
of getting as much data as necessary

to determine where a large solid

booster fits into the space picture. We
are following and participating in the

Air Force plans very closely."

• Nuclear rocketry
—

"In the last

year, we have seen the transition of

nuclear rocket propulsion from essen-

tially a loose research effort and a

reactor program to a much firmer and
essentially a defined program with a

firm development objective—a flyable

nuclear engine."

Mitchell recalled that NASA offi-

cials have said a test is scheduled for

1965. "This is becoming a major area

of buildup of effort," he added.

Mitchell said the joint NASA-
Atomic Energy Commission work is

making excellent progress-—particularly

in work on the reactor, the feed sys-

tems and the hydrogen turbine pump.

• Electrical propulsion—The last

year has seen marked increases in

R&D efforts by government agencies,

non-profit organizations and industry

on electrical devices, Mitchell asserted.

As a sign of the progress made, he

cited decisions by both NASA and the

Air Force to develop ion engines. "We
hope that in a year or so these engines

will have demonstrated a reasonable

operating time."

The engines are to develop 0.1 lb.

thrust and draw 30 kilowatts of cur-

rent from a SNAP-8 nuclear power-

plant. Total weight of the system, in-

cluding the thrust device and power-

plant, will be a few thousand lbs., he

said.

Progress in ion devices has in-

cluded reduction of interception of ions

by accelerating and focusing electrodes,

and increases in power conversion effi-

ciency (ratio of Kinetic power in the

thrust beam to total power input).

A critical problem still remaining is

beam neutralization, he continued. "We
are obtaining better insight on this

problem but I don't think we have any

clear experimental data as yet to indi-

cate whether it can be accomplished."
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Pioneer V Found Radiation

Peril Past Van Allen Belts
Radiation will be a major hazard

for man throughout the zone between

the earth and Venus—not just in the

Van Allen belts.

This is the most important finding

of Pioneer V, the U.S. space probe that

was tracked and telemetered for 108

days to a distance of 22,462,740 miles

from Britain's Jodrell Bank radio tel-

escope.

Man in space beyond the Van
Allen belt will need extensive protec-

tion from the radiation in solar flares,

Dr. Abe Silverstein reported last week.

Silverstein, director of the Office

of Space Flight Programs, National

Aeronautics and Space Administration,

made his estimate at a press confer-

ence called by NASA to report on the

end of efforts to communicate with the

94.8-lb. planetoid now swinging in a

solar orbit between those of the earth

and Venus.

Silverstein gave no figures on radi-

ation intensity. However, in a paper

given before the American Geophysi-

cal Union on April 29, three physicists

headed by J. R. Winckler of the Uni-

versity of Minnesota reported that in-

tensity can rise as high as 30 or 40
roentgens per hour during a magnetic

storm.

Without shielding, a half-day's ex-

posure at such a level would be lethal

for about half of the persons exposed,

according to the calculations of the

National Committee on Radiation Pro-

tection.

The report on Pioneer V was given

after NASA Administrator T. Keith

Glennan presented a model of the

space vehicle to Dr. A. C. B. Lovell,

British astronomer and director of

Jodrell Bank, in recognition of the co-

operation of the staff of the 250-ft.

dish antenna.

Silverstein listed these other scien-

tific discoveries realized during the

Pioneer V flight:

• An interplanetary magnetic field

exists. Its intensity fluctuates in rela-

tion to solar flare activity.

• A ring current of five million am-
peres, 25,000 miles in diameter, exists

at 40,000 miles from the earth.

• The earth's magnetic field extends

at times out to 65,000 miles and oscil-

lates with solar flare activity.

Pioneer V, launched from Cape
Canaveral at 8 a.m. (EST) on March
1 1 , sent intelligible signals with its 5-

watt transmitter on command until

7:33 a.m. (EDT) on June 26, at which
moment it was traveling away from the

receiving antenna at 18,621 mph and
had traveled 60% of the distance that

separates the orbit of earth from the

orbit of Venus. At the time, it was 78.9

million miles from the center of the

sun.

• A flock of firsts—Silverstein said

its technological firsts included the

greatest range over which man has

maintained control over an instrument-

ed vehicle, the greatest range over
which man has tracked a man-made
object and the first instrumented space

laboratory making measurements of the

interplanetary magnetic field, the plane

of the magnetic field and total flux and
energy level of radiation in interplane-

tary space.

Also, Silverstein said, Pioneer V
established a record in the distance at

which an interplanetary guidance sys-

tem was used. He explained that the

vehicle had Doppler capability for

measuring position in space, which are

parts of advanced guidance systems to

be used in future space vehicles.

Other scientific achievements, he

continued, include the first measure-
(Continued on page 95)
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coating. The unique properties of custom-coatings include:

excellent electrical qualities, wide-range temperature
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CIRCUITRY

To
Engineers
Who Dream
About the
Future . .

.

That every man MUST dream
about the future is an established

fact. For "dreaming" is a state of

mind shared by everybody—man,
woman, child . . . rich and poor

. . . those who have failed as well

as the few who have reached the

TOP of the ladder.

-By training and aptitude the
- engineering mind is above the

average; it is inclined to want to

know the answers— the WHY,
WHERE, HOW, WHAT,
WHEN and WHO of things. By
and large, it is a doer's mind
motivated by dreams.

To such men, PHILCO, the
pioneer in electronic field serv-

ices, offers new horizons to reach
for in a variety of fields, includ-

ing the research, engineering,
design and systems modification
associated with the nation's
global communications network,
world-wide defense works,
missile systems and components.

Philco's flexible policy lets you
choose your own field of interest

. . . your work location . . . while,

at the same time, providing con-
stant career guidance, profes-
sional growth, top compensation
and employee benefits.

WRITE TODAY
Mr. Clifford F. Graebe
Personnel Manager, Dept. B-3

PHILCO
TECHREP DIVISION
P. O. Box 4730
Philadelphia 34, Pa.

(Continued from p. 73)

• Switching

I would further point out that, in

order to perform these functions, we
have found it convenient, if not neces-

sary, to generate, transmit, control and
store electrical energy in the forms of

electrical current, electrical flux, mag-
netic flux, and electromagnetic wave
flux.

Semiconductor devices provide con-

trol of current; magnetic and dielectric

materials, such as thin magnetic metal-

lic films, ferrite and ferroelectric ce-

ramics, will provide the control of

the other three forms. This fact adds

to the incentive for inclusion of elec-

tronic ceramics and thin films in the

four technologies mentioned in the

introductory paragraphs.

Substantial progress in integrated

circuits will be achieved when we have

performed all of the functions listed

above over a range of frequencies,

power levels, and environments. We
must have succeeded in processing the

four forms of electrical energy in a

variety of circuits. The uninhibited ap-

proach of "Tell me the function you
want performed and I'll invent a way
to do it," is not practical for the

accomplishment, in two or three years,

of everything we have been able to

accomplish in 40 years of development

of the electronic art.

It is important to realize that we
are not starting over but improving our

techniques for production in order to

meet the problems of greater restric-

tions on size, cost and power consump-
tion, increased demands on reliability

and speed, and new environments. The
effect on the electronic materials, com-
ponents, and equipment manufacturing

industry will be far-reaching but grad-

ual. We have ample time to act if we
are alert to the new developments.
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Rotochutes' Will Attempt

To Slow Re-entry Vehicles

Experiments with helicopter-like ro-

tating wings to slow down and guide

fast-moving re-entry vehicles to a land-

ing will be conducted under a $448,000

Wright Air Development Division
award to Kaman Aircraft Corp.

In the first phase of the contract,

Kaman will employ its "rotochute" to

attempt to land a 200-lb. package re-

leased at subsonic speeds from 50,000

ft. Recovery of much larger packages

released at supersonic speeds from ex-

tremely high altitudes will be tried later

on. The rotochute has two spring-actu-

ated rotor blades which are motor-

driven after snapping into position.
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A. Model 4310 0.1% Linear Accelerometer. B. Model

4525 Angular Accelerometer. C. Model 4710 Inte-

grating Accelerometer. D. Model 4403 Acceleration

Switch. E. Model 4405 Jerkmeter. F. Model 7005

Airborne Analog Computer.

LINEAR, ANGULAR, AND INTEGRATING ACCELEROMETERS,
ACCELERATION SWITCHES, JERKMETER S, AIRBORNE
analog computers, otffer system?

Model 4310 0.1% Linear Accelerometer — This
high output, high resolution transistorized

accelerometer is designed for demanding
measurement and control applications met
in telemetry, gyro-erection, programming,
and short range inertial guidance.

Key specifications: non-linearity plus hys-

teresis, within 0.05% deviation from best

straight line; standard ranges, between
±0.05 g full range and ±30 g full range;

resolution, better than 0.0002% full scale;

weight, 3.5 ounces; standard output,
±7*/2 v dc and/ or ±1.5 ma full scale;

options, biased output, liquid filled units,

and/or 28 v dc operation; to 5 v dc out-

put; price, standard unit, $450.

Model 4525 Angular Accelerometer — Chief
applications for this unique force balance
accurate angular accelerometer are clos-

ing the servo loop on ground launching
equipment for missiles, detecting roll, pitch

and yaw acceleration once they are air-

borne, and measuring induced angular
acceleration when a missile is vibrated by
a linear shaker.

Key specifications: ranges, from ±2 ra-

dians/sec
1
to 50 rad/sec' or any interme-

diate grouping; frequency responses, essen-

tially the same as that of a linear second
order system; nominal full scale output,
±20 volts; resolution, 0.01% full scale or
better; linearity, 0.1% of full scale; hys-
teresis, less than 0.01% full scale: damp-
ing, 0.6 ±0.1 of critical; size, 3.7" diam-
eter x 3.7" high; available in nitrogen

filled and liquid damped versions.

Model 4710 Integrating Accelerometer—The all

solid state Donner integrating accelerom-
eter is used to both close a set of contacts

at predetermined velocities and provide
analog outputs relative to acceleration and

velocity. These outputs are used in turn to

actuate various control dynamics in mis-
siles and aircraft. Velocity contacts can
be closed at any speed from a few feet per
second to 50,000 feet per second, up to

accuracies of 0.25 percent over extended
operational periods.

Key specifications: temperature range,
30° F to 150° F; vibration, will withstand
±15 g through 2000 cps; acceleration
ranges, from 1 g to 100 g; shock, will with-

stand short shock pulses of 75 g and long
pulses of 50 g; weight, 2 pounds.

Model 4403 Acceleration Switch—Donner accel-

eration switches are used to accurately

determine the point of thrust termination
in missile and satellite vehicles. Because
of their high natural frequency, they offer

excellent dynamic response.

Key specifications: ranges, 0.05 g to 100 g;
unregulated power, 28 v dc ±10%; tem-
perature range, 30° F to 150° F; output,

relay closure; weight, approximately 12
ounces.

Model 4405 Jerkmeter—Unique Donner jerk-

meters operate as subminiature servo-

systems of the force-balance type respon-

sive to jerk along the sensitive axis of the

linear unit and about the sensitive axis of

the angular unit. Basically, each system

consists of a transistorized accelerometer

with an integrator inserted into the servo-

loop to generate a jerk signal. Applications

include monitoring rate of change of g's

in jet aircraft and using the signal to pre-

dict impending disaster, providing a veloc-

ity damping term, inertial indicator of first

motion, and any other use where constant

acceleration is required.

Key specifications: ranges, acceleration

±1 g full range to ±30 g full range; jerk,

±0.5 g/sec full range to ±20 g/sec full

range; output full scale, acceleration and
jerk, 7.5 v dc; weight, 7.5 ounces.

Model 7005 Airborne Analog Computer—Tech-
nically known as a "maximum altitude

sensor," this all solid state system is a
fixed purpose analog computer housed in

a magnesium case only 5 inches long. It is

used to actuate rescue devices in the cap-
sule developed for the project Mercury.
Under abort conditions, the computer

provides output information which fires

the explosive bolts holding the escape
tower onto the top of the capsule and ener-

gizes the system which causes the escape
tower jettison rocket to fire.

OTHER DONNER SYSTEMS—

Donner Scientific specializes in the manu-
facture of accurate fixed and general pur-

pose analog and digital systems designed

to analyze, measure, and control inputs

interlocking time, acceleration, jerk, veloc-

ity, and other dynamic inputs. Typical sys-

tems include accelerometer timer switches,

airborne signal conditioner and event
markers, escape and re-entry sub-systems,

linear acceleration summing and storage

devices, and peak reading vibration storage

devices.

For more information, contact your
nearby Donner engineering-sales repre-

sentative or write Department 123.

oonncR
SCIENTIFIC
COMPANY

a subsidiary of Sysiron-Donner Corporation

Concord, California Phone: MUlberry 2-616T
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Fouk . . .three . . .two . . .one ... a moment of silence. Then a

giant speaks—and a bolt of man-made lightning flashes.

Nearly every hour of every day, Rocketdyne technicians

near that dramatic moment as they test and tune the space

engines of today.

The best-equipped test facilities for high thrust rocket en-

gines in the nation are at their command. Rocketdyne's finely

instrumented test structures are located in California's Santa

Susana Mountains; Neosho, Missouri, and McGregor, Texas.

Rocketdyne engines have powered most of the military and

scientific projects conducted by the Air Force, Army, and

NASA. Now huge boosters of one and a half million pounds

of thrust are emerging from the technical heritage of Atlas,

Thor, Jupiter, and Redstone.

And even while today's countdowns go on, plans for tomor-

row's assault on space are being made. At Rocketdyne,

engineers and scientists are investigating such advanced

forms of propulsion as ion engines, nuclear engines, plasma

jets, and magnetohydrodynamic engines. Meanwhile other

groups are at work on high-energy liquid and solid propel-

lants, and dramatic new devices for both liquid and solid

propulsion systems.

Rocketdyne, a 12-year pioneer in rocket technology, was

first with power for America's long-range ballistic missiles

—

first with power for Outer Space.

MEGABOOM— a giant solid propellant rocket

motor produced at Rocketdyne's McGregor,

Texas, solid fuel facility- delivers 100,000

pounds of thrust, boosts test sled to 1,200 mph.

FIRST WITH POWER FOR OUTER SPACE

ROCKETDYNE tt
A DIVISION OF NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC.

Canogo. Park, California; Neosho, Missouri; McGregor, Texai
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Space probe reaches

heights of over 500 miles-

speeds of over Mach 1
0-

with unprecedented reliability

BRISTOL SIDDELEY

One of the largest manufacturers of motive power units

in the world, Bristol Siddeley Engines Limited produce

the Gamma. A liquid propellent rocket engine, the Gamma
powers the Saunders-Roe Black Knight, Britain's highly

successful space research vehicle. An extremely reliable

powerplant, the Gamma produces a total sea-level thrust

of 16,400 lb (7,438 kg) and nearly 19,000 lb (8,618 kg)

outside the earth's atmosphere, for a total powerplant

weight of under 700 lb.

At the Woomera rocket range in Australia, the Gamma
has sent Black Knight over 500 miles into space at speeds

in excess of Mach 10 with unprecedented reliability. For,

to date, every Black Knight vehicle has been launched

successfully.

Since Bristol Siddeley's rocket division began work in

1 946, it has developed a wide range ofcomponents. By com-

bining these components in single or multi-chamber layouts,

thrust requirements from 500 lb up to 100,000 lb can be met.

BRISTOL SIDDELEY ENGINES LIMITED
Bristol Aero-Industries Limited, 200 International Aviation Building, Montreal 3, Canada. Telephone: University 6-5471

Bristol Siddeley Maybach diesel en- The Bristol Siddeley Orpheus powers The Bristol Siddeley Proteus powers

gines power Britain's fastest express train. the Fiat G 91, NATO'S light fighter. the Britannia airliner.
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Step-up Urged in Ocean Study

Oceanography must be increased

by a factor of four over the next 10

years—both in participants and in the

present $36-million level of funding.

This statement came last week in

a report on "Ocean Sciences and
National Security," released by the

House Committee on Science and
Astronautics.

The committee pointed out the

Soviet Union has accelerated its ocean

research efforts in what may be a

deliberate attempt to overtake and sur-

pass oceanography in the United States.

In its recommendations, the com-
mittee stressed the threat manifested

by the Soviet fleet of more than 500
submarines and said it is essential that

we develop the capability in ASW for

complete surveillance of the oceans to

minimize the possibility of a surprise

submarine attack.

It said the present level of scientific

oceanic research and inventory of ships

and shore facilities are evidence the

field "has been badly neglected."

Examination of the Navy and

National Science Foundation oceanic

programs, the committee said, reveals

that until Fiscal 1960, they appeared

lacking in emphasis, vigor and
adequacy of funding.

• One manager—The committee

said the Navy, until recently, has not

pursued a broad program in ocea-

nography, despite its relevance to the

Navy's ASW mission. The committee
said this has been true even though
the Navy is now the largest single sup-

porter of oceanic research.

To remove the disparity between
the current level of effort and the

needs for national security, the com-
mittee said it is necessary that the

Federal Government organize, manage,
and coordinate the necessary program.

It said the responsibility should be:

• Development of a national pro-

gram in oceanic research and identifi-

cation of goals.

• Budgeting of funds for a balanced

program embracing all elements of

oceanic research both for peaceful and
military applications.

• Implementation of the national

program by both in-house and con-

tract research.

• Deliberate fostering of education

and training in oceanography.

The report, authored by Dr. Edward

Wenk, Ir., senior specialist in science

and technology, Library of Congress,

contained these other highlights:

• Marine subjects are being in-

vestigated at nearly 100 establishments

which are subordinate to some 16
USSR ministeries and agencies. Lead-
ing oceanographic research institutions

in the USSR are the Institute of

Oceanology of the Academy of

Sciences, the State Oceanographic In-

stitute of the Main Administration of

the Hydrometeorological Service, the

Arctic and Antarctic Scientific Research
Institute of the Main Administration

of the Northern Sea Route and the

All-Union Scientific Research Institute

of Fish Economy and Oceanography.
• The number of professional

oceanographers in the USSR is esti-

mated as high as 800 to 900.
• The USSR's oceanic research fleet

numbers between 50 and 75 non-mili-

tary vessels with lengths greater than

50 ft. Included is the Severyanks, first

submarine in the world to be used

solely for oceanographic research.

The U.S., on the other hand, op-

erates about 52 ships with an average

age of 18 years, has about 500 to 600
professional oceanographers; and
roughly 70 separate organizations en-

gaged in oceanic research. Only 16,

however, are large facilities.

Focusing eyepiece provides clear

definition at various working lengths.

For the ultimate

in precision viewing of

intricate, hard-to-reach areas . .

.

A.C.M.L Fiber Optic

c/ Borescopes

FoR visualization in inaccessible curved areas

where a flexible instrument capable of adapting

itself to irregular contours is required.

Fiber Optic Borescopes are equipped with

focusing eyepiece and fixed or movable objec-

tive as required. Illumination can be provided

by a flexible fiber optic light carrier with an

external light source or an annular fiber optic

light carrier attached to the image carrier. Fiber

optic light carriers are particularly advanta-

geous for transmission of intense cold light to

inaccessible or hazardous areas.

Please send details and sketch

of your requirements.

AMERICAN CYSTOSCOPE MAKERS, Inc.

8 Pelham Parkway, Pelham Manor (Pelham), N. Y.
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Engineering notes

from the SM/k
BY STANLEY M. INGERSOLL, Capabilities Engineer

Report No. 8

WR 2000 Computer Module Test Set

Our new WR 2000 test set automatically tests "black box" mod-
ules having electrical inputs and outputs. It is presently being
used to test modules of several different computer systems. Input
command functions to the modules are obtained from a 5-place

ratio transformer and are automatically programmed through a
unique programming patchboard, which provides the WR 2000
with the versatility required to test a wide range of airborne
analog computer systems. Output transfer functions of the mod-
ules are automatically read out through a 4-place ratiometer. Up
to 10 input command functions and up to 10 output transfer
functions for each input command are possible for each module.
This SM/I test set can be operated by relatively inexperienced
personnel, and its overall accuracy of measurement ranges from
0.01 to 0.25% of full scale, depending on type of test performed.

Physical Characteristics

Size 48" L x 25" W x 29" H - Table Area

Weight 200 lbs.

Power Requirements:

115V 60cps 300 watts max.

115V 400 cps 150 watts max.

28V DC 150 watts max.

Accuracy 0.01% to 0.25% full scale

For more information and complete operating specifications,

write or wire SM/I today. Address your inquiry to Stanley M.
Ingersoll, Capabilities Engineer.

SEFl\SOMECHANISMS/lNC.
Los Angeles Division

12500 Aviation Boulevard
Hawthorne, California

I I
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SPACE MEDICINE

(Continued from p. 79)

hazard posed by prolonged exposure to

weightlessness received a partial answer
in the seven-day "bathtub" water-im-

mersion experiment of Dr. Duane
Graveline at the Aerospace Medical
Center this past January. Will pro-

longed weightlessness requiring no mus-
cular effort to maintain body position

against the pull of gravity result in

serious muscle debilitation and weak-
ness?

Spending only one hour in each

24-hour period out of the bathtub to

permit skin care and replacement of

electrodes, the subject noted, "each

time I got out I was weaker and more
eager to get back in." A startling ob-

servation was the fact that he averaged

only about an hour's sleep in each 24-

hour period.

Monitoring his brain waves (EEG)
proved that most of this was light

sleep, with very infrequent 10- to 20-

second periods of deep sleep. A marked
decrement in skilled performance oc-

curred, easily noted after comparing

the pre- and post-experiment tests. This

experiment points up one of the most
serious and challenging problems of

extended manned space flight.

The specific advances reportable

through this past year appear to be

small compared to the progress that

needs to be made. However, the year

has been a period of organization and

consolidation that should blossom into

many worthwhile achievements in the

coming 12 to 18 months.

The opinions expressed are those of

the authors and do not necessarily rep-

resent official USAF policy.

Rocket Power/Talco Pushes

Studies of Oxidizing Salts

Advanced studies in improvement

of solid rocket propellants are being

carried out at the research laboratories

of Rocket Power/Talco, Pasadena,

Calif. Efforts are aimed at incorporat-

ing desirable properties of propellant

oxidizing salts, such as perchlorates

and nitrates, into propellant binders.

Accomplishment of the objective

would result in a substantially homo-
geneous compound having excellent

physical properties and high specific

impulse.

Rocket Power/Talco scientists point

out that the best present solid propel-

lants consist of a minor proportion of

binder and light metals with a prepon-

derance of oxidizing salts, suffering in

performance because of the need for

separate components of binder and
granular ingredients.
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As tall as a

7- story

building...

but it uses

tiny BRISTOL

CHOPPER \

Daystrom Gets Award
For Added Work on Julie

Bureau of Naval Weapons has

awarded Daystrom, Inc. a contract of

about $2 million for continuing classi-

fied research and development work
on the Julie system, an important part

of Navy's anti-submarine warfare pro-

gram.

Daystrom's Electric Division pio-

neered the Julie system for the Navy,
beginning in 1953. The system makes
use of the explosive echo ranging tech-

nique for the detection and location of

submarines. Accurate timing between
creation of the sound and receipt of its

echo permits calculation of the distance

between the submarine and the source

of the sound.

In working on the system, the divi-

sion developed a unique three-part set-

up. Its new laboratory building at

Poughkeepsie, N.Y., includes a 12-by-8

ft. indoor acoustical water tank and
other facilities to simulate the ocean
environment.

To handle tests too large for the

laboratory and yet under controlled

conditions, Julie utilizes an artificial

lake 1800 ft. long, 900 ft. wide and
135 ft. deep. Originally an abandoned
stone quarry, it is the largest under-

water test range in the country main-
tained by private industry.

To do original work in oceanogra-

phy and to test ideas and equipment in

the sea itself, the division keeps an
86 foot research vessel, the State Star,

especially equipped and instrumented.

The vessel works off the East Coast
and in the Caribbean, often in con-
junction with Naval ships and aircraft.

Martin to Develop Master

Air Force Checkout Plan

A 15-year master plan of checkout
systems for manned and unmanned
weapons will be developed for the Air
Force under a contract just awarded to

Martin-Baltimore.

The study will set design standards

and define checkout systems require-

ments up to 1975. It is also aimed at

establishing methods of standardizing

and integrating systems hardware to

increase efficiency and save money.

Competition for the unfunded con-
tract was unusually heavy: some 42
companies submitted bids. Martin esti-

mates the work will cost them about
$100,000 and require about seven
months to complete.

Checkout equipment of 17 differ-

ent weapons systems will be evaluated
in the study. These include eight pro-

duced by Martin: SM-68 Titan, Per-
shing, TM-76 Mace and TM-61 Mata-

missiles and rockets, July 18, I960

More than 40,000 parts, each of which must meet the most
stringent reliability standards, make up the U. S. Atlas inter-

continental ballistic missile, built by prime contractor Convair

(Astronautics) Division, General Dynamics Corporation.

Among these parts is the Bristol Syncroverter* chopper . . .

adding to its record of service in U. S. guided missile systems

of almost every type since their very beginnings.

Billions of operations. To insure the reliability so necessary

in aircraft and missile operations, Bristol Syncroverter chop-

pers are constantly under test at Bristol, with and without

contact load. One example: We've had five 400-cycle choppers

operating with 12v, lma. resistive contact load, for more than

26,000 hours (2.96 years) continuously without failure — over

37-billion operations!

Many variations of Bristol Syncroverter choppers and high-

speed relays are available — including external-coil, low-noise

choppers. Write for full data. The Bristol Company, Aircraft

Equipment Division, 173 Bristol Road, Waterbury 20, Conn.

.OS 'T.M.Reg. U.S.Pat. Off.

BRISTOL FINE PRECISION INSTRUMENTS FOR OVER SEVENTY YEARS
Circle No. 61 on Subscriber Service Card.
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The Application of

DATA PROCESSING TECHNIQUES
• • • in tracking, timing, guidance and test systems is a familiar

problem to Anelex* Systems Division engineers.

For almost ten years, they have worked together in the development

of logical solutions to special military problems of air, land and sea

operations, including equipment for MIL Spec environments. During

this time, they have" also developed unusual systems for industrial

and commercial applications.

Finished equipment required for these systems is produced by the

Anclcx manufacturing facility under direct supervision of the

engineering group. This division is staffed by technicians and skilled

craftsmen who have specialized in the production of sophisticated

data processing equipment.

We will be glad to tell you frankly and promptly whether your

particular requirement is within the capabilities

of our Systems Division.

for further information, write or telephone

ANelex corporation
150-H CAUSEWAY ST., BOSTON 14, MASS.

Circle No. 53 on Subscriber Service Card.

dor, Bullpup, 199-B ALBM (ex-Bold

Orion), Dyna-Soar, and the RB-57D
SAC reconnaissance bomber.

Other checkout systems included:

SM-80 Minuteman, GAM-77 Hound
Dog, IM-99 Bomarc, Nike-Zeus, GAR
Falcon, GAM-87 Skybolt, B-58 Hus-
tler, Midas early-warning satellite, and
the Samos reconnaissance satellite.

IBM Demonstrates Its

Mercury Tracking Network
A real-time teleprocessing system

to serve as the connecting link between
data input from widely scattered cen-

ters and central data processing was
demonstrated in Washington recently

for NASA and members of Congress.

Developed by International Busi-

ness Machines Corp., the IBM 7281
Data Communications Channel will be

installed soon at the Goddard Space
Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md. Its 32

channels will tie the center's two IBM
7090's, also to be installed, to a world-

wide network of tracking stations.

Transmitted information from any
location in the network will be re-

ceived by the 7281 which changes the

impulses into a digital output. This can

be stored and/ or fed immediately into

a computer for processing. Total

elapsed time for teleprocessing, said

IBM's Federal Systems Division, is

measured in milliseconds.

Principally designed for Project

Mercury, the tracking network inputs

will be from radar, telemetry, and other

related sources.

With the high-speed computers and

the 7281, more reliable and precise

control of the Mercury capsule is now
possible. Real-time control obviates

data delay in both directions—that is,

to or from the capsule or the observing

stations.

The equipment was demonstrated

at the dedication of an impressive

black-light display of U.S. space pro-

grams. Titled "Threshold of Space"

the IBM exhibit dramatically shows

what has been accomplished.

Joint Contract to Develop

Mobile Nuclear Powerplant

A highly compact 2-to-3-megawatt

nuclear powerplant for military use in

isolated areas will be developed jointly

by Allison Div. of General Motors and

Nuclear Development Corp. of

America.

The contract, awarded by the

Atomic Energy Commission, grew out

of a Department of Defense request

for such a mobile system. The Army's
Corps of Engineers particularly needs

a high-output powerplant which can

operate for long periods of time with

minimal service requirements.
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Pioneer V
(Continued from page 85)

ment of the interaction of solar wind
and the earth's magnetic field, the first

measurement of the size of the solar

system by means of a space probe and

a discovery that the so-called Forbush
decrease in cosmic-ray intensity at the

beginning of a solar flare is not con-

fined to the region surrounding the

earth.

Pioneer V exceeded the long-dis-

tance communication record by more
than 55 times. The old record was
held by Pioneer IV, the 13.4-lb. U.S.

planetoid fired past the moon March
3, 1959, which was tracked out to a

distance of 407,000 miles. Silverstein

said the longest distance of communi-
cation claimed by the Soviets was 396,-

000 for Lunik I, their 3245-lb. vehicle

fired past the moon Jan. 2, 1959.

Since last March, Pioneer IV has

traveled 760 million miles in its orbit.

• Failure analyzed—Most of the

communication from Pioneer V came
from its five-watt transmitter. The
probe also carried a 150-watt trans-

mitter, which was left idle during the

first four weeks of its journey. The
larger transmitter responded promptly

when commanded on for the first time

on May 8. However, its use was lim-

ited because of the apparent deteriora-

tion of the spacecraft's 28 flashlight-

sized batteries. The 5-watt transmitter

is powered by batteries recharged by

solar cells in four paddles stretching

out from the body of the satellite.

NASA said any one or all of the

three reasons might account for the

failure of communication. They are:

• The spacecraft may be out of

earth range of the 5-watt transmitter.

• Battery failure or leakage may
have been induced by the extreme vac-

uum of interplanetary space.

• Some key component or system

may have failed.

NASA and Space Technology Lab-

oratories, which built the Pioneer V
payload, are making a complete anal-

ysis of the performance, including the

138.9 hours of data transmission.

First Missile Destroyer

For Royal Navy Launched
London—The Royal Navy has

launched its first guided missile ship,

the destroyer Devonshire. It should be

ready for fleet service in early 1962.

Missile armament will include a

Seaslug mounted on the quarter deck
and two Seacats abaft the after funnel.

The vessel will also have the latest

ASW detection equipment.

Three sister ships—Hampshire,
Kent and London—will be in service

by 1963.
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Photo courtesy Radio Corporation of Americc

aerospace /

Components for RVX
and TIROS Projects

by LAVELLE

Major successes in the nation's accelerated space vehicle and missile

programs include precision sheet metal components made by Lavelle.

Among these is the fabrication by Lavelle of the structure of the

new U. S. earth-circling TIROS weather observation satellite produced

for the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration by the Astro-

Electronics Products Division, RCA.
An artist's view of TIROS in orbit

is shown above.

Pictured also is the recovery of the

first successful RVX series re-entry

vehicle after ICBM range flight. The

aluminum alloy nose cone structure

for this test was fabricated by Lavelle

under sub-contract from the General

Electric Company's Missile and Space

Vehicle Department.

Some of the reasons why Lavelle has

been selected to be a part of such

dramatic projects are illustrated in a

new brochure. Write for your copy.
Photo courtesy World Wide Photos, Inc.

LAVELLE AIRCRAFT CORPORATION • NEWTOWN, BUCKS COUNTY, PA.

Between Philadelphia, Pa., and Trenton, N.J.
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AUTOMATION IN VIBRATION-Vibration variations of lOOO
to 1 automatically controlled by NEW LING S-14 SERVO

Ling introduces another advance in vibration testing—a new electronics servo system that offers a dynamic range of

60 db, plus remarkable accuracy and ease of control. This new variable response S-14 Servo System performs auto-

matically, while frequency cycling with a sine-wave signal source. It simultaneously monitors any two values of

acceleration, velocity or displacement, then automatically selects the larger as the controlling signal, and maintains

it constant. Automatic thumpless transfer between the control functions takes place—you simply set the desired limits

on the corresponding vibration meter. Reaction time is inversely proportional to frequency, and as a result, controlled

levels of plus or minus 3% are attainable over a wide dynamic range. Like other Ling designs, the S-14 is flexible—the

basic system can be expanded to handle 4 separate signals, or to per-

mit automatic control from 3 or 4 control signals. For details, write
| l^Vl C T

T"tanf of mir A n aT-ioirr-i ^—/\ Z\ ^Dept. MR-4 at our Anaheim address. KLECTRONICS
A DIVISION OF LING-ALTEC ELECTRONICS, INC. • 1515 SOUTH MANCHESTER, ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA • 120 CROSS STREET, Wl N CH ESTE R, MASSACHUSETTS
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LING ELECTRONICS 'cocktail party effect . . .

'

The flexibility of the S-14 Servo

System at the left, is just one more

example of the way Ling design an-

ticipates your needs of the future.

Since the complete control package

is made up of separate components,

the system not only meets your

present demands, but can readily be

expanded. The basic two-level sys-

tem includes 2 vibration meters, 1

control amplifier, 1 control selector,

By simply adding the appropriate

number of meters and selectors, the

system can be expanded to meter 3

or 4 separate signals with automatic

transfer between control functions.

Transfer between control functions

is handled by an electronic switch

which automatically selects the cor-

rect crossover point. You merely set

the desired limits on the correspond-

ing vibration meter, shown close-up

in the photo below. No thumps or

other low frequency transients mar
this smooth transfer.

This kind of flexibility, precision

control and ease of operation begins

with thoughtful consideration of

basic operating requirements. And
whatever your needs in high-power

electronics— for vibration testing,

acoustics or sonar—youU find you

can rely on Ling Electronics for the

thoughtful design that leads to

practical advances.

LING
ELECTRONIC S

HIGH-POWER ELECTRONICS FOR
VIBRATION TESTING • ACOUSTICS • SONAR

New Sound Technique

For Voice from Space

Santa -Barbara, Calif.—Astromet-

rics, Inc., has developed an entirely

new sound reproducing system for

voice transmission from space based on
a principle observable at any cocktail

party.

The system, called the "articula-

tor," is designed to increase the intelli-

gibility of an astronaut's voice under
conditions of a high ambient noise

level at the listening end, the transmit-

ting end or in the transmission link

itself.

It makes use of the fact that hu-

man ears are directional devices relying

on both amplitude and arrival time

differences for information. Sound em-
anating from in front and to the right

of a listener will arrive at his right ear

first, thus allowing the brain to decide

where the source is. If two or more
sounds are being generated at different

locations, the listener has the ability to

"tune up" the sound he wants and
"tune down" the other.

This is what Astrometrics calls the

"cocktail party" effect and it forms the

basis for the Articulator, designed to

make transmission from an astronaut

more intelligible.

"This capability of the listener to

tune in on one of the conversations and

tune down all other conversations and
noises in the room is dependent on his

ability to locate the source of the

sound he is after," company president

W. M. Turner notes. "There's both a

physiological and a mental mechanism
at work here."

Yet a tape recording taken in the

same room will produce substantially

unintelligible and confused sounds with

only a few highlights coming through,

Turner points out. This is attributed in

large part to the fact that the tape-

recorded sound emanates, in effect,

from only one source.

• Three frequencies used—By feed-

ing all desired and undesired signals

from a single channel line into a phase

shifter which has the characteristic of

presenting two outputs with a constant

phase difference relationship at all fre-

quencies, (i.e., all frequencies from 20

to 20,000 cps are 90° apart at the two
output terminals), a precise but differ-

ent time delay from one output to the

other results for every individual fre-

quency component in the sound.

Ninety degrees represents 2.5 mil-

liseconds difference at 100 cps, 250
microseconds at 1000 cps, and 25 mi-

croseconds at 10,000 cps. If these

three frequencies are transmitted by

two widely spaced speakers and the

90° phase relationship maintained, the

three frequencies appear to the listener

to be coming from three different lo-

cations between the two speakers.

Each voice has an attack transient

containing a band of identifying fre-

quencies. These become locating fre-

quencies in a system of this type. If

several voices, hum, and static all are

-Model 700 Articulator Specifications-

Input Impedance:

Input Voltage:

(required for rated

power output)

Input Signal Range:

Output Power:

Output Impedance:

Intermodulation Distortion:

Harmonic Distortion:

Frequency Response:

Improvement:

Power Required:

Physical Dimensions
Amplifier and Control

Unit:

Speaker Units:

greater than 47 K Ohms

I Volt RMS

0.1 to 5 Volts RMS
10 Watts (each channel)

4 Ohms (each channel)

[not applicable (function of speaker and ambient

j

parameters)

The average intelligence signal to noise ratio improve-

ment is 3 db.

117 VAC 60 cps single phase at 1.25 amperes

( nominal

)

51/4" H x 19" W x 131/2" D

SVa" H x 19" W x 71/2" D
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IMPACT TESTING
Propellants and Explosives

Whether shooting for the moon
or pinpointing an ICBM in the
Atlantic, success or failure
already has been determined be-
fore the button is pushed. Hit or

miss depends upon the reliability

of men, component parts, and
support equipment.

Reliability of Hokanson missile
support air conditioning has been
proven in support of the Snark,
Polaris, Thor, Titan, MLnuteman,
and Quail programs. Hokanson
also has demonstrated its ingenu-
ity by solving new and unusual
air conditioning design and per-
formance requirements.

If you have a missile air condi-
tioning problem, let Hokanson
solve it. Write today for our latest

brochure.

Designers and manufacturers of the

H-35 airline mobile air conditioner now
used throughout the world.

AIR CONDITIONING
C. G. HOKANSON COMPANY, INC.

2140 Pontius Avenue
Los Angeles 25. California

being transmitted over one line, then,

with the Articulator, the hum will seem

to be coming from one point, one voice

from another point and so on.

"The listener will subconsciously

locate the desired sound and tune down
all others, something that would be im-

possible if they were all following each

other out of the same box," Turner

says.

It is this which the company says

greatly enhances the ability of the lis-

tener to extract the intelligence from a

single channel sound transmission sys-

tem. He can, in effect, "tune in" men-

tally on the astronaut's voice.

"Prior to the space age, important

information in missile programs was

derived from the radar, telemetry, and

on board recording devices," says com-

pany president Turner. "Voice commu-
nications played a secondary role, only

important at certain points in the

countdown and during an occasional

emergency transmission from a chase

plane pilot. However, with the advent

of men in space, we have in addition

to the aforementioned sources of intel-

ligence, the astronaut himself. What he

says will be of great importance, so

that the human voice as a source of

data will be of primary or paramount
importance as opposed to unmanned
missile programs."

Turner points out that recovery of

the human voice under conditions of

space travel is a field on which very

little effort has been expended.

Development of the Articulator is

aimed at improving the intelligibility

of man's voice under space conditions

and is an effort to increase the useful

range of transmission without further

encumbering the vehicle or the astro-

naut himself.

• Used with telemetry—The Artic-

ulator is added to the ground com-
munication system between the final

electrical voice output and the human
receiver. The communications system

up to the human receiver is immaterial

to the Articulator. It can be AM, FM,
single sideband, double sideband, con-

stant level speech, narrow band FM,
phase modulation or any other. It can

be landline communications, it can be

clipped, or it can be digitized and then

reconstituted in an analog form.

Application of the Articulator is

not limited to space programs but can

be used in any communications system

where intelligibility is important. It

could be employed, for example, in

playback of telemetry data where in-

formation for the annotation of rec-

ords is derived from voice signals on

the tape along with the telemeter in-

formation.

There are three separate units mak-
ing up the Model 100 Articulator. The

Circle No. 66 on Subscriber Service Cord.

WITH THE

01IN MATHIESON*
DROP-WEIGHT TESTER

* Developed by Olln Mathleson Chem Corp.

VERSATILE: Particularly suitable for im-

pact sensitivity testing all classes of ma-

terials, both solid and liquid, including

slurries and low-boiling liquids.

SAFE: Convenient laboratory tool for de-

termining the safety of handling new or

unknown materials.

RAPID: One half-hour or less for a com-

plete determination (20-30 tests).

SIMPLE: No special mount required. Oper-

ates at bench height on any table or

laboratory work space.

LOW COST: Only a few cents per test.

Technoproducts
INCORPORATED

P.O. BOX 5293 — HAMDEN 18. CONNECTICUT

Orel* No. 65 on Subscriber Service Card.
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FROM KEARFOTT

NEW

HIGH

PERFORMANCE

Size 8 Motor Generator

This new Size 8 high per-

formance servo motor-
generator features high
signal output and extreme-

ly low null voltage. The
signal-to-noise ratio of

100:1 and linearity of 0.2%

make the application of this

motor generator to light-

weight integrator, packages

most desirable. Stainless

steel construction and
thermal stability of this

component assure its reli-

ability and long life in the

most severe environments.

ELECTRICAL
CHARACTERISTICS
Motor Section Generator Section

1 hass 1 Phase 2 Excitation

Voltage (volts) 26 40 26
Frequency (cps) 400 400 400

Current (ma) 110 77 72

Power Input

(watts) 2.3 2.3 1.3

GENERATOR SECTION
OUTPUT

Volts at RPM (mv) 10

Volts at 1000 RPM (volts) 1.1

Output Impedance 21 + j2500

(ohms)

Rated Load (ohms) 100,000

MECHANICAL
CHARACTERISTICS
No Load Speed (RPM) 6500

Stall Torque (In. Oz.) 0.25

Rotor Moment of Inertia

(gm-cm2) 1.2

Theoretical Acceleration

(Rad/Sec=) 14,400

Weight (Oz.) 3.9

Write for complete data.

QUADRATURE

REJECTION

CIRCUIT

Kearfott's quadrature re-

jection circuit is designed
to operate from a pre-
amplifier or gain con-
trolled amplifier into a
transistor servo amplifier.

This small, light and rug-

ged device rejects the com-
ponent of the input wave
which is 90° from the ref-

erence input. The compo-
nent of the input sine wave
which is in-phase with the

reference will produce a

square wave whose magni-
tude is proportional to load

and magnitude of in-phase

signal. Kearfott's high-
performance rejection cir-

cuit is designed to operate
in an ambient temperature
range of —55°C to +115°C
at unlimited altitudes.

TYPICAL
CHARACTERISTICS
D48I6-0I

Input Impedance — In phase sig-

nal component (ohms)/5000
+RL / Quadrature component
(ohms)/5000 (min)

Signal Frequency (cps)/400

Max. Signal Input (volts RMS1/6

Bandwidth (cps)/

6

Quadrature Rejection Ratio:

Rejection Ratio (min)/50:l/

35:1/35:1

Signal Input/0.15 to 4/4 to 6/
0.005 to 0.15

Meets environmental require-

ments of MIL-E-5272.

Write for complete data.

TWO
AXIS

ACCELER-

OMETERS
Highly precise and accu-
rate, Kearfott two-axis
accelerometers are pendu-
lous devices which sense

airframe acceleration
forces acting on them in

aircraft and missile guid-

ance systems, navigational

computers and wherever
acceleration must be meas-
ured precisely and trans-

lated into electrical output
signals.

The pendulum is anchored
to a housing by means of a
unique Hooke's joint type
spring suspension. When-
ever there is relative mo-
tion between pendulum and
housing due to acceleration,

an AC excited, air-core

differential transformer
type pickoff produces a

voltage which is a servo

error signal that is fed in-

to an AC to DC amplifier.

Feedback signal in form of

a DC current transmitted

to a restoring coil produces

a force that exactly bal-

ances force of any acceler-

ations acting on pendulous

mass.

TYPICAL
CHARACTERISTICS
Range of Measurement: ± 25g (can

be adjusted upward within ampli-

fier limits.)

Scale Factor (Output): 5.0000 MA/g
of applied acceleration.

Operating Temperature: Performance
is optimized within any 20°F range
between +50°F and -fl60°F.

Linearity (Output): Within ± 0.005%
of the applied acceleration.

Threshold: Less than 2 x 10-7g.

Zero Stability: ± .00005; day to day;

less than ± .00002g over any con-

tinuous time interval.

Vibration: Up to ± 5g peak from 20
to 2000 CPS.

Storage Temperature: —60°F to

+170°F.

Scale Factor Variation: ± 0.01%
randomness.

Write for complete data.

KEARFOTT DIVISION
Little Falls. New Jersey

GENERAL PRECISION, INC,
Other Divisions: GPL, Librascope, Link

Circle No. 67 on Subscriber Service Card. 99
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TECHNOLOGY
ADVANCED PROJECTS AT LOCKHEED

Now in its advanced development status, the Navy-Lockheed
POLARIS Fleet Ballistic Missile is scheduled to be fully operational and aboard
its specially designed submarines late this year. Full-scale test vehicles have been

successfully flown on a regular schedule of firings for months with only two
failures, a remarkable achievement in view of the totally different environmental

problems involved in its underwater launch. With nearly three-quarters of the

earth's surface being water, practically no target in the world is outside the

POLARIS' range of over 1 200 nautical miles. The Division is systems manager
for the POLARIS under the direction of the Special Projects Office of the Navy.

The Air Force-Lockheed AGENA satellite

is a versatile space vehicle capable of numerous assignments. In its present

DISCOVERER program configuration, it is 19 feet long, 5 feet in diameter with

an orbital weight of approximately 1 700 pounds. Payload of several hundred pounds
includes telemetry, instrumentation, guidance and attitude control systems,

reentry vehicle and recovery capsule. The AGENA has accomplished several

significant space "firsts." It was first to be placed on the difficult polar orbit; first

to be placed on a precise, predicted, and nearly circular orbit; first to change

its attitude on orbit, with a turn of 180 degrees and a downward tilt of 60 degrees;

first to eject a capsule; and first to prove advanced space systems such as ground-

space communications, instrumentation, attitude and guidance and life-

sustaining devices. The AGENA can be modified for a variety of space

missions such as navigation; geophysical investigations;

lunar probes; long-range communications; and space probes.

In addition to the DISCOVERER program, the Division is developing

advanced AGENA satellites for the MIDAS program (Missile Defense Alarm
System) and the SAMOS strategic warning system. Lockheed is system

manager and prime contractor for these projects under the direction of the

Air Force Ballistic Missile Division (ARDC)

.

An orbiting research facility to serve as an advanced
base for space exploration, has been proposed in practical detail by Lockheed's
research and development staff. The station would carry a 10-man crew.

Prefabricated compartments for the rim of the wheel, the spokes, and the three

hubs would be launched separately by ballistic missiles and assembled in

space by means of the specially-designed, Lockheed Astrotug.

The Air Force-Lockheed X-17 solid-propellant

ballistic missile has pioneered many new techniques, and the valuable experience

gained from this program facilitated development of other, inter-service

projects, including the Navy POLARIS FBM. The Navy's Project Argus radiation

explosion featured the X-17 as the vehicle. Developed for the Air Force, the

Lockheed KINGFISHER is designed to simulate enemy attacks to test our

nation's anti-bomber and anti-guided-missile defenses. The Air Force X-7 is a

unique, recoverable ramjet-engine test vehicle designed to test new
developments in advanced components for other missiles.

The successful completion of projects such as these requires a bold and

imaginative approach to entirely new environments. Lockheed's programs reach

far into the future. It is a rewarding future which scientists and engineers

of outstanding talent and inquiring mind are invited to share. Write: Research and

Development Staff, Dept. G-29A, 962 W. El Camino Real, Sunnyvale,

California. U. S. citizenship or existing Department of Defense

industrial security clearance required.

MISSILES AND SPACE DIVISION
SUNNYVALE. PALO ALTO, VAN NUYS. SANTA CRUZ. SANTA MARIA. CALIFORNIA

CAPE CANAVERAL. FLORIDA • ALAMOGORDO. NEW MEXICO • HAWAII



the new
Giannini

Portable

Pressure
^

Generator

o

WTo MB

COVBIES
1(0) A€M
From 10 acres of launching area to a laboratory

bench... in Ground Support, production or research

...now you can find a compact, portable Giannini

Pressure Generator to do any of these things:

£ Obtain precise static and pitot pressure read-

ings from two related electromechanical

4^ pneumatic systems.

Inspect, production-test and calibrate such

systems. Test them on the flight line. Furnish

arbitrary pressure outputs as a function of

voltage inputs (manually or remotely selected)

for simulated flight of missiles, aircraft and

other vehicles.

Generate absolute, differential or gage pres-

sures and pressure ratios. Direct digital

readout. Select from a variety of accuracies,

resolutions, pressure ranges, ratios, rates.

Designed for maximum utility, Giannini's new pres-

sure generators are easily transported. Rugged

mechanically. Simple electronically. Give long,

trouble-free life in lab or field.

Proof of performance: this useful new Ground
Support unit is currently being used to test the

Giannini Variable Inlet Control System on a new
supersonic jet interceptor.

WRITE FOR DETAILS OR FOR A DISCUSSION ON
YOUR SPECIAL APPLICATION NEEDS.

Specifications, Giannini Portable Pressure Generator

OPERATING MEDIUM
Dry (instrument) air

OPERATING INPUTS REQ'D.
Air Pressure: 20 to 30 PSIG
Vacuum Source: to 2.0
inches of mercury (absolute)

OUTPUT PRESSURE RANGES
Static Pressure (P,): 2 to 70
inches of mercury (absolute)
Pitot Pressure (Pt): Auto-
matically determined by Pi

and P./Pt settings
P s /Pt Ratio Range: 0.580 to

0.940

Other Static and Ratio
ranges available.
Differential Pressure Range:

to 30 inches of mercury.

POWER REQUIREMENTS
1 10 volts, 400 CPS-275 watts

OVERALL DIMEN. (Approx.)
Height: 14.5 inches
Width: 24 inches
Depth: 16 inches

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
Range: -54°C (-65°F) to

+55°C (+130°F)
Weight: Approx. 80 pounds

Giannini Controls Corporation 1600 South Mountain, Duarte, California
A NAME TO PLAN WITH

A challenging new career awaits you at Giannini: Write to the Director of Technical Personnel

102 Circle No. 68 on Subscriber Service Card.



main chassis contains the controls, a
90° phase shifter, two separate audio

servosound amplifiers and a DC power
supply. The other two units are iden-

tical speaker enclosures with the ex-

ception of the location of barrier ter-

minal strips on the rear section.

In use the two speaker enclosures

are placed at the same height on the

same plane with a center to center dis-

tance in the range of 6 to 20 ft. Cables

10 ft. in length are provided for con-

nection of the speaker enclosures to

the main chassis.

Astrometrics has determined, using

series of random-number and other

tests on listening groups under a va-

riety of ambient listening conditions,

that the average intelligence improve-

ment under conditions of noise in the

transmission link is 3 db. An improve-

ment of this magnitude would, in the

case of a moving aircraft, result in a

range increase of 1.4 to 1.

The improvement in intelligibility

under conditions of ambient room in-

terference is said to be much more
spectacular. Astrometrics explains the

improvement this way:

Consider the case where a voice is

emanating from a single speaker in a

room with an interfering voice at a

higher amplitude than the desired re-

produced voice. If the amplitude peaks

of the interfering voice are sufficiently

high to override the desired voice, a

listener can no longer keep his physical

and mental machinery "tuned to" or

"locked on" the desired voice and is

thereby distracted by the interfering

voice. In the case of the Articulator's

two outputs with 90° phase difference,

if the interfering voice peaks are coin-

cident and override the peaks of the

voice emanating from one speaker, it

necessarily follows that they cannot in-

terfere with all of the peaks coming
from the other speaker—since the

sounds from the other speaker arrive

at a different time. All of the intelli-

gence-containing components of the

voice arrive at different times, so that

even if the interfering voice were to be
coincident with some frequencies, it

cannot coincide with others because

there is an arbitrary and varying dif-

ference in time delay between the two
speakers.

• Negative feedback—If a rapid-

speaking, interfering voice, such as a

radio commercial, is turned on at a

volume greatly exceeding that of a

desired single channel signal reproduc-

tion, the desired signal is virtually un-

intelligible. The recovery ratio is ap-

proximately 10%. Addition of a second
speaker, at no increase in volume, in-

creases the intelligibility to 95 or

100%. Effectivity of the Articulator

phase relationship is said to be even
more pronounced with use of a stereo-

phonic headset because the phase rela-

tionships are retained in their pure

state and therefore are not deteriorated

by room reflections.

It is coincidence that the intelli-

gence or fidelity increasing mechanism
of each of the two channels considered

separately in the Articulator also is a

phase function. The Articulator has a

novel feedback circuit which treats the

speaker itself as a transducer and re-

flects variations from a pure resistive

load back into the amplifier in a nega-

tive feedback sense. The particular

feedback arrangement employed results

in essentially a "constant power" am-
plifier characteristic. The amplifier is

neither constant voltage nor constant

current, but constant power. The con-

stant power relationship has been de-

termined, through empirical study, to

produce the highest auditory fidelity.

Harmonic distortion measurements
made on speakers using this feedback
versus pure voltage feedback in the

conventional sense will yield a greater

harmonic distortion reading. However,
since the speaker is resistive only at

two frequencies and is either capacitive

or inductive at all other frequencies,

PROVEN RELIABILITY-
SOLID-STATE POWER INVERTERS

over 260,000 logged hours- voltage-regulated,

frequency-controlled, for missile, telemeter, ground-

support, 135°C all-silicon units available now-

4<

Interetectronics all-silicon thyratron-like gating elements and cubic-

grain toroidal magnetic components convert DC to any desired number

of AC or DC outputs from 1 to 10,000 watts.

Ultra-reliable in operation (over 260,000 logged hours), no moving

parts, unharmed by shorting output or reversing input polarity. Wide

input range (18 to 32 volts DC), high conversion efficiency (to 92%,
including voltage regulation by Interetectronics patented reflex high-

efficiency magnetic amplifier circuitry).

Light weight (to 6 watts/oz.), compact (to 8 watts/cu. in.), low

ripple (to 0.01 mv. p-p), excellent voltage regulation (to 0.1%), precise

frequency control (to 0.2% with Interelectronics extreme environment

magnetostrictive standards or to 0.0001% with fork or piezoelectric

standards).

Complies with MIL specs, for shock (100G 11 misc.), acceleration

(100G 15 min.), vibration (100G 5 to 5,000 cps.), temperature (to 150

degrees C), RF noise (1-26600).

AC single and polyphase units supply sine waveform output (to 2%
harmonics), will deliver up to ten times rated line current into a short

circuit or actuate MIL type magnetic circuit breakers or fuses, will start

gyros and motors with starting current surges up to ten times normal

operating line current.

Now in use in major missiles, powering telemeter transmitters, radar

beacons, electronic equipment. Single and polyphase units now power

airborne and marine missile gyros, synchros, servos, magnetic amplifiers.

Interelectronics—first and most experienced in the solid-state power

supply field produces its own all-silicon solid-state gating elements, all

high flux density magnetic components, high temperature ultra-reliable

film capacitors and components, has complete facilities and know how

—has designed and delivered more working KVA than any other firm!

For complete engineering data, write Interelectronics today, or call

LUdlow 4-6200 in New York.

INTERELECTRONICS CORPORATION
2432 Grand Concourse, How York 58, N. V.
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Ask for

Special

Help

When
Brazing

Stainless

Ask us for help in deciding how to best braze

your stainless alloy assemblies. We success-

fully braze almost every known stainless

steel, superalloy, and aluminum or titanium

bearing metal.

Ask us to choose the best brazing alloy from
the massive array of copper, silver, and nickel

base alloys available. We know and use

them all.

Ask us for a quotation on doing your stain-

less brazing or heat processing. Our pencils

are sharp and so are the four furnace plants

we operate to serve you.

WALL COLMONOY CORPORATION
Stainless Processing Division

19345 John R Street • Detroit 3, Michigan
Wall Colmonoy furnace plants are maintained in
Michigan, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and California

Circle No. 70 on Subscriber Service Card

DELTA-COUPLES
MINIATURE THERMOCOUPLES

PRECISION JUNCTION LOCATION
MINIMUM HEAT FLUX DISTORTION

RAPID - ACCURATE RESPONSE

SURFACE & IN-WALL TEMPERATURE SENSING

Mm

V, g

DELTA-COUPLES
couples engineered

thermo-

pinpoint

are precision

for accurate,

temperature measurements in steel or alumi-

num structures. Available in five basic types,

DELTA-COUPLES are being successfully ap-

plied in the field of missiles and rockets to

combustion chambers, blast deflectors, launch-

ing structures, injection nozzles, missile skins,

and in thermodynamic model studies. Pictured

are the Wl and W2 types, ideally suited for

instrumentation of thin steel and aluminum

structures.

Write for DELTA-COUPLE Catalog ATL-903

mmmye^u^ laboratories

A d |v| s'°n of AMERiCAN-lT>lamlard

Dept. AE-1. Whisman Road, Mountain View, California

Circle No. 71 on Subscriber Service Card.

there is a phase difference between the

cone movement at all different frequen-
cies from a given speaker.

An example of this might be a 100
cps square wave wherein the speaker
has a capacitive reactance at the fun-
damental frequency of 100 cycles, but
is resistive at 300 cycles and highly
inductive at 50° cycles. Under these

conditions, a microphone picking up
the same square wave reproduced by
the speaker would display a waveform
bearing little resemblance to a square
wave.

Use of the Articulator feedback cir-

cuit reflects the speaker movement in

a negative feedback sense, providing a
great deal of phase correction such
that the square wave components are

reconstituted in their proper phase rela-

tionships.

There are circuits which have been
employed to yield essentially perfect

phase correction up to the piston point
of speakers. However, these circuits, in

the past, have resulted in a prohibitive

amount of complexity. Additionally, it

is Astrometrics' opinion that all of the

practical circuits used to obtain this

result leave much to be desired in the

sense of actual listening fidelity. The
unique constant power circuit em-
ployed by Astrometrics reflects speaker
load variations back into the amplifier

and results in what has been empiric-
ally determined to be the optimum re-

producing condition for any particular

transducer.

Astrometrics believes there is an
important delineation which should be
made between the mechanism of phase

delay or constant phase shift as em-
ployed in the Articulator and the time

delay mechanism used in the past by
the military.

In the case of the time delay, which
has been found to increase intelligi-

bility in aircraft, the principle is this:

if a sound generated at the right ear

is interfered with, by some ambient

noise peak, that same noise sound ar-

rives at the left ear later in time and

may, by coincidence, not be interfered

with at all.

It is certain that the same peak that

interfered with the sound in the right

ear will not affect the left. However,

in the case of the Articulator, since

there is a varying time delay for all of

the different frequency components of

the desired signal, an interfering sound

at the right ear cannot interfere with

any of the components from the left

ear. An additional interfering sound

that might affect one component of the

left ear can necessarily not interfere

with all of the components since they

are distributed in time.

104 Circle Ne. 72 on Subscriber Service Card.
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Airborne Electronics

for the MARTIN COMPANY,

Prime Contractor tor the

U. S. Army Pershing Missile

SIGNAL CONDITIONING

SYSTEMS

from

sTe

For detailed information about SIE telemetry,

signal conditioning systems, please contact

LIGHT MILITARY PRODUCT MANAGER.

SIE provides airborne telemetry,

signal conditioning systems

—using solid state electronics

—

for the U. S. Army's new Pershing

Missile, recently successfully

test-fired at Cape Canaveral. SIE

measurement equipment delivers

unexcelled reliability under

I extreme airborne environmental

jjf conditions—providing the Martin

fjk Company with advanced, precise

electronic missile measurements.

1^^^)

DRE!

Phase-Sensitive

SOUTHWESTERN INDUSTRIAL. ELECTRONICS CO.
A DIVISION OF DRESSER INDUSTRIES. INC.

10201 Westheimer P. 0. Box 22187 Houston 27, Texas • HO mestead 5-3471

CABLE: SIECO HOUSTON TWX: HO-1185
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1960— Fuel Management: Propellant utilization .. .accurate tanking of missile

...thrust control. These are some of the areas in which SM/I has demonstrate

fuel management capabilities. More advanced measuring and control systerf

for the new generation of missiles and spacecraft are in development at SM

to solve your fuel management problems. Write for information and literatur

SM/I SEFT\/OMECH/\NISMS/lNC
LOS ANGELES DIVISION:
12500 Aviation Boulevard, Hawthorne, California

MECHATROL DIVISION: Westbury, New York

RESEARCH DIVISION; Goleta, California

SERVOMECHANISMS (Canada) Ltd.: Toronto

Subcontractors to leading system managers. , .Aircraft and Missile Instrumentation . ..Grouri

Support and Test Equipment... Fuel Management, . .Systems, Subsystems and Component!




